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Abstract 
"Good leaderships springs from a genuine passion for the work and a genuine concern 
for other people. Great Leaders are people who love what they do and want to share that 
love with others. " (Daft, 2005:20). 
During an informal discussion with my husband Hugo Daniels, the leader in this Action 
Research Case Study, it became apparent that lawyers do not attend a single module or 
complete a single subject during their formal training at university to obtain their law 
degree that is related to the field of leadership and how to lead, inspire and motivate 
followers. The di scussion cente'red on the problems the leader was experiencing in his 
East London law firm , problems he believed to be as a result of his lack of knowledge in 
the field of leadership. And so this research project began. 
It was obvious from the start that to intervene in the firm in order to bring about change 
would need the participation of everyone in the firm. The first step towards facilitating 
change would be to change the leadership style of the director of the firm. He would be 
required to gain knowledge in the field of leadership and the effects that different 
leadership styles have on followers. At the same time staff's perception of the current 
leadership style would have to be determined, as well as the desired style for their leader. 
The research process could then begin, based on the needs expressed by the staff and with 
participation from all levels in the firm. 
The case involved 27 members of staff made up of three heads of departments, twenty 
three general staff members and the leader. Data was gathered through formal interviews 
with the leader and the heads of departments, as well as from personal journals kept by 
two heads of departments and the leader. General staff members were first asked to 
complete The Productive Practice Survey (Hall 1987) to determine their perceptions of 
the current leadership style in the firm and what they thought they needed from their 
leader if the firm is to move forward. The Productive Practice Survey (Hall 1987) was not 
used with the intention of gathering quantitative data, but rather as a means of gathering 
information of staff's perception in general while ensuring anonymity, so as to facilitate a 
discussion during a feedback session. The Productive Survey's (Hall 1987) content and 
working is explained in further detail in Chapter 3 on page 44. 
Initially participants were skeptical of the process and used the survey as a medium to 
lash out against the firm and Hugo Daniels as a leader, leaving no room for suggestions 
for improvement, an "it is what it is" approach. During the feedback session general staff 
members became more open when they realized that change would benefit them, as 
changes would be suggested by them and implemented with their participation. They 
became less reluctant about change and provided valuable input during the session. All 
participants understood that this Participatory Action Research intervention was only the 
beginning of change in the firm and the sustainability of the changes rests on the firm as a 
whole, and working towards it would be a continuous process not ending with the 
Participatory Action Research process. 
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Chapter 1 
"II is inlhe deplhs of your life that you will discover the invisible necessity which has 
brought you here. When you begin to decipher this, your gift and giftedness come alive. 
Your hearl quickens and the urgency of living rekindles your creativity". (O'Donohue 
1997:114). 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Context of the Research 
The purpose of this action research and the literature reviewed was to document the effect 
that facilitating change in a law firm through the development of the lawyer with no 
formal knowledge of, or training in leadership, and staff participation in the leadership 
change process would have. There is little in the literature on lawyers and leadership, and 
research on the topic is scarce. Most of the journals on the subject oflawyers and 
leadership refer to a study done by the Hay Group as cited in Krufka (2005). According 
to Krufka (2005) law firms are now realizing the importance of knowledge in addition to 
law subjects that are necessary to lead a finn, and are therefore focusing attention on the 
development oflawyers as leaders. 
The style of leadership in an organisation has an impact on sound human relations and is 
thus an important consideration for an organisation's success. Lawyers are intelligent 
people with specialized skills and often lead a firm and manage its people, but few of 
them ever have any formal leadership or business training, and invest little or no time and 
effort in developing themselves as leaders. Amongst the skills identified during the study, 
that lawyers lack, are the leading of others and working successfully as part of a team 
(Krufka, 2005). 
This lack of knowledge and formal training in the field of leadership, and the impact of 
leadership styles on staff are placing lawyers on unfamiliar ground when effective 
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leadership becomes essential for a firm's success. Krufka (2005) says that leadership 
skills of lawyers should be developed , and opportunities created to implement these skills 
while receiving feedback from staff on the leader's performance. 
My interest in this was stimulated when I became aware that lawyers receive no 
preparation for their roles as leaders. The goal of my research was to conduct action 
research on leadership development and the ensuing relationships in a law firm. 
My reading focused on current leadership research and writing. The word ' participation' 
often emerges in current thinking about leadership. Thus, Participative Leadership is 
based on a leader' s inclusion of followers in the decision-making process, and through 
such participation encourages followers to believe in the leader's vision and goals, and 
align their own vision with that of the organisation. 
In a recent Management Todayarticle headlined with the sentence "The new leadership: 
fellowship, not follower-ship" Bester et al. (2006) state that, especially in South Africa, 
leaders need to change their leadership styles to more Participative Leadership styles. The 
benefits according to Yuki (1998) are numerous: injoint decision-making a group with 
diverse knowledge and information has better opportunities for problem solving than a 
leader making all the decisions with only the information and knowledge available to 
him. Involving staff in decision-making increases their commitment to the decisions that 
are made and creates a feeling of ownership for the decision. 
Transformational Leadership, Charismatic Leadership and concepts are often used 
interchangeably in literature or are linked in a chapter, as the characteristics that these 
leaders are said to possess are more or less the same. Both instill a great sense of loyalty 
in followers: they believe in the vision of the leader and make it their own. According to 
Robbins (2005) followers ' alignment of values are made possible because of the concern 
the Transformational Leaders has for his/her staffs individual needs. She/He is able to 
excite and inspire staff towards achieving group goals. Gibson et al. (2003) describe the 
rewards for followers of Transformational Leaders as internal. Because they are 
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motivated by the leader to achieve high standards and perform at their peak, staff feels 
self-rewarded and the reward is therefore internal. Dubrin (200 I) states that studies 
demonstrate that staff performance is higher when led by a Transformational Leader, 
compared to performance of staff led by a Transactional Leader. 
Servant Leadership takes being people-orientated a step further by seeing serving as a 
first priority and leading as the second. Blanchard (1998) explains that the Servant Leader 
is encouraged to move away from the traditional way of leading that focuses on control 
and constant direct supervision, to a facilitative role partnered with encouragement, 
motivation and good listening skills. Batten (1998) states that although Servant Leaders 
are aware that they and others have weaknesses they choose to focus and build on 
strengths. Lussier and Achua (2001) add to this by stating that a Servant Leader does 
away with the concept of self-interest in order to serve others and help them grow 
emotionally and professionally. 
Bringing about changes in the style the leader in the case practiced, played an important 
role in the development of the leader and in building relationships with staff. Research 
provides evidence that leaders can adapt their behaviours and traits to match those of 
effective leaders in order to bring about certain changes to their leadership style. 
According to Koestenbaum (2002) leadership is teachable; it can either be facilitated or 
challenged into existence. Koestenbaum believes that all leadership skills can be 
acquired, and if already present in a leader can be improved to achieve even greater 
success. According to London (2002) leadership development is seen from both an 
individual and organisational perspective. From an individual perspective the leader 
needs to identify his strengths and weaknesses and strategise on how to improve on 
weaknesses and draw on his strengths. Development can then take place through various 
means such as learning, gaining knowledge, training and also self development. 
Research done by Bernthal and Wellis (2006) on development showed that although 
many ways of developing a leader exist, it is important that leadership development is 
taught through practical experience in a controlled environment: learning through doing 
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is something that cannot be excluded from any leadership development programmes. This 
method of leadership development is called Applied Learning, where the leader gets the 
opportunity to learn and even make mistakes through applying the skills learned in, for 
instance formal training, in a real life situation. Heifetz and Laurie (1998) state that 
leadership development requires a learning strategy in which all levels in the organisation 
is challenged to re-assess their values and to learn new habits. In order to develop, the 
leader needs to move away from the notion that he is the only one capable of solving 
difficult problems. This will also ease the load the leader has to carry as the main source 
of answers to the challenges facing an organisation. 
Because of the paucity of literature on lawyers and leadership, and little research on the 
topic, it was anticipated that the research would be of interest to other managers and 
leaders in professions with no formal education on leadership to prepare them for their 
roles. 
1.2 Research Question 
The research question was formulated when I became aware that law firm management 
receives no preparation for their positions as the leaders within their firms. The aim of the 
research was to determine whether leadership development through partaking in a 
leadership module, and possible changes in the leadership style could bring about 
organisational change in this single case study. Yin (1994) a case inquiry relies on 
mUltiple sources of evidence to investigate a contemporary phenomenon in a real- life 
situation. According to Hedrick, Bickman and Rog (l993) the researcher should identify 
the sources that will answer and address the research question. 
The following areas of knowledge, both theory and research informed my study in order 
to answer the research question: 
• Leadership 
• Leadership style including, co-worker response to the style and the way it 
affected amongst others, relationships, motivation and productivity 
• Leadership Development 
• Change through the facilitation of an action research process 
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I anticipated that the research question could best be answered by using a case study 
and Participatory Action Research. 
1.3 Research Goal 
The goal of my research was to facilitate a process of change in leadership style in an 
East London law firm and to then investigate staff perceptions of relationship changes in 
the firm . This included: 
• Documenting staff perceptions of the leader's leadership style before intervention; 
• Identifying the staff's preferred leadership style; 
• Facilitating a process of change to the preferred leadership style through participative 
means that included the leader partaking in a leadership development programme, 
and responding to suggestions for change made by staff members. 
• Investigating staff perceptions of the influence of the intervention on relationships in 
the firm. 
All role-players participated in the Action Research process laid out above. According to 
Williams et al. (2002), to allow direct participation in the decision making process about 
change is the best way of creating learning abilities and good communication with staff 
and will help to minimize the uncertainty that usually surrounds change. Sashkin and 
Sash kin (2003) add that if a leader and staff believe they are in control of their own 
destiny and that their actions influence what happens in their organisation, they will be 
positive about change and embrace the need for change. 
1.4 Methodology 
An interpretive case study was conducted in which Participative Action Research was 
undertaken to facilitate change in the leadership style in an East London law firm. 
According to Bruce and Wyman (1998) the word 'action ' implies that participants 
consent to a process of change with expectations for success through limited initial 
implementation to asses the organisation's reaction to these changes. The perceptions and 
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experiences of participants during the process of change plays an important role to 
understanding the impact the change has on the human element and relationships within 
the firm. My research also lay within the critical paradigm as changes in behaviour were 
necessary to change the leadership style to staff members' preferred leadership style. 
1.4.1 Intervention 
All participants to the research were involved in all phases of the change process, 
including the decision-making about the implementation of changes that would include 
the participants' desired outcome. According to Babbie and Mouton (2006) interventions 
are decisions and actions that are planned to have a specific and desired outcome when 
implemented successfully. 
In this research project the Participatory Action Research involved the leader of the firm, 
three heads of departments and twenty three general staff members, and followed all 
phases of Action Research. Babbie and Mouton (2006) state that Participative Action 
Research is a version of Action Research and the word 'participatory' implies 
participation, although not necessarily, as action research cannot be conducted without 
participation. However, these authors also note that it is important to only use the word 
participatory when the studied population was actively involved in the research as was 
the case with my research. 
1.4.2 Data Gathering and Analysis 
A number of data gathering tools were used. Firstly I used The Productive Practice 
Survey (Hall 1987) to gather general perception of staff members on the current 
leadership style and the desired style. 
Formal interviews were conducted with the heads of departments and the leader. All 
general staff members participated in a feedback session on the surveys. Personal 
journals were kept by two heads of departments and the leader, in which they 
documented their personal thoughts and experiences during the programme. 
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I analysed my data using interpretational analysis. "A process of close examination of 
case study data in order to find constructs, themes, and patterns" (Gall , cited in 
Winegardner 2001). 
1.5 Thesis Outline 
In Chapter 2 the traditional and current thoughts on leadership are reviewed and 
presented. I remind the reader that there is a dearth of literature on lawyers and 
leadership; I do cover the research that was done by the Hay Group cited in Krufka 
(2005). Literature on leadership development and change is also reviewed as Action 
Research is coupled with intervention and change. 
Chapter 3 describes my research Methodology and the paradigms within which my 
research falls . I also describe the methods of gathering my data and the Action Research 
process in more detail. Ethical considerations are also mentioned in this chapter. 
The data gathered pre-intervention is presented and discussed in Chapter 4, and during 
and post-intervention in Chapter 5. Due to the richness of the data, presentation and 
discussion was conducted simultaneously to enable me to present literature on the data 
gathered without conforming to the literature or taking away from the originality of the 
data. 
Chapter 6 contains my main research findings, recommendations and discusses the 
limitations of my research. A section on my personal reflection concludes this chapter. 
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Chapter 2 
2.1 Introduction 
"Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powelful 
beyond measure. It is our light, not our darkness, that most frightens us. We ask 
ourselves, who am 1 to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented andfabulous? Actually who are 
you not to be? You are a child of God. Your playing small doesn 't save the world. There 
is nothing enlightened about shrinking the world so far that other people won't feel 
insecure around you. We were born to make manifest the glOly of God within us. It is not 
just in some of us, it's in evelyone. And as we let our light shine, we unconsciously give 
other people the permission to do the same. As we are liberated Fom our fear, our 
presence automatically liberates others. " (Mandela, cited in Kirby, 2003). 
In this chapter the importance of the leadership role in the organisation is explored. 
Different leadership styles are then investigated through the literature, with the view of 
describing the influences these different styles have on staff and their relationsh ips with 
the leader. Of importance to this research was to investigate whether the key 
characteristics and values of successful leaders could be adopted and whether these 
changes would have a positive effect. 
2.2 The importance of the leadership role in an organisation 
Leadership is a critical component in the success of an organisation and the motivation of 
staff. According to Whetten et al. (2000: 290) "poor motivation is a lack of skilled 
leadership not a lack of desire within people". Pinchot says (1996) leadership can be seen 
as an intervention to energize people towards a common goal, be it through the most 
direct method of leadership where staff are coerced, or indirectly by focusing on 
communication and inspiration. Lussier and Achua (2001) add that the leader has three 
roles: interpersonal, where he is seen as the figurehead that represents the organisation, 
the performer of management functions such as performance evaluation and liaison, 
interacting with people outside the organisation; the informal role where the leader 
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monitors and gathers information, disseminates information by sending it to parties 
outside the organisation and being a spokesperson, and last, the decisional role where the 
leader is the entrepreneur, allocates resources and negotiates transactions. Dubrin (200 I), 
in addition to the roles Lussier and Achua (2001) found, further identified the coach to 
team members, building the team through appreciation, and by the display of trustworthy 
personal conduct become a team player. 
A leader is empowered by his followers to be just that, a leader, and this empowerment is 
earned by the leader through the respect and trust that his followers has for him and his 
abilities. Followers also need to share and believe in the goals of the leader, and be 
inspired by him. 
"Leadership is about getting people to do what you want them to do, because they want 
to do it for you and themselves" (Whickens, 1999: 52). The leader of an organisation 
achieves the completion of tasks through the good relationships developed over time with 
staff. Using the combined resources of staff and the leader' s skills, success is achieved 
(Kirby, 2003: 169). 
2.3 Leadership Styles 
"A synthesis of a number of studies indicates that effective leaders score highly on 
concern for both people and production" (Dubrin, 2002: 130). 
In this section [ will look briefly at Transactional Leadership as a summary example of 
the more traditional approach to leadership, and then current leadership styles and 
organisation participants' responses to these styles. Thereafter [will discuss a selection of 
literature on the behaviours and traits identified in successful leaders and then review 
literature on leadership development and the possibilities for leaders to change their 
styles. Finally [ will discuss literature on organisational change processes. 
A survey of the literature on leadership styles shows that current thinking identifies four 
basic styles: Participative Leadership, Charismatic Leadership, Transformational 
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Leadership and Servant Leadership. Byrne (2005) suggests that most effective leaders do 
not choose a specific leadership style, but rather adapt their leadership style to what is 
required by the situation at hand. She proposes that instead of leaders always focusing on 
using their dominant leadership style, they should equip themselves with the knowledge 
of other effective leadership styles in order to reinvent themselves, should it be required. 
All effective leadership styles that prove to have a positive impact can and should be 
practiced and used in different situations. 
2.3.1 Transactional Leadership: 
The more traditional approach to leadership is the Transactional Leadership style. 
According to Bratton et al. (2005). Transactional Leadership can be identified as a 
leader/follower relationship. Transactional Leadership is rooted in the leader offering 
material rewards to staff in relation to the amount of effort he receives from them. A 
Transactional Leader and staff have a relationship based on exchange: the effort and 
reward for the effort is negotiable but usually mutually beneficial (Burns 1978). 
Transactional Leaders generally focus on maintaining stabi lity within their organisations 
compared to Transformational and Charismatic Leaders who seek to bring about change 
in their organisations. A Transactional Leader enters into contractual arrangements with 
staff arranging for benefits once goals have been achieved (Lussier and Achua, 
2005:384). Robbins (2005) describes the Transactional Leader as active in searching for 
any deviation from the rules and will take corrective action immediately if standards 
aren't adhered to. The Transactional Leader is however still capable of recognising the 
accomplishments of staff. 
2.3.2 Current Thoughts on Leadership: 
As my interest is in current concepts of leadership, especially as it relates to participant 
response, I will focus more on the character of these types of leadership. 
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2.3.2.1 Participative Leadership: 
Participative Leadership is based on a leader including followers in the decision·making 
process, and through this participation encourages followers to believe in the leader's 
vision and goals, and align their own vision with that of the organisation. The underlying 
principles of Participative Leadership include empowering others to take responsibility 
for decisions they make, and which would previously have been made by the leader, and 
establish open communication channels where joint decision making is encouraged. 
According to Dubrin (2001) there are many behaviours that can be attributed to a 
Participative Leader, but consultative, consensus seeking and democratic are concepts 
that best describe this type of leader. A leader needs to create a learning environment to 
empower his staff in such a way that they feel part of a community and are able to form 
close working relationships with other members of staff, and engender feelings of 
belonging and competence. For sound working relationships the leader needs to ensure 
that stafffeeis needed by him and others in the working environment (Bennis and 
Goldsmith, 1994: 7). 
Leaders need to create an organisation culture that includes followers in decision making 
and provide equal opportunity for all to be heard, respected and to grow. "If employees 
perceive the company as an extension of their own values, standards and identities, it 
creates an undefined loyalty to the organisation. Leaders at this level often create self-
directed work teams with strong values. They empower them, and involve them actively 
in structuring and implementing processes." (Bester, et al. 2006: 6). According to Yuki 
(1998) the empowerment of staff also develops their problem solving skills and promotes 
conflict resolution and team building. 
"The leader becomes a context setter, the designer of a learning experience, not an 
authority figure with all the solutions". When staff own the problem they have to deal 
with, they are a lot more aggressive in their approach to finding a solution to the problem. 
"Staff takes ownership for the problem and therefore also takes ownership to become part 
of the solution." (Williams et al. 2002: 246). According to Robbins (2005) there is a 
reward to participation for staff, it makes their tasks more interesting and meaningful. 
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Richardson (2002) emphasize that staff have a need to be led not just to be told what to 
do, they want to be involved in creating the organisation they work for, and seek 
acknowledgement for their contributions and achievements. 
The leadership sty le of the top performing leaders and partners in law firms identified by 
the Hay Group is Affiliative Leadership. This style ofleading embodies most of the core 
concepts of Participative Leadership and I therefore group it under this heading. 
Leaders practicing this style proved do be a lot more attentive to the needs and feelings of 
staff and show a genuine interest in others, opposed to those that were perfectionists, 
demanding and focused on results at all costs. It was also found that they were open to 
participation of staff in all decision making processes, and were visionaries that had the 
ability to share these visions with staff, aligning them to a common goal. The heads of 
law firms practicing the Affiliative Leadership style also proved to be more focused on 
long term performance, and able to alternate leadership styles according to the need of 
the situation. They are mentors and coaches, realizing the need and aspirations of 
employees, and working towards creating a participative culture (Patterson, 2005:59). 
Charismatic leadership also shows the leader to have a great concern for followers, and 
the literature emphasizes the importance of a clear vision to this type of leader. 
2.3.2.2 Charismatic leadership 
Conger and Kanungo (1988) describe the following four stages of Charismatic 
Leadership: 
1. "Detecting unexploited opportunities and deficiencies in the present situation. 
Sensitivity to constituents needs. Formulating an idealized strategic vision. 
2. Communicating the vision. Articulating the status quo as unacceptable and the 
vision as the most attractive alternative. Articulating motivation to lead 
followers. 
3. Building trust through technical expertise, personal risk-taking, self-sacrifice, and 
unconventional behaviour. 
4. Demonstrating the means to achieve the vision through role modeling, 
empowerment and unconventional tactics." (p.27). 
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In addition to what Conger and Kanungo (1988) found, Robbins (2005) also identifies 
risk taking and sensitivity to both the environment and staff needs as characteristics 
possessed by a Charismatic Leader. Gibson et al. (2003) state that these characteristics in 
a Charismatic Leader inspire staff, and as a result they show a great deal of affection for 
the leader. The Charismatic Leader motivates staff and serves as a role model, is able to 
steer staff towards achieving his vision through the praise and recognition that he gives 
them. 
Dubrin (2001) also identifies the Charismatic Leader as a master at communication, using 
colourful communication skills to translate his vision to staff. The Charismatic Leader is 
also expressive and warm and willing to express feelings openly. Charismatic Leaders 
also have the tendency to romanticise risk because of their love of risk taking. Another 
characteristic of a Charismatic Leader is a self-promoting personality; Lussier and Achua 
(2001) note that Charismatic Leaders are always out promoting themselves and believing 
in themselves even if no one else is taking up their cause. These authors also suggest that 
several of the characteristics of Charismatic Leaders can be enhanced in leaders so that 
they may become more charismatic. 
According to Robbins (2005) the Charismatic Leader sets high performance targets for 
staff, which they are able to achieve because of the confidence the leader displays in their 
abilities. Dubrin (2001) adds to this by stating that the Socialized Charismatic Leader 
formulates and pursues only goals that address the needs of the entire group, and is 
therefore not a self-serving individual. He provides staff with intellectual stimulation and 
they are therefore empowered individuals that take responsibility for their tasks and 
growth. Robbins (2005) describes the Charismatic Leader as attracting others through a 
bond he creates by analyzing and tapping in to their emotions. 
2.3.2.3 Transformational Leadership 
Transformational Leadership, Charismatic Leadership and Strategic Leadership concepts 
are often used interchangeably or together in the literature, as the characteristics that 
these leaders are said to possess are more or less the same. All instill a great sense of 
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loyalty in followers, who believe in the vision of their leader and make it their own. 
Robb ins (2005) also states that Transformational and Transactional Leadership should 
not be viewed as opposites, as Transformational Leadership is built on Transactional 
Leadership but goes further in the levels of effort and performance it is able to achieve 
from followers. 
According to Bratton, Grint and Nelson (2005) it is Transformational Leaders' ability to 
align their visions with followers' values that make them successful. Transformational 
Leadership differs from Charismatic Leadership because Transformational Leaders show 
only a weak charisma, and this allows followers to relate better to the leader and form an 
emotional bond. Robbins (2005) state that the Transformational Leader is about more 
than just the charisma. While Charismatic Leaders try only to get staff to adopt the 
charismatic world, a Transformational Leader encourages staff to challenge established 
views even if they are the views of the leader. Lussier and Achua (2001) add to this by 
stating that Transformational Leaders takes the charisma one step further by not only 
making their vision clear, but also by actively pursuing the implementation of the vision. 
A Transformational Leader is more likely to take action in order for the implementation 
of the vision to succeed. 
Bums (cited by Bratton, Grint and Nelson 2005), calls the alignment offollowers' values 
to the Transformational Leader's vision the "reframing process". Followers find the 
values and vision of the leader appealing and, because of the trust and respect they have 
for the leader and his higher morality, the leader is able to convince them to change their 
values in order to align them to his own. According to Robbins (2005) the alignment of 
followers' values are made possib le because of the concern that the Transformational 
Leaders has for staff member's individual needs. He is able to excite and inspire staff 
towards achieving group goals . 
Gibson, Ivancevich, Donnelly and Konnopaske (2003) describe the rewards for followers 
of Transformational Leaders as internal. Because they are motivated by the leader to 
achieve high standards and perform at their peak, staff feel self-rewarded and the reward 
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is therefore internal. Robbins (2005) builds on this by stating that the Transformational 
Leader promotes intellectual stimulation, intelligence and rationality in followers through 
creative and careful problem solving. Each member of staff is treated as an individual and 
is given advice, attention and coaching. According to Dubrin (2001), studies demonstrate 
that staff performance is higher when led by a Transformational Leader compared to the 
performance of staff led by a Transactional Leader. 
2.3.2.4 Servant Leadership 
Greenleaf (1998) describe the Servant Leaders as an individual whose primary intuition is 
to serve and then to lead. Servant Leaders are individuals who do not find the power and 
monetary value associated with the term leader important and therefore leading comes 
second to serving. Blanchard (1998) explains that the Servant Leader is encouraged to 
move away from the traditional way of leading that focuses on control and constant direct 
supervision, to a facilitator role partnered with encouragement, motivation and good 
listening skills. 
According to Wis (2002), Servant Leaders use their talents and abilities to lead only to 
make a difference to others. This differs from other leadership styles where leadership 
abilities are on display as a means of getting others to do what the leaders want. 
Servant Leaders aren't focused on exerting power or control over others, but rather on 
empowering others and making a positive change in their lives. Batten (1998) states that 
although Servant Leaders are aware that they and others have weaknesses they choose to 
focus and build on strengths. Lussier and Achua (200 I) add to this by stating that a 
Servant Leader does away with the concept of self-interest in order to serve others and 
help them grow emotionally and professionally. The Servant Leader also inspires staff to 
find their own ability to make a difference in lives of others. This type ofleader is also 
not afraid to show their vulnerability and empathy for the circumstances of their 
followers. Bowman (2005) describe this shift in focus from self that takes place in a 
Servant Leader as a conscious decision to be accountable for the growth and well being 
of staff. 
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According to Nehr (2004), Servant Leadership is about influence and not about power, it 
focuses on attracting people with "honey instead of vinegar", it is about growth and 
freedom opposed to criticizing and controll ing. Wis (2002) also found that Servant 
Leaders have the ability to listen attentively and take responsibility intuitively when 
presented with a problem by staff, never looking for the cause of the problem in anyone 
but themselves. Blanchard (1998) builds on this, stating that the moment staff believe that 
they are working for the leader above them, opposed to for themselves, they see the 
leader as responsible for problems. Vicalvi (2005) believes this to be the difference 
between Servant Leadership and other leadership styles: the Servant Leader believes that 
he is serving his organisation and staff as a leader, opposed to staff serving him as a 
leader. 
According to Wis (2002), trust is an important factor for the servant leader and because 
of these trust relationships they never take credit for success, but rather trust in the 
abilities of the team and those around them that contribute to success. Lowe (1998) 
believes that the trust staff members have in the Servant Leader and relationships with 
staff members is an invaluable asset, and requires a certain character and competence to 
achieve. Encouragement and support along with trust achieves this valuable relationship 
between the Servant Leader and staff. 
Wis (2002) again: the Servant Leader also does not believe in practicing coercive power, 
but rather sets clear goals, responds to staff expectations, and aligns consequences based 
on the understanding of these staff expectations. The Servant Leader distinguishes 
between individuals and does not hold the group accountable for the misdemeanors or 
insubordination of any particular individual. 
Servant Leaders constantly work to improve themselves and focus on always remaining 
positive. Dubrin (2001) states that although the Servant Leader is idealistic, he can 
identify that one person is not able to achieve all goals, and therefore pays careful 
attention to feedback ensuring that focus remains on achievable problem solving. McGee-
Cooper (1998) also point out that the Servant Leader asks for honest feedback on himself 
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from staff and uses this as a positive tool to better himself, while giving staff the same 
kind of honest feedback on their performance. Vicalvi (2005) takes this a step further 
stating that being a Servant Leader does not mean that staff always like what the leader 
does and that Servant Leaders often expect more from staff than just getting by. 
Bausch (1998) believes that Servant Leadership is the answer to effective leadership and 
an important concept in the new virtual organisation where knowledge workers and a 
sense of community are at the order of the day. The devotion of resources to recruitment 
and training of staff and taking ownership for problems are some of the reasons for the 
Servant Leader's success. "Employees work best within a nurturing, valuing environment 
because that environment allows them to trust, risk, create, and measure up to the 
expectations of others, and thus become more valuable people" (Melrose 1998: 283). 
2.4 Leadership traits, behaviours and characteristics identified 
for success and sound human relations 
There has been ample research on leadership behaviour, traits and characteristics that 
set a leader apart from those around him. Amongst these the most emphasis has been 
placed on behaviour and values that are directed at being people orientated . Research 
on leadership over the years has been characterized by identifying a wide array of 
different qualities believed to be present in successful leaders, some ingrained so that 
a leader has no control in acquiring them, and others seen as achievable through 
learning and nurturing (Kakabadse and Kakabadse 1999). Leadership is as much 
about what you do as who you are; they cannot be divorced from one another in the 
process of becoming a successful leader. 
According to Tracy (2002), the starting point to becoming a successful leader is to realize 
that a leader serves as an example to others by being a role model. In the light of the 
Action Research which focuses on a lawyer [ will first present a selection of literature on 
the most commonly identified characteristics of successful leaders, and then look at 
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characteristics identified in successful lawyers as leaders through studies done by the Hay 
Group 
2.4.1 Trust 
When staff place their trust in a leader they expect he will not act in a manner, through 
decisions or words, that will be harmful to them (Robbins 2005). "The key dimensions 
that underlie the concept oftrust are integrity, competence, consistency, loyalty and 
openness ... The trust that staff has in a leader influences the leader's ability to motivate 
staff to invest their efforts into the organisation" (p.357). Bardwick (1996) describes 
trustworthy leaders as those who are transparent and don't leave staff guessing about 
whether their leader's words and actions will be the same. Lowe (1998) adds to this by 
saying that to be a trustworthy leader requires character and competence, and the leader 
must have the ability, as and individual, to complete the tasks entrusted to him. Dubrin 
(200 I) emphasizes that trust moves in both directions: while the leader is trustworthy he 
must also be able to trust his staff. This author sees trust as being evident when leaders 
show consistent behaviour and withhold themselves from blame-shifting. Robbins (2005) 
emphasizes the importance oftrust by stating that although it cannot be said that trust 
increases productivity, research proves that a lack oftrust can decrease productivity. 
2.4.2 Emotional Intelligence (EI): 
Daniel Goleman established the concept of emotional intelligence in 1995 with his book 
Emotional Intelligence. Some 10 year later he wrote that of the more traditional qualities 
associated with leadership, success was important but not sufficient on its own, and that 
there was a direct link between emotional intelligence and business success. "Truly 
effective leaders are also distinguished by a high degree of emotional intelligence, which 
includes self awareness, selfregulation, motivation, empathy and social-skills". 
(Goleman 2004: I). 
• Self awareness. Dubrin (200 I) defines self-awareness as the ability to be 
aware and understand ones own needs, moods and emotions. Self-awareness 
also allows a leader to correctly asses the feedback he receives from staff and 
recognizes their feelings about his leadership style. According to Weiss and 
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Kolberg (2003) self-awareness helps a leader to identify his strengths and 
weaknesses and how his actions influence what happens around him. The 
leader not only recognizes how others perceive him but also knows how he 
sees himself. Robbins (2005) describes self-awareness as one of the key 
components of emotional intelligence, and identifies self-control , self-
assessment and a sense of humor as ways in which self-awareness is 
exhibited by a leader. Bratton, Grint and Nelson (2005) state that self-
confidence, identified by Robbins (2005) as a way in which self-awareness is 
exhibited, as high self-esteem that is positively correlated to the effectiveness 
of a leader. 
• Motivation is the one trait that almost every leader has (Goleman 2004). 
Opposed to most working individuals that are motivated by salaries and other 
external factors, leaders are self-motivators and an embedded need for 
achievement above expectation serves as their biggest motivator. Dubrin 
(2001) emphasizes that a leader must not only develop and motivate himself 
but must also be capable of motivating followers. Leaders are able to use the 
need for power as a motivator, but use it in a socially accepted way, by 
channeling it for constructive purposes, this is called "socialized power 
orientation" (Gibson et al. 2003: 302). 
• Empathy is the ability of the leader to understand the viewpoints and 
emotions of staff by putting himself in their role (Gibson et al. 2003). 
Goleman (2004) however emphasizes that empathy for a leader does not 
mean adopting the emotions of staff but rather carefully considering their 
feelings and emotions during the decision-making process. Empathetic 
leaders are also able to read the body language of staff to determine their 
feelings. Empathy is also exhibited in leaders' service to clients and ability to 
retain staff (Robbins 2005: 369). 
• Self-regulation. Authors use the terms self-regulation and self-management 
interchangeably. According to Robbins (2005) this quality is exhibited in the 
trust and integrity of a leader as well as his acceptance of change. Dubrin 
(2001) describes self-regulation as the ability of the leader to control himself, 
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to be calm, not to be impulsive and to react in the right way in situations of 
conflict. Goleman (2004) build on this by stating that self-regulation means 
that the leader is able to manage his emotions and to not be a prisoner of his 
moods and feelings, but rather to be able to channel them in a positive 
direction. 
• Social Skills is the competence of a leader to build and manage positive 
relationship with staff (Dubrin 2002). Robbins (2005) describes the ways in 
which social skills are exhibited in a leader as his ability to practise change 
leadership and powers of persuasion as well as building effective teams. 
Goleman (2004) states that having good social skills is not only the ability to 
build positive relationships through, for instance, being friendly, but rather 
being friendly with a purpose, a purpose to move people in the direction you 
need them to go. Leaders will be able to build these relationships if they have 
mastered the other aspects of EI such as being in control of their own 
emotions. Bennis (1999) emphasize that interpersonal skills are of utmost 
importance, and recogn ized by staff in the way that their leader 
communicates with them. Communication needs to be done face to face and 
the leader needs to be capable of listening with interest to the needs and 
feelings of staff. When a leader listens and understands what staff are trying 
to convey about their feelings during communication it creates a sense of 
belonging and human interaction that makes them loyal to the company. 
Goleman (2004) states that people can develop their EI by using the right development 
methods and approach. "Emotional intelligence has shown to be positively related to job 
performance at alllevels ... The recent evidence makes a strong case for concluding that 
EI is an essential element in leadership effectiveness" (Robbins 2005: 368). 
2.4.3 Vision 
Lussier and Achua (200 I) emphasise the importance of leaders as visionaries; a clear 
vision attracts others because of a leader's ability of seeing a better future and how to 
achieve it. According to Fassel (1998) a leader who has a clear vision for his organisation 
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is one who has a vision that is susta inable and will hold up during uncertain 
circumstances of change. Conger and Kanungo (1998) describe a leader as "sensitive, not 
averse to ri sks and change and willing to make sacrifices for their vision whilst not 
forgetting to align this vision with the needs, capabilities and goals of followers" (p.94). 
Gibson, Donnelly, lvancevich and Konnopaske state that great leaders make things 
happen by having a clear vision that they are able to communicate to staff. Dubrin (2001) 
adds that the leader's vision, ifeasy to understand, makes the goals of the organisation 
clear to staff and inspires them to help the leader to achieve his vision. A leader should be 
able to "manage the journey to effectiveness", by having a clear vision that will align the 
entire organisation to a common goal and through this creating an organisation that 
knows where it is going and how to get there (Blanchard 1996: 82). 
For effective leadership and healthy working relationsh ips, a leader needs to bring about 
changes in his leadership style. In order to create lasting positive relationships, a leader 
needs to not only know himself but also have a clear understanding of the wants and 
needs of his staff. Their needs to be mutual trust, staff have to believe in the leaders 
capabilities and the leader has to believe in the capabilities of his staff. Through leading 
with empathy, and by inspiring staff whilst harboring the mutual trust relationship, an 
environment will be created where staff can feel that they have the room to be effective 
and to grow (Bennis, 1998: III). I will deal with this as described in the literature in the 
following section. 
2.5 Leadership Development 
Bringing about certain changes in leadership style will play an important role in the 
development of the leader and relationship building with staff. Research provides 
evidence that leaders can adapt their behaviour and traits to match those of effective 
leaders in order to bring about change in their leadersh ip style. According to 
Koestenbaum (2002) leadership is teachable; it can either be facilitated or challenged 
into existence. Koestenbaum believes that all leadership ski lls can be acquired, and if 
already present in a leader can be improved to achieve even greater success. "Learning 
to lead is a lot easier than most of us think it is, because each of us possess the capacity 
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for leadersh ip" (Bennis and Goldsmith, 1994: 7). According to Bennis, Spreitzer and 
Cummings (2001) leadership qualities aren't in a person's genes, it is something that can 
be understood by ordinary people. It is possible for anyone to develop themselves to 
become a leader, instead of always waiting for someone else to lead. 
Robbins (2005) believes that high "self-monitors" that have the ability to be flexible 
about change will be more successful at leadership training than low "self-monitors" 
(p.379). According to Bester, Du Plessis and Pienaar (2006) leadership is a continuous 
learning experience and leaders should recognize the fact and prepare to develop 
themselves in order to cope with influences from the internal and external environment. 
According to Kakabadse and Kakabadse (1999) the development of leaders was a 
frowned upon practice two decades ago, and moved from that to "a nice to have" 
situation in the decade thereafter. Today leadership development is seen as vital to the 
success of an organisation, mainly due to the increased value placed on customer 
response and the greater emphasis organisations are placing on the importance of its 
human resources. London (2002) agrees by stating that organisations are realizing the 
importance of developing leaders in response to the constant changes taking place in the 
business environment. 
The greatest challenge an organisation faces in a development process-according to 
Phillips and Schmidt (2004) -is putting the development process into action and not 
waiting with leadership development until it is too late and costly to be effective. The 
next challenge is to select the appropriate development methods. The authors' research 
shows that both on and off the job coaching, training and learning is essential. Bernthal 
and Wellis (2006) express the importance of applying different methods in the 
development process because leaders have different ways and styles of learning that 
work for them. Wind and Main's (1998) research shows that changing a person's 
leadership style is not an overnight process, because for many leaders the change of 
leadership style will be a traumatic experience. Still, developing a new set of values in a 
leader is possible through learning. A lot of effort needs to be put into the development 
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of leaders to equip them with the skills needed to handle the many challenges they will 
have to face. 
Leadership development is seen from both an individual and organisational perspective 
(London 2002). From an individual's perspective the leader needs to identify his 
strengths and weaknesses and strategize on how to improve on weaknesses and draw on 
his strengths. Development can then take place through various means such as learning, 
gaining knowledge, training and also self development. Bennis, Spreitzer and Cummings 
(200 I) also state that to develop as a leader, self-development should be the first goal, as 
self-awareness is identified as the key to being a successful leader. 
It is therefore important to consider that although learning, coaching and experience are 
means of developing leaders, leadership development also involves a process of self-
awareness on the part of a leader. A leader is able to achieve this through Double-loop 
learning that involves staff giving feedback to the leader on their perceptions and 
experiences of the effectiveness of his leadership style. During this development process 
it is important that the leader does not become defensive but rather sees the feedback as 
a means of countering and correcting any negative effects his leadership style may have 
caused. Kakabadse and Kakabasde (1999) build on this by stating that not only must an 
environment of feedback be created but that positive and negative feedback from staff 
must be received well, an atmosphere in which staff is encouraged to speak their minds, 
and that this diversity of feedback will assist in both leadership and team development. 
Phillips and Schmidt (2006) believe that it is the multiple perspectives that feedback 
provides that become the driving force of the leadership development .Keeling and 
Owen (2005) on Owen's experience as a CEO ofa prominent agricultural company 
describes the feedback on his leadership style from staff as incremental for his success as 
a leader, and took the suggestions made in the feedback serious to make changes 
immediately. 
Research done by Bernthal and Wellis (2006) on development showed that although 
many ways of developing a leader exists, it is important that leadership development 
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also takes place through practical experience in a controlled environment and that 
learning through doing is a method that cannot be excluded from other leadership 
development methods. This method of leadership development is called Applied 
Learning, where a leader gets the opportunity to learn and even make mistakes through 
applying the skills learned in, for instance, formal training in a real life situation. 
Phillips and Schmidt (2004) believe this experience helps the leader to reflect on him-
self and view the organisation from a different perspective. Woods (2006) takes it 
further and emphasizes the importance of putting academic experience into practical 
experience, therein not only passing on the knowledge of different leadership styles, but 
allowing the leader to apply these styles depending on the requirements of the situation. 
Bolman and Deal (1994) describe the importance of practical experience as learning 
through positive and negative experiences, through failure and success. 
According to Dubrin (2001) education should however not fall away as a method of 
leadership development in light of all the other development methods discussed above. 
Education is a means of gaining knowledge and is positively correlated to leadership 
development. The knowledge that leaders gain through formal education on the subject 
of leadership will assist in creative problem solving and influencing of staff members 
through persuasion. Phillips and Schmidt (2006, 21) also emphasize the importance of 
"classroom-based" training, as this is where specific skills and knowledge are acquired. 
Leadership training should go hand in hand with other development methods to increase 
its effectiveness. 
Heifetz and Laurie (1998) state that leadership development requires a learning strategy 
in which all levels in the organisation is challenged to re-evaluate their values and to 
learn new habits. [n order to develop, a leader needs to move away from the notion that 
he is the only one capable of solving difficult problems. This will also ease the load the 
leader has to carry as the main source of answers to the challenges facing the 
organisation. Gordon (2003) built on this by saying that humans can control their 
personal and working environment and adapt to circumstances as the need arises. This 
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means that leaders can adapt themselves to become more effective in what they do. It is 
therefore also assumed that leaders can in fact persuade or lead followers to change their 
values and goals to align them with those of the organisation, through their belief in him 
and his abilities. The adapting process takes place once leaders change their behaviour 
patterns to the desired behaviour exhibited by effective leaders. 
In the article "7 Transformations of Leadership" the authors state that what differentiates 
leaders is not so much the way in which they lead or their personalities, but rather their 
reactions when their power and safety is challenged. Leaders that undertake the challenge 
to change and develop themselves will influence and strengthen the capability of the 
organisation as a whole. Research done by the authors using a survey tool that has been 
used for 25 years called the Leadership Development Profile, helped them the authors to 
identify seven development action logics in leaders namely, the Opportunist, Expert, 
Diplomat, Achiever, Individualist, Alchemist and Strategist. Participants that were 
identified as Alchemists, Individualists and Strategists were found to be most effective 
and showed characteristics such as strong communication skills, a shared vision and its 
implementation, the ability to build trust relationships, a focus on transformation, change 
and development, an ability to reinvent themselves and the organisation, and active 
involvement in problem solving. The research showed that leaders can transfOlm 
themselves from one action logic to the next through self-development and stafffeedback 
relationships (Rooke and Torbet, 2005: 74). 
"The leadership development methods offeedback, challenging experiences, formal 
developmental relationships, and leadership training appear to have the ability to 
effectively develop leaders" (Phillips and Schmidt, 2006:26). 
2.6 Characteristics identified in lawyers that improved performance. 
Research on the characteristics that successful lawyers as leaders in their firms displayed 
are: 
• They have the ability to provide a clear vision to staff and guide them towards 
accepting ownership of the core values of the firm as their own. 
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• They believe in involving staff in the decision-making processes and promote 
participation in discussions. 
• They are coaches and focus on mentoring staff in the long term. 
• They are able to give clear direction and coach staff into immediate action. 
• They find it easy to let go of tasks and would rather empower staff to take 
responsibility for these tasks. 
• They are able to incorporate different leadership styles and reinvent themselves 
according to the demands of the situation (Compensation and benefits for Law 
Offices, 2005: 3). 
2.7 The Leader and Organisation Change 
"There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous to conduct or more 
uncertain in its success, than to take the lead in the introduction of a new order of 
things. " Niccolo Machiavelli , The Prince. 
The nature of my research and the changes the leader had to undergo and implement 
makes it important to look at change, the general adversity to change, and how this 
applies to leadership. 
Harper (2001) anticipates that change in leadership behaviours will become even more 
important in the years to come, and even the most gifted leaders will find the change 
process challenging, so that the need for the effective management of change will become 
a necessity for every organisation. Creating an agenda for change involves creating a 
vision that all parties to the change believe in , and a strong strategy to support the 
implementation of change (Kotter 1988). Building an implementation network needs 
strong relationships with the staff involved in the change, so as to promote teamwork. 
The core group involved in the change needs to be highly motivated and committed to the 
leader's vision. "Human beings respond not only to traditional carrot and stick used by 
the driver of a donkey but also to ambition, patriotism, love of the good and the beautiful, 
boredom, self-doubt, and many more dimensions and patterns of thought and feeling that 
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make them men". Each individual for this reason will have different motivators and 
circumstances in which they experience job satisfaction. For this reason a successful 
leader should know his staff as individuals, and respond to their diverse needs during 
change (Prentice: 2005: 150). 
Various authors start their writing about change with a chapter on organisational culture, 
and emphasise the importance of culture in the change process. Although my interest for 
this action research does not lie with an organisation's culture, it is important to briefly 
mention culture as part of the change process. According to Caldeira and Van der Does 
(2006) organisational culture is a sharing of values, beliefs and behaviours at all levels of 
the organisation. The understanding of an organisation's corporate culture is reflected in 
its policies, visions and goals. 
The law firm , the case study in this research, was started in 200 I and is thus still a young 
firm. Schein (1992) describes the change process for such a young organisation as 
difficult because of a young culture, the reason being that the established culture will be 
strictly adhered to because the founders of the culture would probably still be the leaders 
of the organisation, such as in the case of this law firm. The possibilities for change in a 
firm will therefore be influenced by the developmental stage of its culture. Harper 
(200 I) adds to this by stating that corporate culture is essential for accelerating change, 
as it is serves as a guide to employees to the values and goals the organisation wishes to 
achieve. 
Staff tend to view repetitive actions by the leader as a reinforcement of the goals of the 
organisation and the importance of the people or a lack of their importance to the leader 
(Robbins 2005). Schein (1996), in an essay in The Leader of the Future, states that the 
culture of an organisation can evolve to embrace the process of change even though 
established culture cannot be changed by simply eliminating those aspects which are not 
accepting of change. 
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Sashkin and Sashkin (2003) write that there are two basic beliefs about change, one 
being that we have no influence on what happens and that what we do makes no 
difference as outside forces determine the outcome, and the second that we control our 
own destinies, and that we have an internal locus of control. If a leader and his 
subordinates believe the latter, that they are in control of their own destiny and that their 
actions influence what happens in the organisation, they will be positive about change 
and embrace the need for change. Once there is a belief that they can influence their 
environment they will be compelled to act, and these actions will have positive outcomes 
because of the self-confidence that goes hand in hand with the belief that we are the 
masters of our own destiny. A positive attitude towards change from both the leader and 
staffs viewpoint is important according to Conger et al. (1999) because the change 
process is often large scale and involves change in all components of the organisation, 
from its structure to its people. 
Kotter and Cowen (2002: 3) describe eight stages for successful change in an 
organisation as: 
I. Creating a sense of urgency among key players for change. Creating a sense of 
urgency gets people moving out of their comfort zones. 
2. Assembling a guiding team with the capabilities to successfully provide change 
leadership. 
3. The guiding team creates a clear vision that is easy to understand with 
implementation strategies to make it sustainable. 
4. Open and clear communication channels need to be established where 
information is shared in a clear and repetitive manner in order to ensure across the 
board understanding and participation in the changes. 
5. People need to be empowered to participate in the change and take ownership 
for their role in the change process. 
6. The importance of empowerment is shown in the sixth step when short-term 
wins need to be evident to create a feeling of achievement that will ensure effort 
and excitement about the further change. 
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7. After the short-term wins the organisation needs to keep going and not let up in 
order for the implemented changes to be sustainable. 
8. Finally, the changes that were implemented need to become a part of the 
organisational culture. 
The case in this research project, with a leader in a professional service environment, 
might not require the implementation of all eight steps of the change process. Every 
organisation is different and that the steps towards change will differ from case to case, 
and that inevitably mistakes will be made along the path of implementing change (Kotter 
1999). Change also poses challenges for a leader because of his role in the organisation. 
He is seen as providing stability to the organisation, and yet the importance to bring about 
change cannot be divorced from providing stability, therefore the challenge for the leader 
would be to balance both roles (Bolman and Deal 1994). 
Shell's Steve Miller (quoted in Conger et al. 1999) believes that a successful company 
depends on its leadership. Leadership has moved away from the past beliefs that the 
leader has all the answers, to a new approach were staff, working closest to the problem 
are the people best equipped to deal with the problem. Miller states that if the approach of 
leadership within a company is changed the way in which the company is run will be 
revolutionized. The difficult part in this change for the leader is letting go of the control 
he had before. But, realizing this, open communication and information sharing 
relationships with staff that will be gained and will ease the fear ofletting go of control. 
According to Kotter (1988) the best example of an effective leader in business would be 
Lee Iacocca. Under Iacocca's leadership in the 1970's Chrysler made a turnaround. 
Iacocca's success is ascribed to his ability to create effective teamwork, having a well 
thought-out vision and strategic plan for bringing about change at Chrysler, and the 
energizing of the human resources under his leadership. Effective leadership has two 
main agendas, the first being to create an agenda for change and the second setting up a 
strong implementation network. 
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For change to take place it needs to be a participative effort and all levels in the 
organisation need to be ready and willing to change. It is however the leader that will 
have to introduce the change and encourage staff to embrace and take active part in it. 
According to Lussier and Achua (200 I) it is the discomfort and stress associated with 
change that causes the aversion to change. The leader's role here is not to downplay the 
aversion to change but rather to acknowledge his staff's concerns for their self-interest 
during the change process. 
If individuals know what changes are about to take place, when they will take place and 
how they will take place, they will be more positive about it because they will feel that 
they are better equipped to predict the outcome of the change. According to Williams et 
al. (2002), by allowing direct participation in the decision making process about changes 
that should take place, is the best way of creating learning capabilities and good 
communication with staff, and will help to minimize the uncertainty that usually 
surrounds change. 
Staff will weigh the cost of change against the rewards that will result from the change, 
and this will decide their acceptability of the change. To effectively implement change, 
relationship-building with staff is incremental (Rodriguez, quoted in Rowlands 2005). In 
the change process a leader must meet individuals at the place they are currently at and 
pull them across a bridge, and in the same manner staff will be there for the leader when 
he needs help during change. "To the real Change Leader, performance is simply 
delivering results (values) that matter to shareholders, customers, and employees". Real 
Change Leaders are those leaders that attempt major changes throughout the 
organisation. They are successful at implementing change by focusing and energizing 
staff at lower levels. It is also about focusing on change that will have the desired short 
and long term impact on performance in the organisation (Katzenbach et al. 1996: 27). 
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Chapter 3 
Research Methodology 
"ParticipatOlY change is premised on a genuine sharing of power and responsibility for 
change between employees and management. Change approaches members of the closely 
related family of action research, organisational development and action training and 
research". (Bruce and Wyman, 1998: 10) 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I present a discussion of the critical and interpretive paradigms of my 
research , and take a closer look at how they inform the philosophy on which my study is 
based. I then describe my research method of participatory action research for a single 
case study. I also explain my data gathering tools of questionnaires, interviews and 
personal documents and the analysis of this information. I conclude the chapter by briefly 
explaining the ethical issues and limitations of the research. 
3.2 Paradigms 
3.2.1 Critical Paradigm 
A change in participants' conditions from the undesirable state it is in to a more desired 
state should be the outcome of a critical theory process (Hosch 2002). The process 
involves understanding and interpretation (Kincheloe and McLaren 2000). 
My research is located within the critical paradigm because it was undertaken with the 
intention to change behaviours and thoughts that in the research participants' view 
hindered relationships within the law firm. According to Carr (1995) behaviours and 
misunderstandings stem from inherited traditions, ideology and habits. My research 
intended to identify, understand (hence the interpretive dimension in my research) and 
change these habits. 
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3.2.2 Interpretive Paradigm 
Babbie and Mouton (2006) state that within the Interpretive Paradigm, the researcher 
seeks to understand and interpret human behaviour opposed to predicting human 
behaviour or explaining it. Stake (1995) defines interpretation in the research as seeking 
to understand the phenomenon of certain expected and unexpected relationships that 
present themselves from patterns during the research process. He explains that the 
researcher does not attempt to extract complex meanings but rather looks for "thick 
descriptions" and "experiential understanding" of "multiple realities". Schwandt (2000) 
builds on this by stating that the researcher tries to find a meaning in the actions and to 
understand these actions by interpreting the way in which they are performed. This brings 
us to the research methods I chose, within which to understand and behaviour. 
My research also includes an interpretive aspect, as I was also interested in gaining 
understanding of the participants' experience of the change intervention. According to 
Cohen et al. (2000), the interpretive paradigm focuses on the individual in order to 
understand the subjectivity of human experience. Lincoln and Guba (2000) note that the 
inquirer's main interest lies with the "construction and co-creation" of social knowledge 
by the human element, and how it was produced by them. 
3.3 Research Methods 
The method used for my research was Participatory Action Research with a single Case 
Study. 
3.3.1 Case Study 
A case study approach allows a researcher to gather many specific details through the 
intensive analysis that an individual case allows for, these details can often be overlooked 
by other approaches (Kumar 1999). Stake (1995) emphasises the importance of setting all 
previous assumptions aside and having a sincere interest in learning from the case 
without pursuing a specific outcome. He also says that with a single case the researcher 
should attempt to connect the information gathered to knowledge gained in other areas, in 
order to find a way to make the information comprehensible. Each researcher' s style is 
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unique and deliberate and will determine the way in which decisions are made on the 
undertaking of the research and the understanding of the case. 
Because this was an intrinsic single case study my findings could not be statistically 
analysed. A case study of this nature is not undertaken because it represents similar cases 
but rather because of the researcher's interest in a specific case (Stake 2000). The case 
itself becomes a " living case" through the researcher's use of theories and information to 
bring the story of the case to life. To give the story this life it was necessary to engage the 
entire organisation in the process of changing the leadership style of the director in the 
firm to a leadership style desired by staff members, this change was facilitated through 
the Participatory Action Research Process. 
3.3.2 Participatory Action Research 
The distinctive feature of Participatory Action Research is that it involves participation 
between the researcher as the change agent, and the people within the organisation 
(Babbie and Mouton 2006). My research entailed Participatory Action Research by 
facilitating change in the leadership style in the organisation through participation of the 
entire firm. The research entailed participation of staff from all levels of the organisation 
in order to gain understanding of the case. Staff members actively participated with the 
researcher in the quest for information to drive future actions, opposed to being passive 
subjects of research (Whyte, Greenwood and Lazes 1991). 
Santos (1991) describes the following phases of Participatory Action Research. 
I. Initial Contact. During this phase initial barriers are broken down and 
relationships are built between the researcher and participants. General 
information on the current organisational environment is gathered and analysed, 
and feedback is given to participants for discussion and reflection. 
2. Application. During this phase the research is expanded to interviews, eliciting 
participants ' views and further debate, and clear evidence of the problems to be 
addressed should become evident. Participants should begin to suggest ideas for 
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dealing with the issues that have come up. Participation is critical and the ideal 
would be that consensus between participants is reached. 
3. Specific Interventions. During the last phase the issues raised during the previous 
phases are addressed by implementing the suggestions on which consensus has 
been reached by participants. Specific interventions that took place during the 
Participatory Action Research in the case study of the East London law firm 
included Hugo making changes in his leadership style as suggested by 
participants during the feedback sessions and interviews, as well as by applying 
the knowledge and experience he gained during the leadership module at Rhodes 
Investec Business School. This phase marks the end of the process of identifying 
problems, gathering information from participants and implementing change. 
An additional step presented itself after the intervention in the Action research process 
namely feedback and reflection on the intervention. Feedback from participants, both 
from and organisational and personal perspective, as well as my personal reflection on 
the Action Research process is discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 
Elden and Levin (1991) emphasise the importance of participation in this type of Action 
Research. They state that the participants cannot only be used as sources of data and seen 
as subjects of a research, but rather as equals ofthe researcher in the learning process. 
Information can only be gathered from those who have in-depth knowledge of the 
situation, and it is only the participants in the research programme who have the 
knowledge. An Action Researcher studies problems that grew within an organisation as a 
community, and can therefore not expect to impose his/her own knowledge to solve 
problems (Oja and Smulyan 1989). Solutions to issues are the result of consensus 
decisions that are the result of the individuals working collaboratively as a community. 
The information for the interpretation of the case and facilitating change was obtained 
using different data gathering tools during different stages of the research. 
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3.4 Data Gathering 
A case inquiry relies on multiple sources of evidence to investigate contemporary 
phenomena in a real-life situation (Yin 1994), and a researcher should identify sources 
that will answer and address the research question (Hedrick et a1.1993) 
3.4.1 Interviews 
Interviews were conducted with participants to gather descriptions and interpretations of 
their experiences and feelings before, during and after the intervention. Stake (1995) 
suggests that questions should not generate yes or no answers but rather explanations. 
Open-ended questions facilitate freedom of expression and allow the interviewer to probe 
participants for clear answers to avoid misunderstandings (Cohen et al. 2000: 275). 
Babbie and Mouton (2005) describe "thick descriptions" as those that would provide the 
researcher with sufficiently detailed descriptions on which to make judgments. My open-
ended interview questions relied on gathering thick descriptions of participants' unique 
experiences in the organisation (Appendix C). 
Before a researcher initiates a programme, he/ she must identify the criteria for including 
or excluding particular respondents (Babbie and Mouton 2006). In this case respondents 
were chosen on their ability to provide rich information while remaining representative of 
the workforce. Interviews were conducted with four members of the firm , of which one 
was the leader of the firm and the other three department heads. 
The interviews were held with each individual separately in Hugo Daniels's office. 
Although I thought in the beginning that using his office for the interviews was not a 
good idea, as the department heads might find it intimidating, the opposite turned out to 
be true. It seemed as though conducting the interviews in leader' s office served as a 
constant reminder to the participants of Mr. Daniels's leadership style and the incidents 
that had played out in that office. 
When describing the lack of communication within the office, participants wou ld point to 
the door they are used to seeing closed when they were interviewed (see section 4.3.3), 
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which give me particularly valuable information. After the first hour-long interview I 
recognised the potential that conducting the interviews in Hugo's office had , and I asked 
the other two departments heads to take a seat in Hugo's chair during their interviews, 
while I took a seat opposite them. It proved to be a good strategy in getting participants' 
views on what they desired from Hugo as a leader, by putting them in the leader' s chair. 
3.4.2 Questionnaires 
Twenty three members of staff, representing all departments, were asked to complete a 
questionnaire .The questionnaire used was taken from Productive Practices Survey (Hall 
1987). The purpose of the questionnaire was to give me an understanding of the 
participant's perception of the effectiveness of the current leadership style. 
According to Hall (\ 987) the purpose of the questionnaire is to determine whether the 
leadership practices within an organisation is productive. Hall (1987) explains that the 
behaviour of the leader has an influence on the productivity and the success of an 
organisation as a whole. A productive leader is able to influence followers to do their best 
work and to achieve their purpose within the organisation and the questionnaire was 
designed to tap into the factors that might influence those being managed. 
The twenty three staff members that completed the questionnaire was asked to evaluate 
Hugo on the behaviours described in each separate section in the survey to determine 
how characteristic the behaviour described was to him . The survey provides two ratings 
to be listed by subordinates namely actual and desired. The score marked in the actual 
coloumn would indicate Hugo's current practice of the behaviour described, and the 
desired column would represent how frequently staff members would like Hugo to 
practice the behaviour described. Staff members where asked to score Hugo based on a 
scale provided within the questionairre ranging from one to nine. One represents the 
lowest score indicating that Hugo never practices the behaviour described in the question, 
and nine represents the highest score indicating that Hugo always practices the behaviour 
described in the question. 
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Hall (1987) lists three dimensions that contribute to a leader's competence in being a 
productive leader namely collaboration, commitment and creativity. Hall divided the 
questionnaire into nine components that he describes as the conditions that support 
competence namely: 
• Management Values: Items I -8 in the survey presents a leadership and 
organisational attitude of fairness , respect and an overall appreciation for the 
knowledge, skills and talent within the organisation. 
• Support Structure: Items 9-16 in the survey are concerned with the behaviours 
that allow for access to information and pertinent people within the 
organisation that allows for collaboration. 
• Managerial Credibility: Items 17-24 of the survey concern behaviour from the 
past and the present that promotes feelings of trust in the leader, as well as 
promotes confidence in the leader. 
• Impact: Items 25-32 evaluates the practices of the leader that allow staff 
members to feel empowered. The section results in an indication of the 
leader's willingness to allow participation in decision making, and the amount 
offreedom he gives staff members to determine their own fate by having 
personal influence when implementing work related decisions. 
• Relevance: Items 33-40 assesses how meaningful staff members' tasks are to 
them, and the ability of the leader to structure tasks in such a way that it 
promotes the objectives of the organisation as well as individual goals and 
objectives for personal fulfillment of the individuals performing the tasks. 
• Community: Items 41-48 of the survey determines the leader's ability to 
inspire a sense of teamwork, interdependence and mutual reliance between the 
members of the organisation. 
• Task Environment: Items 49-56 measures the leader's ability to inspire 
innovation and creativity by allowing job freedom and personal initiative in 
the tasks that individuals perform. 
• Social Context: Items 57-64 determines whether the leader has created an 
environment within the organisation that is characterized by openness, fun, 
adventure, new experiences, spontaneity and interpersonal trust. 
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• Problem Solving: Items 65-72 focuses on the practices of the leader when 
problem solving within the organisation becomes necessary and evaluates the 
leader's ability to create an environment that allows for consensus, 
participation and a conscious search for better alternatives when solving 
problems. 
The Survey scores of the twenty three staff members were tallied and from the results I 
generated a feedback form reflecting the outcome. The feedback form was given to staff 
members during the feedback session in order to allow them to make written suggestions 
anonymously should they wish not to discuss them openly during the feedback session. 
Because of my relationship with the leader as his wife, there were concerns that openness 
and trust would be compromised. Those who filled in the questionnaire thus remained 
anonymous and I used the information gathered from them only to facilitate discussion in 
the feedback session. According to the Survey Research Centre information from 
questionnaires can only be effectively used when the questions elicits responses that are 
in line with the objectives of the project, are understood and stimulate cooperation. 
A task mutually taken on can create a positive group experience in which actions and 
attitudes are more easily and readily changed than in an individual (Weisbord 1987). The 
data from the individual questionnaires were thus fed back to the staff members as a 
group, in order to gather additional information and facilitate a workshop in which 
suggestions for change could be discussed and decided upon. 
3.4.3 Workshop-Data Feedback Session 
The workshop session was held to feed information gathered from individual's 
questionnaires back to staff members for discussion as a group. Staff members were 
asked not only to discuss the information presented to them, but also to suggest possible 
solutions and changes in Hugo ' s leadership style that would have a desired outcome for 
the firm. 
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According to Oja and Smulyan (1989) the group dynamics during such an interaction 
allows the group to establish relationships and collaborate on the decisions that they take. 
These authors state that it also becomes a process of negotiation within the group that 
will influence earlier perceptions and determine the goals the group wishes to attain at the 
end of the interaction. Fontana and Frey (2000) describe gathering data from participants 
in a group setting, such as the workshop feedback session, as an opportunity to gather 
rich data by presenting a topic and allowing the group to elaborate on it. The topics for 
discussion were presented to staff members in a structured way by means ofa feedback 
form generated from the score results obtained from The Productive Practices Survey 
(Hall 1987), but with open-ended questions to facilitate open and free discussions. 
The feedback session was held in the firm's boardroom. The head and department heads 
were not asked to participate in this session because I anticipated that staff members 
would be reluctant to have open and honest discussion in their presence. At first my fears 
that staff members would be reluctant were confirmed, even in the absence of Hugo and 
the department heads. Participants seemed to prefer to write their comments and 
suggestions for change in the feedback form provided and would not discuss them openly 
(Appendix D). 
I decided to break the ice by telling the staff members more about Hugo's experience 
during the leadership module to engage them in conversation about the research giving 
them this feedback on his effort and commitment during the week-long training session 
started them on the discussion of relationships (see section 4.3.7), as they heard things 
from my feedback that they did not know about Hugo. From that point onwards 
conversations seemed to flow easily from one discussion to the next. Once discussion on 
a topic was over, suggestions for change and possible solutions flew around the room 
almost like in a brainstorming session, as staff members pooled their suggestions to gain 
consensus on what they as a group felt were workable changes and solutions. Smith 
(2003) noted that feedback is an integral part of organisational learning, and provides a 
mirror in which to see the organisation in a non-judgmental way and that feedback on a 
survey is a popular device for decision- making about criteria for intervention. 
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I planned an hour long session, and approximately an hour and forty five minutes later 
staff left the room with what I perceived in them as satisfaction with the outcome of the 
session. Smith (2003) also stated that a workshop was an excellent tool to turn skeptics in 
willing participants, once they realize that they were in a position to influence and change 
their organisations for the future by implementing the changes suggested and decided on 
by them. 
3.4.4 Leadership Module 
On the 5th of February 2007 Hugo and I left for Grahamstown where we attended the 
week long leadership module presented as part of the Rhodes Investec Business Schools 
MBA programme. The leadership module was an important part of the data gathering 
process and the knowledge gained during the module gave Hugo an insight into the 
mistakes he had made in the past, and provided knowledge and valuable experience that 
facilitated the decision making when it came time to make changes in his leadership style 
according to the expressed needs of staff members. 
Attending the module with Hugo gave me the opportunity to observe his practices as a 
leader, as he was chosen as the leader of his syndicate group. It also gave me the 
opportunity to conduct informal interviews with him for the duration of the module. This 
experience assisted me when interpreting staff members perceptions during the feedback 
session, as I had an opportunity to discuss and observe Hugo's leadership style during the 
leadership module and could therefore better understand the statements staff members 
where making during the feedback sessions. A lot of the data gathered from Hugo's 
journal also has it's origin from his experience during the leadership module. 
According to Trevor Amos who presented the module learners on completion of the 
module would amongst others be able to: 
• Have a critical understanding of the definition and meaning of leadership 
• Be able to discuss the relevance of leadership within an organisation 
• Describe the changing reality in the world and the influence it has on leadership 
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• Describe the kind of organisation that would be suited to the changing business 
environment 
• Make a comparison between the "old" and "new" business environment and its 
implications for leadership 
• Evaluate the changing role of leadership in the contemporary business 
environment 
• Evaluate the relevance of the traditional thoughts on leadership and determine the 
applicability to the new paradigm required of leadership 
• Evaluate the relevance and value of the current thoughts on leadership approaches 
and how it applies to the new paradigm required of leadership 
• Be more self aware of your own leadership 
The topics that were presented by Amos (2007) included: 
• Business organisations 
• Why leadership 
• What is leadership 
• What about me 
• The new reality, organisations and leadership 
• Traditional approaches to leadership 
• Strategic leadership 
• Contemporary leadership approaches 
Emotional Intelligence 
Leadership for results 
Level 5 leadership 
Mobilising potential in the workplace 
- Transformational leadership 
- Full Range leadership 
• Leadership in practice 
• Developing leadership and leaders 
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Without Hugo having had any previous experience in and MBA classroom setting, 
working as a leader of a syndicate group or any formal classroom based training on 
leading others, valuable data was gathered by both Hugo and I during the leadership 
module. Hugo's experience and lessons learned during the leadership module attendance 
is described in his own words during the data presentation. (Chapter 4) 
3.4.5 Personal Documents 
A journal is an excellent data gathering tool, as only the events and feelings that leave an 
impression on the participant will be documented therein (Babbie and Mouton 2005). 
I thus also gathered information about the experiences and thoughts of the head of the 
firm and two departmental heads from journals kept by them throughout the intervention. 
It contained not only their own reflections but also contained information that they 
received from staff members. This gave me a better understanding of the impact that the 
intervention had on the participants (Appendix H). 
The leader recorded his experience of the formal training exercise on leadership, and the 
two department heads on the basis of their positions within the firm, one being the office 
manager and the other the administration manager. This placed them close to the process 
and the people involved. The journals were used to gain an insight into the impressions 
that the process left on them as individuals. 
The participants that kept the journals were each given a manuscript book and (old to 
make it their own. The books were intended to be diaries with daily entries, but became 
journals. The participants did not write every day but rather commented periodically on 
events that had an impact or left an impression on them. 
Both the department heads' journals contained not only their feelings and perceptions of 
the Action Research Process, but they also elicited these from other staff members (see 
section 4.3.2). This was not originally asked from the department heads and it signified to 
me that they wanted to confirm that staff members' feelings and perceptions supported 
their own. Hugo's journal was a lot more structured but also only written periodically. 
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Where the department heads spoke openly and freely in their journals, Hugo 's was more 
reserved and described the events factually as they occurred without using emotionally 
charged words. This seemed to change when he became more involved with the staff 
members in meetings held as part of the intervention process (see section 4.4.3). 
3.5 Data analysis 
I analyzed my data through direct interpretation. Interpretive data analysis depends 
mostly on the researcher's style of thinking, combined with careful consideration of 
alternative interpretations and then sufficiently presenting the evidence (Yin 1994). 
Data gathered from interviews, workshops and diaries were carefully examined to get an 
impression of perceptions of participants as a whole. To get a global impression of the 
content the data/information must first be examined and coded. After such an analysis, 
the core ideas can be presented and discussed by the researcher. The aim was to gather 
data on participants' actual experiences of the intervention to generate "thick 
descriptions" (Henning 2004). 
3.6 Quality Assurance 
Quality was assured by providing participants with feedback on the information gathered 
from them during the interviews and questionnaires, to ensure that responses from the 
participants had been accurately recorded. Validation of Participatory Action Research is 
an exercise that includes all participants in the process. Participants can reflect on the 
data and in this way the information can be verified or modified/corrected by those who 
provided the information in the first place (Babbie and Mouton 2006). Stake (1994) 
compares the process to a play in which the actors are asked to review the material for the 
play and then to evaluate the accuracy thereof. 
By collecting data during vanous stages of the process, and by usmg mUltiple data 
gathering tools, the trustworthiness of the data was assured. By asking different questions 
and viewing data from different points of view while using different methods is the best 
way to elicit the various divergent constructs of reality (Babbie and Mouton 2006). 
The data represents the voices of participants from all levels within the organisation, and 
it is therefore mUltiple voices presented in the data to ensure that participants were not 
forced into coherence. Gergen and Gergen (2000) define using multiple voicing as a tool 
to extract a rich variety of opinions and interpretations directly from participants, such as 
the personal journals from which I gathered data. Although this data was interpreted by 
me and I presented it in my own literary styling, it represents the words of a variety of 
participants with differing opinions. 
It was often difficult for me as the researcher to not interpret the data in a way that would 
enable me to invent a participant's point of view. I therefore kept a case record so that I 
could continually refer back to the data to confirm that I had correctly interpreted and 
presented the voices of the participants. 
Being Participatory Action Research the participants were also assured of Social 
Validation. Babbie and Mouton (2006), state that the entire process of Participatory 
Action Research entails co-management by the researcher and the participants, and co-
ownerships of the research enterprise in general which is reflected in terms of Social 
Validation . 
3.7 Ethical Considerations 
The purpose and goal of the research was explained to all participants and the privacy of 
participants was taken into consideration. The interview process was explained to 
interviewees and they were informed that they retained the right not to answer questions 
they did not feel comfortable with. Respondents also retained the right to remain 
anonymous in answering the questionnaire. Babbie and Mouton (2006) explain that any 
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given response should not be linked to any given respondent and in this way respondent 
well-being and interests are protected. These authors also note that although the 
researcher can link a respondent to particular data he/she undertakes not to do so 
publicly. 
During the workshop feedback session participants were given the option to participate 
actively in the di scussion of the topics extracted from the Productive Practice Survey 
(Hall 1987) as presented to them, or to write their opinions and suggestions on the 
feedback form provided, if they chose not to be linked to any particular comment during 
the session. 
3.8 Potential Limitations 
A possible limitation to the research was the fact that the leader of the finn is my spouse. 
The nature of our relationship could therefore have hindered the possibility for trust 
relationships to fonn between the participants and myself. However, being a participative 
action study much of the data was generated in open fora . This potential limitation was 
also overcome by assuring participants of their anonymity. 
Another possible limitation was the fact that I was well known to many of the 
participants, specifically to the department heads. I however found this to be a positive 
contribution to the research, opposed to limiting it because of the relaxed atmosphere 
between myself and them as participants, as well as it eliminating the need for breaking 
down barriers before being able to collect sufficient data from the interviews I had with 
them. 
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Chapter 4 
Data Presentation and Discussion 
"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank yau. In 
between (he (wo, the leader must become a servant and a debtor. That sums up the 
pragress of an artful leader" (DePREE, 1998) 
4.1 Introduction: 
In this chapter the data that I gathered through the questionnaire results, interviews, 
personal journals and input obtained through a feedback session after the questionnaire is 
presented and discussed. A Number of themes were identified and in this section they are 
presented in terms of my research question and research goals namely facilitating the 
change in leadership style within a law firm through participation and documentation of 
the respondents' experience and perceptions of the process and the outcome of the 
intervention. Data is discussed throughout the presentation thereof due to the richness of 
the data gathered. 
4.1.1 Pre-Intervention: 
The leader in the case Hugo Daniels attended a Leadership Module at Rhodes lnvestec 
Business School and data here was obtained from hi s personal journal of the experience 
and marks obtained for passing the module. Hereafter general staff members completed a 
survey that revealed their perception of the current leadership style used and feedback 
was given during a feedback session to obtain further data on what staff would value in a 
leader and changes they would see as solutions to the dissatisfaction that they had with 
the current leadership style in the firm. Interviews were conducted with three heads of 
department to obtain their view of Hugo's leadership style. 
4.1.2 During and Post- Intervention: 
Two of the heads of department and the leader in the case Hugo kept personal journals of 
their experiences during the action research. This data is presented and di scussed in 
chapter five. 
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The sequence of events in the data gathering process is first clarified, and thereafter the 
data is presented under themes constructed from the data analysis: 
4.2 Steps ofthe Research Process: 
It was important that Hugo received training as part of the leadership development 
programme, in order to allow him to gain knowledge into the subject of leadership and to 
prepare him for the possible changes that would have to take place. 
Simultaneously The Productive Practice Survey (Hall 1987) was used as the first step to 
determine the perceptions that staff had about the current leadership style, and what the 
desired leadership was. The data gathered from this was mainly used to find points for 
discussions during the feedback session. The feedback session was then held were the 
data gathered was fed back to staff members and they were given the opportunity to both 
discuss the data and suggest possible solutions (Appendix I). Staff members were also 
given the option to write suggestions directly onto the feedback form handed out to them 
during the feedback session should they have chosen to remain anonymous in their 
suggestions. 
According the Babbie and Mouton (2006) a feedback session can be used to gather 
information by observing the interaction on a topic from a large group. The opinions of 
staff members gathered from The Productive Practice Survey (Hall, J. 1987) was used to 
facilitate conversation in the group for data gathering as well as to gather suggestions 
from staff members on the changes they thought would result in a positive outcome to the 
intervention. Babbie and Mouton (2006) state that during these conversations a process of 
shaping and reshaping of opinions is made possible by a group that creates meaning 
together rather than as individuals. 
Although the possible solutions that staff members suggested such as open 
communication channels, participation in decision making, and healthy working 
relationships with the leader were small wins, they represented the needs of the staff 
members. Daft (2005) state that short-term wins are important during the change process, 
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as a transformation process can easily lose momentum when staff members cannot see 
improvements that they can celebrate. According to Santos (1991) participants to the 
Participatory Action Research should be involved in the identification of the problems, 
analyzing it, and finding the solutions that they feel are workable and needed. 
Hugo then received feedback on the feedback session with the suggestions for changes 
that staff members made. The changes that were implemented are the following: 
1. Hugo allowed staff members to approach him at any time during the day to 
discuss work or personal problems. He also encouraged staff members to make 
suggestions for their own individual as well as departmental tasks. 
2. Several meetings with staff members were set up on weekly basis. This included a 
general staff meeting where all members of the firm were present and could 
discuss problems and progress of the organisation as a whole, as well as make 
suggestions freely. The staff members described these meetings as characterised 
by openness and fun and was expressed in the same way by Hugo during the 
interviews and from personal documents. Weekly departmental meetings were 
also introduced, where staff members got the opportunity to discuss departmental 
targets and problems and to collectively find solutions. Hugo participated in these 
meetings, which also gave him the opportunity to better understand the way each 
department functioned. 
3. A suggestion box was provided at the request of staff members in which they 
could place suggestions and voice opinions that were then read and discussed 
during the meetings described above. 
4. Hugo also introduced a one-on-one meeting with each staff member, with the 
intention of having these meetings on a monthly basis. This was done to fulfill the 
need that staff members had to be recognized individually, to build relationships 
with Hugo, and to give them the opportunity to discuss matters with Hugo that 
they did not wish to discuss openly during general or departmental staff meetings. 
5. Rewards were introduced for achieving targets, and staff members were 
recognised individually during meetings, as a reward for achieving personal goals. 
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6. A social gathering was held to build the relationships within the firm further and 
was also seen as a celebration of the changes that had been achieved. 
The richest data on the changes came from the personal journals of Miss Malan and Mrs. 
Nesbit, the two Department Heads, as they were able to observe the changes in staff 
members' perception of Hugo and the changes in the morale and attitudes, after each 
change had been implemented during the intervention process. Their journals also 
contained the general feelings of staff members after the intervention process. 
4.3 Pre-Intervention 
4.3.1 Uncertainty 
It was evident from the data that staff members were uncertain about the changes that 
were about to take place when the research process was explained to them and Hugo 
announced that he would be attending a leadership course. Mrs. Nesbit explained her 
feelings of uncertainty in her personal journal. 
Yesterday Hugo addressed the staff regarding his "efforts" for improvement. 
While listening to him I kept thinking to myself! hope that this process is really 
going to change things. I have been skeptical from the start because I think that 
some thing are at "the point of no return", but his commitment seems genuine and 
when I heard that he would be taking a whole week off from work to receive 
proper leadership training I became more open to the idea. 
Kotter (1999) notes that even positive changes that will have a good outcome for the 
people involved can cause uncertainty and resistance. It is the feeling of/oss of the 
known and moving into the unknown that causes this resistance. It is of course not really 
and organisation that changes but the people within the organisation that need to change 
(Bruce and Wyman, 1998). It was necessary for Hugo to change, but it was as important 
that the rest of the staff members undergo certain changes in their perceptions of him as a 
leader and be as committed as he was to the process. 
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Hugo returned to work today for the first time since his training. He greeted the 
staff in general this morning, and a number of staff commented on it positively. 
Our interviews to discuss our perception of Hugo and the firm are scheduled for 
later this afternoon, and other members of staff have completed a questionnaire 
that apparently had the same purpose, and 1 am not sure that a simple greeting this 
morning would be enough to change their minds. 
Probing questions are questions presented with a certain outcome or result already in the 
mind of the researcher (Bruce and Wyman 1998). Mrs. Nesbit was correct in her 
assessment of staff members' feelings on completion of the questionnaire, as a very 
negative perception of Hugo and the firm . Bruce and Wyman (1998) state that the 
information gathered through questionnaires or interviews is important for understanding 
the current situation in an organisation, and to determine the actions that needed to be 
taken during the action research intervention process. 
Mrs. Nesbit also explain in her journal that, even after having the opportunity to make 
suggestions and give feedback in the questionnaires and feedback session, staff members 
still felt uncertain about the outcome of the Action Research Process. 
The staff had their session this afternoon and when they returned 1 asked them 
what suggestions they had made and what was the general office feelings that 
came out of the questionnaire. They all said that they were honest and it was nice 
to be able to make suggestions for changes but that they aren't going to get too 
excited that their suggestions will be used. 
One staff member felt that the change sounded good but either way she 
was scared of Hugo and tries to avoid him at all cost. 
The survey and the feedback session were held at a time when staff members still felt 
despondent and de-motivated. According to Robbins (2005), the emotions of staff 
members when receiving any kind of communication would influence how they 
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interpreted it, and it was therefore understandable that, in this instance, staff members did 
not immediately jump for joy when given the news of the intended changes. 
Miss Malan also mentioned the uncertainty her staff members had that the outcome of the 
Participatory Action Research Process would be successful. 
When I was asked to keep this journal I decided that I would also keep it for my staff 
members' attitudes and feelings through this. Today Hugo made an announcement 
saying that he would be going to Grahamstown for a week to attend a leadership 
course and that he is doing this to try and change the way in which he is managing the 
office. He mentioned that he wanted to try and make the working environment a 
better place and to improve his leadership skills. I am going to have a meeting with 
my department to ask what they think of the announcement. 
After the Miss Nesbit held the meeting with her staff members she described their 
feelings as follows. 
A meeting was held with my department yesterday regarding Hugo's 
announcement and they all have very mixed feelings about this. 
One staff member said that it did not affect her at all as she never spoke to 
Hugo and changes would not mean anything to her. 
A second staff member felt that if the course he is attending can really 
help the situation in the office it would be a good thing. 
All the staff members agreed that Hugo had no appreciation for their work 
and that Hugo had no idea how hard they work to achieve their goals, they 
feel one-on-one appreciation is required. 
I really hope that this whole thing doesn't "blow up in our faces" because there is 
now an expectation after his announcement yesterday that thing's are going to 
change. The staff got an opportunity later yesterday afternoon to voice their 
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opinions of Hugo's leadership style in a questionnaire and they all agreed 
afterwards that it made them feel good to just get their opinion out. 
It was important that Hugo expressed hi s intention to change to staff members and to 
communicate the possible outcomes of the change to them. This however did not create 
immediate excitement or a change in attitude in staff as is evident from the comments 
made to Miss Malan recorded above. Kotter (1999) says that individuals might have 
negative feelings towards change because they realize that change would mean that new 
behaviours and relationships would have to be built. It could also mean having to give up 
certain activities and relationships that they were familair and comfortable with. The 
author continues that people also do not like to admit that their previous beliefs and 
perceptions and the decisions made based on these, were wrong. 
4.3.2 Lessons learned 
Hugo gained a lot of knowledge and understanding during his attendance of the 
leadership course. He describes this experience in the journal he kept. 
When Tania first told me the theme of her thesis I was excited as I knew that my 
firm was in desperate need of help. Although I thought [ was doing everything 
right in terms of leading this firm, [ was also aware that staff had become de-
motivated over the past year. I became more dedicated to the staff that actually 
did what they were told and achieved the results I was after and on the other hand 
I was uninterested in staff that were not motivated and that did not produce the 
results I was after. 
My excitement soon made way for a feeling of disillusionment once I attended the 
MBA course on Leadership. My impression was that students doing an MBA are 
all committed, in the same way that I believed that a staff salary automatically 
"buys" commitment. My disillusionment soon made way for feelings of 
frustration and anger during the week long course. [ was in a group with 3 other 
students and it became apparent at the first syndicate meeting that working in a 
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group was something I wasn't good at, especially in accepting that all teams don't 
function perfectly and some members' self-motivation is better and they work 
harder than others, causing a very frustrating situation for those that work hard 
and have to carry those that aren't committed. 
The training, although frustrating, created a simulated organisation in which Hugo was 
not the leader, but had to work as a part of a team. This provided him with a better 
understanding of what subordinates feels when being led, and how they would prefer to 
be led. According to Phillips and Schmidt (2004), development that includes feedback, 
challenging experiences, formal developmental relationships and leadership education or 
training, are all effective ways in which to develop a leader. All these learning 
experiences have the ability to change the behaviour of a leader. While attending the 
leadership and working as part of a syndicate, Hugo experienced the entire range of these 
development exercises. 
My background, from being a director in a large firm telling staff members what 
to do and when to have it done did not help, as these syndicate group members 
did not work for me and were not paid to do as I told them. Through this 
experience I did get an opportunity to understand some of the dynamics of a 
group working on equal level and the frustrations that my staff has to deal with 
working with de-motivated colleagues. I also started to realize during this week 
that people work harder when motivated and inspired opposed to being forced and 
told what to do. 
The start of the process was frustrating for Hugo because his perception had been that he 
was "doing everything right". The realisation that he hadn 't been doing everything right 
only came after he had completed the leadership course, when he was able to reflect on 
the current thoughts on leadership in contrast to the style he had been practicing. 
Studying leadership can equip a leader with new skills and help him better understand 
how to practice leadership in everyday life (Daft 2005). He states that many people never 
deviate in the way they lead because they have no understanding of leadership. Phillips 
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and Schmidt (2004) state that the more traditional classroom-based development is 
important and successful when partnered with action learning. From Hugo' s diary again: 
Although 1 experienced a lot of frustration during this week, 1 also learned a lot 
about leadership and maybe more importantly, learned a lot about the 
practicalities of leadership and the results that can be achieved by effective 
leadership. Leaving the modu le 1 believed that my leadership style did not have to 
be set in stone, but that 1 could draw from all the different leadership styles 
depending on the needs of staff and the situation. 
Mrs. Nesbit was concerned that staff would expect changes in Hugo ' s leadership style he 
would not be able to make. She expressed this in her journal thus: 
Today was the staff's session to receive feedback on the questionnaires they 
completed. They all seemed excited for it to start and I heard a lot of talk on what 
suggestions they would make for improvement. 1 hope that they realize that Hugo 
changing doesn't give them free reins to become demanding and that they will 
still be expected to work hard ifnot harder. 1 believe that Hugo has learned a lot 
and that he has realised that he needs to make some changes, because he 
mentioned it to me in his office yesterday, but 1 don't think that he will ever drop 
his standards. The heads of departments were not "invited" to the sessions as 
Tania feared that staff would not feel that they can be open and honest with us 
around, so we will only find out later what is going to happen next. Strangely 
enough 1 am excited about it. 
The general perceptions of staff members articulated in questionnaires were fleshed in the 
feedback session. According to Bruce and Wyman (1998) feedback creates an 
opportunity for learning and increasing effectiveness of an operation through evaluation 
of staff member's feelings and comments. 
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Hugo's participation in the leadership module was, however, only the start to the process. 
The following themes (categories of concern) were drawn from the interviews with the 
department heads, the questionnaires, the feedback session and the interviews that 
followed, together with journals of the two department heads. These made it clear that 
staff members were not content with the current leadership style that Hugo was 
practicing. The first theme relates to communication and was mostly referred to by staff 
members as "the open door policy". 
4.3.3 Closed door for communication 
In the interviews with the department heads this was a reoccurring theme. All three 
department heads felt that Hugo always said that he had an open door policy but that they 
felt it wasn't true. When one of the participants was asked what she thought about Hugo's 
leadership, she made her disbelief of the open door policy very clear. 
Hugo's open door policy was a good idea as a concept, but it hasn ' t been 
practiced, and therefore feels as though it was just said to make staff feel welcome 
to discuss problems with him. "Hugo's door is very much closed" It is often very 
difficult to even get an appointment to get to talk to him about important issues 
and therefore we do not even consider trying to make use of his so-called open 
door policy to discuss the everyday running of the office. "Just the fact that I had 
to use the word appointment should highlight the fact that this open door policy is 
a myth". 
Puth (2002) emphasizes the importance of open communication channels between a 
leader and staff members because communication is also linked to trust. When followers 
aren't allowed into the thoughts and feelings of their leader they feel or sense that there 
are things that aren't being communicated, which will lead to distrust. The fact that staff 
members had to make an appointment-that was sometimes ignored-or having to wait 
for some time before being able to see Hugo at the end of the day, made staff feel 
unimportant. 
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She was not the only head of department that mentioned that Hugo didn't practice an 
open door policy. Another head of department also mentioned this when presented with 
an open-ended question on Hugo's leadership style. 
It is a general problem that Hugo is never available, even though "he insists that 
his door is always open". We have to make an appointment, which gets 
postponed most times and "is even occasionally ignored". I am struggling to 
believe that this would ever change, even through the process that you are 
planning, because Hugo has had specific hours "which was a measly hour at the 
very end of the day" in which we could see him before this so called open door 
policy was introduced. This has been a problem for the last three years and I feel 
that even though the "so-called open door policy is a step up from being allocated 
an hour of a day to speak to him, it is only a mask for being more available and 
not a real ity". 
Charan (2002) states that when a leader says anything that is not entirely true, it makes 
staff believe that they are dealing with someone whose words and actions aren't aligned. 
Charan also explains that, in contrast to this, decisive and open dialogue between a leader 
and staff members encourages creativity and coherence and brings possible conflict and 
tensions to the surface, which allows for immediate and direct solutions. 
At a later stage of the process this head of department explained to me that the use of the 
word 'mask' is one of her favourites, when referring to any of the things that Hugo 
supposedly implements to solve the problems that staff has, because it is often just 
masking the problem, not solving it. This was the case with Hugo's open door policy. 
As with both the heads of department, the third also expressed her grievances with 
Hugo's open door policy. She asked me to use capital letters when I present their feelings 
that Hugo had no open door policy at all. 
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Hugo's door is never open at all: "it is not physically open and the concept of the 
policy to be available at all times is non-existent" ! I find the fact that we have to 
make an appointment every time we want to see him a problem as it is frustrating 
and "we sometimes have to wait quite a length of time before we are allowed to 
go in". Ifhis door is physically open all the time and only physically closed 
occasionally we would learn that a closed door means that privacy is required. 
Daft (2005) again: face to face communication is the best channel of communication that 
a leader can choose, as it allows direct experience to come to play, provides easy 
discussion cues, rich information and immediate feedback, with the focus on the other 
person. It also enables a leader to read the non-verbal communication indicators that 
might allude to the feelings of the other person. Before the process of intervention Hugo 
rarely communicated with his staff on face-to-face bases. Information was communicated 
to staff through the heads of departments. This led to frustration and a lack of 
communication between him and his staff. 
The questionnaire completed by the general staff members also revealed staffs 
discontent with the open door policy (Appendix E). Seventeen of the 23 general staff 
members felt that Hugo 's door was not open to staff to discuss work related problems. 
" Hugo can be in your face twenty four seven about what you are doing wrong, 
but only call you into his office once in five months and ask you how your work 
is going or what problems you are experiencing", one respondent said. "Hugo' s 
door is rarely open for work-related problems, and shut closed for personal ones" 
another felt. "Staff do not feel free to go to Hugo to discuss anything; he says he 
does, but he doesn't really have an open door policy" yet another respondent 
stated. "I have only seen the inside of Hugo' s office once" a respondent added 
"Hugo doesn ' t seem to have the time to listen to our problems or our suggestions 
for solutions because his office door is always closed" a staff member wrote. 
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By creating a perception of superiority by closing communication channels with staff 
members, a leader invalidates them and creates the feeling that they are inadequate, 
incompetent or impotent, and therefore their suggestions or problems aren't worthy of the 
leaders time (Puth 2002). The lack of communication between Hugo and staff members 
also meant that there was a lack of participation within the firm . Staff members expressed 
their di scontentment with decisions made by Hugo, communicated to general staff 
members through the department heads, without allowing for any suggestions from staff 
members in the decision making process. 
4.3.4 Lack of participation 
Participation was another of the very clear themes that came out of both the interviews 
and surveys, and was a regularly brought up by staff the during feedback session. From 
the interviews it was evident that the heads of departments felt that palticipation was 
absent. 
The one thing that fits into my definition of a leader and is one of the main things 
that I feel is lacking in the office, is active participation in the running the office. 
"I feel that Hugo comes a bit short in his leadership style because he is more 
authoritative rather than participative". The problem with participation is that it is 
a double-edged sword. Hugo doesn't allow staff to participate in decision·making 
but in turn does not participate in enforcing the decisions that he has made. Not 
allowing for participation in decision-making is a problem because "grounded 
participative" staff sometimes see important things that could help with decision· 
making that Hugo didn't because he did not allow them to participate in any 
decision-making. 
This particular participant later explained that her definition of "grounded participative 
staff" would be all staff members participating on a daily basis towards reaching the 
goals that Hugo had set, the word grounded referring to the fact that decisions come from 
the top and have to be implemented without questions at the bottom or ground level of 
the firm. Another head of department supported these statements in her interview. 
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Hugo needs to be more available and partake in the daily running of the business 
"and not just wait for month-end reports to use for decision-making". The month 
end reports do provide a good basis for decision-making from one month to the 
next, but staff should be allowed to participate by explaining how they arrived at 
the figures on the reports and why certain things reflect in either a negative or 
positive way, which would allow for even better decision-making. In turn 
Hugo should then also try to better understand how staff members are involved in 
each task which generates the month-end reports. "That is essentially what 
participation is about in my mind: we participate in management functions such as 
decision-making and they participate with us in the general running of the office". 
Hickman (1998) emphasizes that allowing participation is directly linked to empowering 
staff members. By increasing workers' participation in decision-making will increase 
their ownership of the tasks before them, and in this way empower them. Charlton (1993) 
states that it is the responsibility of the leader to liberate followers so that their tasks 
become meaningful, and their position changes from merely working for their salaries to 
living for their work. 
The interview held with the third department head showed how strongly she felt about 
participation: she used the word "craving" to describe how desperately participation was 
needed. 
Hugo does not get involved with staff at all and prefers them not to attempt to get 
involved in what he deems is his territory as decision maker. "I feel that he tries to 
work through us as the heads of departments to reach staff and in his mind this is 
more than enough participation". 
According to Guest (cited in Cooper 2003), employee relationships with each other and 
the leader will benefit from practicing a more participative leadership style. Kelly (also 
cited in Cooper 2003) adds that this is due to follower commitment that increases when 
employees are allowed a choice to participate. Staff members at the firm had no choice in 
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any of the decisions made that affected them and felt like mere "pen pushers" as one 
participants stated and therefore their commitment to their work and the firm with Hugo 
as the leader had waned. 
But getting staff motivated is difficult when they feel no involvement in 
decisions that affect them, and when they don't feel that Hugo is part of enforcing 
the "action plans that he solely decides on". 
Puth (2002) describe the benefits of group participation during decision making as the 
ability that a diverse group has to effectively solve problems with additional knowledge 
and skills that they bring to the process. When individuals are involved in making 
decisions they are also generally more committed to these decisions than when they are 
handed down from the top, without any participation from staff. 
"What is needed is to make everyone part of the bigger picture and giving us each 
a crayon to help colour in and make it our masterpiece, and not someone else's 
picture we look at on the wall". 
Daft (2005) states that empowering employees facilitates physiological commitment 
because employee's actions are then more like those of co-owners rather than employees. 
The need for this kind of empowerment in the law firm in this study is powerfully 
illustrated by a head of department asking to "be given a crayon to help colour in". 
The questionnaire and the feedback discussion also revealed the general staffs feelings 
on the theme of participation. 
One staff member mentioned that Hugo should be supportive of the suggestions 
that staff members have, especially around decision-making, but because he never 
seems to have time to participate with them in meetings he never gets to hear their 
suggestions. Another staff member stated, "It would be a new day in our lives to 
see Hugo participating in our staff meeting". This was supported by a colleague 
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who said, "Staff should be allowed to make more suggestions and be part of the 
decision-making that affects us". 
It is important that a leader be led by the needs of his staff when making decisions 
(Useem 2001). This author describes it as a process of letting go of all self-interest when 
making decisions that would ultimately affect all members of staff. 
"Hugo should not make decisions that he simply discusses with heads of 
departments and then just expect implementation, we should be asked to 
participate", a staff member felt. "Staff are always kept in the dark", yet another 
respondent said . . 
According to Daft (1999) leadership is shared by the leader and staff members, and all 
needs to be involved and share responsibility. 
It was also felt by a staff member that they would at times know of better ways in 
which their work could be performed more effectively, and if Hugo would just 
allow some participation and listen to these suggestions the relationship between 
staff and management would become much less stressful. 
Bernick (2002) emphasizes the importance of participation in creating a sense of urgency 
in achieving the goals of the organisation. He says that people need to feel a sense of 
ownership before urgency is realized, and staff members become willing to be creative 
and take risks. Staff members in the firm confirmed in expressing the need for their 
suggestions to be heard, and not wanting to only be implementers of decisions from the 
top 
It became evident that the general staff interpreted participation mainly as being allowed 
to be part of decision-making, and Hugo being part of staff meetings. This would be a 
first step towards implementing a more participative culture and leadership style. 
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"He must be like a part of us in everything we do" was one staffmember's 
suggestion. Another staff member expressed her dissatisfaction with the lack of 
participation allowed by saying, "what is the use of working here when we are 
never asked our opinion or whether we are happy with our work, the firm's 
directions or on any decisions made, we are then merely pen pushers and pawns". 
Unlike the fear that Mrs. Nesbit had that staff members would expect that standards be 
dropped and less pressure would be placed on them, staff members expressed their hope 
to become more involved. It is important that staff members change their attitudes and 
work behavior once change has been decided on, in order for the change process to be 
successfu l (Puth 2002). Puth also explains the importance ofleading the change initially 
to obtain short term gains. All staff members in the law firm were excited about the 
change process and willing to participate. Hugo as the leader of the firm, realizing that he 
had to change the way in which he lead the organisation, was also committed to the 
process. Kotter (1999) says that when a leader needs commitment, information or 
knowledge and skills in the process of implementing decisions, involving staff in that 
process makes good sense. The author emphasizes that participation always leads to 
commitment opposed to only compliance. From the feedback session again: 
One participant stated that she had never seen Hugo speaking to a staff member 
except her head of department. This was supported by a colleague who said that 
the only time general staff members were involved was when they were 
reprimanded for not properly implementing decisions made by management. 
Another respondent felt that the lack of personal contact between Hugo and staff and the 
lack of trust resulting from this was cause of the lack of participation: 
"I think that ifhe could make the time to get to know staff by meeting with them 
just once a week there would be more trust in us and our suggestions would be 
taken more seriously. Without us knowing him or him knowing us we can never 
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wish to be allowed to participate in the running of the office because our abilities 
aren't known". 
The comment above leads to the di scussion about the next theme that came out of the 
data. This staff member was not the only one that mentioned the lack of mutual trust in 
the firm. 
4.3.5 Absence of trust and good relationships 
I also came to understand that staff felt that lack of trust was another of the problems they 
experienced with the firm ' s current leadership style. All respondents believed trust to be 
important and valued it in a leader. One of the heads of department also stated that the 
continuous changes that Hugo decided on without asking for staff input was causing a 
lack of trust: staff never knew which decisions to take seriously when they would almost 
certainly be changed a day later. 
The staff has recently started wanting to hear about decisions made directly from 
Hugo, because they don't trust their heads of departments anymore, as a direct 
result of their lack of trust in Hugo. 
In the next interview, with another head of department, it became clear that honesty and 
trust were being used interchangeably to describe the impact that the lack oftrust had. 
"Hugo tries sometimes to tell people what they want to hear rather than what they 
need to hear, just to silence them". I think that an open honest response would be 
better for changing staffs perception of him, rather than telling them what they 
want to hear with the wrong intentions that will just further hurt their trust. We all 
realize that when he allows us as the heads of departments to make suggestions it 
is only to make us feel that "our" suggestions have been heard and that "our" 
suggestions will be considered in decision making "we are bright enough however 
to know that this will not happen and it causes distrust between the heads of 
department and Hugo". 
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The third head of department thought that Hugo was sincere in his enthusiasm towards 
suggestions from other sources, but his enthusiasm was short lived and was then 
misinterpreted as him never planning on using the suggestions in the first place which in 
turn caused distrust. 
He tends to start on a "project" suggested by the heads of department with 
enthusiasm and a genuine interest in implementation but looses interest along the 
way and makes us feel that he cannot be trusted with our good ideas, opinions and 
suggestions as they will never be more than that. An important reason given by 
most members of staff including the heads of departments for their distrust in 
Hugo was a lack of actions on plans and promises. 
Charlton (1993), states that one of the most difficult challenges that faces a leader is 
following intentions with sustainable actions. 
" I value a leader with integrity and honesty that provides genuine feedback and 
can be trusted to do what he says he will, and if Hugo wants to become such a 
leader he will have to start following through with the implementation of plans". 
According to Madi (2000) it is important that a leader faces his staff members personally 
when problems arise and to not hide behind e-mails or memos. It will cause distrust when 
followers feel that you speak words only, that aren't backed with actions. 
It seemed that this head of department felt strongly about Hugo never saying something 
was a good idea and promising to use it. Unless there was a genuine commitment to 
support it and follow it through, a lack of trust would be a direct result. 
When asked to clarify she said that for her actions spoke louder than words, and 
when a person is not able to put spoken promises into actions they cannot be 
trusted. 
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The same theme presented itself in the Productive Practice Survey (1987) (questionnaire), 
in the feedback session as well as in ajourna l entry from Miss Malan ' s diary after Hugo 's 
return from Grahamstown. She wrote how she tried to encourage staff members to give 
Hugo a chance, as staff members did not seem to believe that the changes he was trying 
to make during the Participatory Action Research process would last. 
After Hugo returned he spoke to staff himself which was already better than the 
usual heads of departments meeting that is followed by us having to tell staff what 
Hugo said. He told them that they could be honest with him about suggestions for 
changes, or be honest during the feedback session for them as general staff 
members at the end of the week. Everybody was quiet and nobody made any 
suggestion. I feel that they don ' t trust this to be real or that they aren't use to it, so 
therefore everyone might have been too shocked to say anything. I told them that 
they need to give Hugo a chance to see what happens and realise that people learn 
as they go. 
The results of the survey, and discussions in the feedback session that followed , revealed 
how deeply staff members' feelings of di s trust ran. 
One staff member said during the feedback session "How can we learn to trust 
him if he barely greets staff, the heads of departments uses him as a monster to 
get us to listen to them and since childhood [ was taught never to trust monsters" . 
Daft (1999) emphasises that leadership is not automatic and that untrustworthiness is one 
of the top seven reasons why leaders fail. 
Another member of general staff wrote on the feedback form that he needed to be 
open with staff on how the company is doing and that his promises about 
increases and bonuses just to silence staff are causing distrust. A colleague added 
during the feedback session that if Hugo was more involved with staff and 
answered their questions directly, the perception that promises made from the top 
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are never kept would change, as staff would better understand the reasons. 
Follow-up was also mentioned by another staff member in this session as a reason 
for distrust, stating that if Hugo never followed up with staff on promises made 
and personally explain the reasons for delays, the distrust would continue. 
It became clear in the feedback session that Hugo had made promises of bonuses and 
increases that did not happen in the timeframe that staff had hoped for, and that this 
resulted in the reoccurring theme of promises not kept as a definition of general staffs' 
reasons for distrust. 
" It maybe should not be called trust, it is just that he makes promises that he 
doesn't keep. Now that I think about it, it is trust; we can ' t trust somebody that 
can't keep a promise" a staff member said during the feedback session. A 
colleague added "this is true" he must keep his word and try his very best to 
provide staff with feedback when he realizes that a promise made won ' t 
material ize. 
Robbins (2005) defines trust as a positive expectation that another will not act in self-
interest in his actions, words or decisions. The positive expectation element in the 
definition also assumes that the person whom you trust is known and familiar to you. 
This supports staff members' comments that they couldn't begin to build a trust 
relationship with Hugo without knowing anything about him. Robbins also states that 
there is risk involved and in trusting someone a person become vulnerable if a leader then 
acts opportunistically and in self-interest. Hugo's staff wanted to believe that he wasn't 
acting opportunistically when promises made to them weren't kept, but because they 
didn't know him and he didn't give them personal feedback on the progress towards 
putting the promises into actions, they didn't trust this instinct but rather opted for 
distrust. 
A staff member said that empty promises can cause a lack of commitment and 
the building oftrust should be taken serious by management. Another staff 
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member felt strongly about keeping promises as a way in which one earns trust 
and said during the feedback session, "Hugo can never expect to be a great leader 
ifhe cannot be trusted by staff to keep promises he makes to them". 
Kotter (1999) states that when staff members feel that they are not being treated fairly or 
think that they are being lied to, they will respond in a negative way and not opt to 
remain positive, despite the fact that they cannot prove that they are being lied to. 
General staff members that were able to move beyond the theme of promises to be kept 
as a requirement for trust felt that one had to know someone in order to trust them. 
"Well we can ' t trust him or have confidence in him because we never really see 
him or he us. He is always behind the closed door in his office and mostly heads 
of departments get to go into his office" a staff member said. She also stated that 
it seems as though the heads of department trust Hugo more than the general staff 
do, and she believed it to be because they know him better. Another staff member 
added that Hugo getting to know them as individuals was also important to staff, 
as she believes that trust is mutual and management and staff should be able to 
trust each other. "If Hugo can't trust us to complete our tasks in a way that will 
make the firm profitable and we can't trust him to do what he tells the heads of 
departments he will, there can never be a mutual trust relationship, and getting to 
know each other better will allow for this". 
Staff members also mentioned that they have not been able to prove to Hugo that 
they can be trusted and therefore there is also a lack of mutual trust in the firm 
with Hugo finding it hard to let go of authority as he feels he cannot trust certain 
decision and tasks to be handled effectively by his members of staff. 
Kotter (I 999) states that few things are more disabling, than a leader not being able to 
depend on his members of staff because he cannot trust their work. Bernick (2002) is of 
the opinion that once the issue of trust is out of the way and management stops holding 
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all the cards to their chests instead put them on the table, people will become more 
involved and excited about challenges, which will in turn ensure work quality. 
There was truth to this statement for another staff member that responded by 
saying "I believe you are right" if we really got to know Hugo better we would 
perhaps realize that what we sometimes perceive as excuses are actually reasons 
and that our distrust is not deserved. 
Creating a partnership with followers will ask absolute honesty from a leader (Dubrin 
200 I). When the truth is not told at all times it will be seen as a betrayal and the leader's 
power will be distrusted. The staff members in the firm want to participate in the 
organisation and therefore wanted to be in a partnership with Hugo, but the issue of 
distrust had inhibited this in the past. Dubrin also states that one benefit of participation is 
that it facilitates building trust relationships, as distributed power makes staff members 
feel less vulnerable. 
Staff members also seemed to feel that Hugo could not be trusted to always be fair. My 
study showed that staff members wanted to be recogn ized and rewarded for their efforts 
in the firm and that they wanted it to be a fair process when someone is chosen to be 
recognized. 
4.3.6 The need for fairness, recognition and rewards 
As with most staff members in any organisation, fairness, recognition and reward were 
clearly important issues for the staff of the law firm. These three themes are grouped 
together, as staff members used them interchangeably to describe their experience and 
perception of these in the firm. From the heads of departments' perspectives it was once 
again as with the case of the social context discussed earlier, a plea for the general staff 
members rather than for themselves, as they were at the time the ears for staff's feelings 
about these issues. 
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I think that a true leader gives recognition and rewards to those who achieve and 
by doing this allows other leaders to emerge. "I think Hugo gives recognition 
where he thinks it is needed and not where it is deserved". Recognition is really a 
key factor in every aspect oflife where there is a human factor. "We all need a pat 
on the back and a 'well done' every so often". For me having my efforts 
recognized is a reward in itself, and I am lucky enough to be a head of department 
because I do think that Hugo realizes in order to motivate us he needs (0 
recognize and reward our efforts, and he wants to because once we are de-
motivated it will mean that he has to "deal" with the general staff members, 
"something he has no idea how to do at this stage". Unfortunately it is a bit unfair 
to general staff members, because they are not treated the same way as the heads 
of departments, and there are even "distinctions" made between different heads of 
departments. 
According to Robbins (2005) a leader is able to inspire followers to commit themselves, 
because he has the ability to reward the commitment, and compliance, with something 
that others view as valuable. One department head said that she felt valued and rewarded 
enough when Hugo recognized the work she had done. There is a relationship between 
reward and personal goals, which can be defined as the attractiveness and degree of 
satisfaction with which organisations reward the personal goals and needs of an 
individual. It can therefore also be understood why recognition by means of expressing 
appreciation was enough for some staff members, while others felt they needed tangible 
rewards in order to feel appreciated. 
When asked what she meant by these distinctions she said that Hugo is prone to 
practice favouritism. 
From the second head of department' s interview this was confirmed. 
Hugo is only interested in results, "no excuses, don't want to hear it, get it done!" 
Recognition and rewards are needed when the result he is interested in is achieved 
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or else staff will feel unappreciated and become de-motivated. But recognition in 
the firm is "non-existent, except if you happen to be one of Hugo 's favourites". 
"A good leader is enthusiastic about their work and thus inspires and motivates 
others", I feel that Hugo only knows how to be enthusiastic about results not 
about motivating staff through recognition and rewards. Recognition and rewards 
to staff is "vital" for their motivation, and it should therefore also be important to 
Hugo because without its staff"a business is lost". 
During the interview with the third department head, she expressed her view of fairness 
and how, in her opinion, it is linked to recognition and reward. 
Staff want approval for what they achieve and they want this approval directly 
from Hugo not from us as the heads of departments. " I feel that Hugo needs to 
treat all staff members exactly the same when recognising their achievements" if 
he can reward the heads of departments for their department's achievements, he 
must be able to do it for the entire staff, because we cannot achieve without them. 
The general staff members' feelings concerning rewards were also evident as a concern 
and were fleshed out during the feedback session. 
"Big rewards will be nice, but a simple thank you as a show of appreciation is 
already better than nothing", one staff member said. Another staff member said 
that Hugo is aware of every project that takes place as he is the one that drives 
them, so he should know the efforts that are needed to complete them. "When the 
projects are done he should call each individual and just thank them or 
congratulate them on work well done". A coworker built on this by saying that 
recognition of hard work even without reward still encourages staff to keep 
working hard because they then know it doesn't go unnoticed. "I feel that he 
respects and appreciates us because he really is a good person, but some people 
need to hear that they are appreciated before they feel appreciated", another staff 
member said. The opinion of yet another was that staff, "really put their 
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everything" into getting their work up to the standard that Hugo expects, but 
without acknowledgement of their efforts, interest in doing it begins to wane. 
Some general staff members felt that recognition must be followed with rewards if they 
had gone beyond the call of duty in completing tasks. 
"To tell staff he appreciates their efforts will be great, and if they have gone that 
extra mile to prove themselves it would be even better ifhe could go the extra 
mile to show his appreciation". When asked what her definition of the extra mile 
for Hugo would be she said, "an afternoon otf or buying the staff that went the 
extra mile lunch would be nice". Another member of staff said that incentive 
bonuses were a "nicer" reward in his opinion, and if it was linked to department's 
performances it would also promote teamwork and healthy competition between 
the different departments in the firm. 
Bernick (2002) states that achievements have to be celebrated, especially results that 
were achieved when expectations were high. When an effort is recognized and openly 
rewarded it gets noticed by others who then attempt the same standard in order to receive 
recognition. The staff member that suggested departmental targets was right in saying 
that it would create healthy competition, because Bernick (2002) confirms that dedication 
to achieve can be sparked by rewards. 
A staff member from the same department agreed with her coworkers and said 
"that would address fairness too, because we will then be judged on our work 
quality and not on how much we are liked by Hugo or our head of department". 
To this statement another staff member responded strongly by saying that using 
the word "fair" is very appropriate as it is "only fair that Hugo at least gives us 
something in return for all the hard work, even ifit isjust a thank you". All staff 
members agreed and words such as 'appreciate' 'thank you', 'personal 
recognition' and 'an incentive scheme' were often used in describing how much 
more motivated they would be if these were a part of the firm. 
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Cooper (2003) explains that because people will always have needs it is important to 
understand follower needs in order to manage relationships within an organisation. 
Because Hugo's staff members had a need for recognition of their efforts, they perceived 
Hugo as being unappreciative of their efforts and hard work. Cooper also says that 
everyone has the need for appreciation and recognition, and if this need is fulfilled it 
would lead to greater self-esteem, that in turn will lead to greater strength and 
capabilities. The author also explains that people need a lot more from work than money, 
but if they cannot fulfill these needs at work they would get a sense of worth for 
themselves in monetary value. This statement explains the emphasis that staff members 
placed on bonuses and salary increases before the intervention, as they used it as a 
surrogate to compensate for the dissati sfaction they felt due to the lack of recognition for 
their efforts. 
While many staff members said in the section on recognition and rewards that they 
needed a ' thank you' from Hugo, another theme that presented itself showed that not only 
did they want to hear a 'thank you' from him personally, but they also longed to be able 
to build healthy working relationships with him. 
4.3.7 Ineffective social context, relationships and teamwork 
It became evident that the behavior that creates a social climate that can be characterised 
by the openness and fun that would enhance interpersonal trust-already identified as a 
clear problem-was not felt to be present in Hugo's leadership style. In the interviews 
with heads of departments they expressed this need, for the sake of general staff members 
rather than for themselves, as they had had the opportunity to get to know Hugo on a 
more personal level. This was something they felt general staff members had never been 
afforded. 
Hugo needs to win his staff's trust. On occasions I don't even feel as if! know all 
the facts but because I know Hugo not only as my leader but also as a friend I 
trust that the facts I don't know aren't relevant to me, and that Hugo would not 
withhold them from me if in doing so he would harm our relationship. 
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It would help if staff could also get to know Hugo in this way, but "without 
behavior from his side that can promote teamwork and fun and a community 
feeling, I fear this will never happen". If Hugo could make some time for staff 
and get to know them on a personal level, they will feel that he is interested, and 
some interest in them as individuals could go a long way in changing their 
perceptions of him. 
Kotter (1999) writes that managing relationships within the working environment is very 
important, and during this process it has to be realized that these relationships are of 
mutual dependence between fallible human beings. He also states that an understanding 
is needed for managing working relationship , and this understanding can only be created 
when both the strengths and weaknesses of the other is appreciated. 
During the interview with a second head of department the high staff turnover was 
thought to be as a result ofthe lack of teamwork and social interactions between 
members of staff and Hugo as a leader. 
"I once read that people don't work for a company they work for a leader, and in 
our firm this just isn 't the case". People cannot be committed to a leader that they 
hardly know and just expects the work to get done. I don't think staff wi II ever be 
committed to the firm as they are constantly looking for positions in other places 
were they can feel a sense of "belonging, purpose and being part of a team". 
Although Hugo will never believe this, he believes that staffleave the firm only in 
search of more money. It is however true, as staff aren't even allowed to spend a 
few moments talking to each other without Hugo asking if there isn't work to be 
done and emphasizing how far we are behind in certain tasks. Because of this 
most members of staff hardly know each other "not to mention know Hugo". 
The third head of department did not feel as strongly about the lack of fun and teamwork 
in the social context as the other two did, as it did not come out in the open ended 
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questions, but she did mention it as something that she would value in a leader and that 
was missing in Hugo's leadership style. 
A true leader is able to foster an environment that becomes a second home to 
staff, as work is the place where most people spend half their time, and I don't 
think Hugo has this quality "because he shies away from staff and a simple 
greeting is too personal for him". It was expressed on more than one occasion by 
staff members of the firm that Hugo had a conservative nature and did not 
socialize with staff members in a formal or informal setting. This could point to a 
lack of social skills or social awareness and relationship management as elements 
of emotional intelligence in Hugo's leadership style. 
Daft (2005) defines a leader that is socially aware as one who is able to lead with 
empathy and to interact in a positive way with a diverse number of people, with an 
understanding of their points of view. The author describes relationship management as 
the ability to build relationships with others through positive connection. 
The general staff's perception of this issue became a lot clearer because they were never 
given the opportunity to build any kind of relationship with the leader. They felt it was 
very important to have a community feeling and to interact on a social level , to promote 
teamwork and interpersonal trust. 
When asked if there was a social climate that inspired openness and fun in the 
organisation one respondent's answer was "not really". The staff at the firm is so 
used to the "negative vibe" that a fun afternoon to get to know each other and 
Hugo better would help everyone to get rid of this negative energy, another staff 
member said. Someone even suggested during the feedback session that just 
having a fun day where everyone including Hugo gets to wear "jeans" would be 
sufficient. "It would add something to the office and our relationships that are 
more alive and fun. Hugo would become more of a human being and less of a 
boss in a pair of jeans". Another wrote that team-building days or " fun days" 
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should not be part of an incentive scheme; " it should just be to connect us as a 
tightly-knit group". 
It became evident during the feedback session that general staff found the social climate 
in the office stifling, and their idea of an ideal social climate entailed being able to regain 
their energy as a group. It was also clear that they felt it would be important for Hugo to 
be a part of these team-building sessions. 
A respondent said, if we could have a social gathering every once in a while with 
the whole office including Hugo, and have " a bit of fun together" away from the 
pressures at work, I believe that departments will come together with other 
departments and the whole office with Hugo. After Hugo had had a social with 
staff, meetings turned into fun experiences. When reading the suggestions from 
the suggestion box made staff members laugh and enjoy the experience, and he 
began to see the value of a looser environment opposed to the stifling one the firm 
had before intervention. 
It is the leader who sets the tone, and even one with a conservative nature can inspire a 
fun working environment by not taking himself to seriously and still remain true to his 
own personality. Hugo found that he enjoyed the social as much as his staff members and 
came to understand their need for a social climate. 
A colleague agreed and added that it would recharge the team with the power and 
energy needed. Another staff member pointed out the importance of Hugo 's 
involvement in these social gatherings by saying "by showing more interest in 
what the staff enjoys, and just having a conversation with staff members that is 
not work related will do the world of good for trust and relationships" . Another 
staff member added that communication between Hugo and general staff 
members is "non-existent" and communication on a social level might promote 
better communication within the office. "r have never actually spoken to Hugo, 
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except at my initial interviews and an occasional greeting", one staff member 
said .. 
Maslow, cited in Robbins (2005) , states that the social needs individuals have includes a 
need for affection, to have friendships and to belong, all elements connected to 
motivation. This would explain why the social gathering held was one of the highlights of 
the intervention process for staff, as they learned more about Hugo and their coworkers 
during the experience, and better teamwork, less negativity and motivation was the result. 
General staff also felt that a lot of wrong perceptions that they had about Hugo could be 
cleared up by creating a social climate in which to interact as a team. 
"People in the office think Hugo is stuck up" one said during the feedback 
session. A colleague responded by saying that her head of department says Hugo 
is a "down-to-earth" person, but trying to get to know him at work would never 
allow general staff to see this side ofhim. 
Goleman's (1999) supports this: social skills are not merely a matter of being friendly, 
but being friendly with a purpose of moving people in the desired direction to achieve a 
certain outcome. He also explains that leaders who have high social skills are effective 
leaders of teams and proficient at persuading others, because of the leader's ability to 
understand the team's feelings and empathise with them. Goleman stresses the 
importance ofleaming these skills as part of developing emotional intelligence. A leader 
must be able to understand and sense the viewpoints of others without verbal 
communication in order to effectively manage relationships and lead others. Hugo was 
never aware that staff members felt the need to get to know him and the lack of 
communication in the firm inhibited sound working relationships. As soon as these 
barriers were broken down during the intervention process this changed. From the 
feedback session again: 
Getting to know him at all seemed impossible to her at this stage. "Hugo has a 
lack of socializing with people in the office, we rarely see him during the day", 
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said another staff member. The general feeling of staff was well summarized by a 
staff member saying, " I heard from someone that Hugo likes art, something I love 
too, which makes me think I might have a lot more in common with him than I 
think, but at the moment with him not even having the time to stop and ask how 
we are doing, it is difficult to relate to him and he is in my mind only the boss 
who I despi se. I want to believe that at work he is under pressure, and time is a 
precious commodity for all , but if we could all get to know Hugo and each other 
in a social environment the office environment will change dramatically to a 
cohesive group that places emphasis on teamwork" . 
Staff members in the firm also mentioned Hugo ' s inability as a leader to create an 
environment characterised by openness and fun and stated that the need therefore 
to build relationships and foster teamwork in the firm was crucial. 
According to Hudson (2002) creating an organisational culture of fun can enhance 
business performance, and that fun is an acceptable part of that culture. The author 
explains that even though some, as did Hugo in this case, might seem to think at first that 
fun has no place in the office and that socializing with workers is inappropriate, they 
would in time become more comfortable with having fun at work to a degree that 
surprises there biggest critics, those who could never believe that they were capable of 
having fun , especially once the benefits of productivity and relationship building is 
realized. 
The next theme, Vision, was an interesting one. When we talked about vision during the 
feedback session, it became apparent that the staff did not really understand the definition 
of vision. They were still, however, able to provide rich data on the lack of direction they 
felt Hugo gave. 
4.3.8 Unclear vision 
Vision was a theme that mostly surfaced during the interviews with the heads of 
departments. They felt that decisions were made too hastily, and projects were started 
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without thinking them through properly and without a clear vision of their leader. 
Whatever the vision, it was also not communicated in a way that would allow them to 
align their vision with his. 
I think Hugo is very good at planning and organizing, but his vision is not clearly 
communicated to us and therefore the implementation of his plans is often poor. 
"It sometimes feels like we are following a blind man with no vision", and then 
when by chance we do understand his vision for a certain project it becomes clear 
"that he knew from the start what he wanted; we just didn't know". Hugo often 
has "brilliant" projects in mind, projects that everyone in the office can "believe" 
in, but without communicating his vision to all staff members and without the 
"enthusiasm" from his side in communicating his vision and plans their execution 
will either be poor (inadequate) or not happen at all. 
According to Collins and Porras (1998) a vision is often only inspirational words that 
lack clear concept and useful tools. The authors state that the framework of a clear vision 
should provide a guiding philosophy for the future of the organisation, and create 
something tangible for staff members to work with. 
I also think it is important that Hugo establishes a clear vision for "the company 
as a whole", as I feel emphasis is often placed on a lot of different projects at a 
time, and that these don't always feed into (focus on) a greater goal. 
The second head of department believed strongly that having a vision was one of the 
most important characteristics of a good leader and communicated this in the first two 
sentences of her interview. 
"The ability to lead includes inspiring others in a shared vision". I am "sure" that 
Hugo does have a vision for the firm. I just don't think anybody else is sure of 
what his vision is and because of this "staff tend to loose sight of where they are 
and where he is coming from with the tasks and standards he expects". This also 
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doesn' t help with staff motivation because they can ' t be inspired and motivated 
by their work if they don't understand the purpose or the "bigger picture" . "I think 
the office would be more work orientated if we knew where we were going and 
how we as a firm were going to get there" . 
Cooper (2003) states that employees are rarely committed to an organisation's vision 
because their objectives and best interests are often not expressed in the vision. Although 
there had never been a clearly written vision statement with which staff members at the 
law firm could align there own goals, many of the staff members didn't even understand 
the definition or value that a clear vision could add to an organisation. Staff members just 
felt that they rarely knew what they were working towards. 
The last head of department said during her interview that she felt that changes would 
only be accepted if staff members understood the reasoning behind the changes, and 
without a clear vision staff members would not be committed. 
1 feel that we spent far too much time explaining to staff what changes are going 
to take place, and then dealing with the resistance, only to repeat the process a 
weak later for a new change. "This leads me to believe that Hugo either does not 
have a clear vision and cannot therefore give us direction, and makes changes 
when his vision changes or he is not able to clearly communicate his vision". 
Hugo has "big ideas" for the company but I feel that none of this can be obtained 
until he has a clear vision for the direction of the firm and inspires staff to believe 
in a shared vision. "Hugo often asks during a meeting, when explaining his plans, 
whether he made himself clear, and I want to shout from the top of my lungs 
'NO!", but instead silently nod and hope for the best". 
As a result of the rising levels in educated staff members people prefer working for a 
leader who has a vision they can relate to and align their own goals with. Thus a leader 
with a clear and well-communicated vision has become very important to people (Puth 
2002). The author emphasizes the importance of creating a vision that staff members can 
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believe in, and states that the best way to do this is to lead strategies and plans by 
example. 
I noted above that staff didn ' t feel that they understood where the firm was going or what 
Hugo's vision was, and that during the feedback session it seemed as though staff was not 
sure about the definition of a vision, even after a clear explanation had been given. So 
only a few general staff members commented on vision during the feedback session. 
"We are not robots, we are people working here. Robots can be programmed to 
move in a certain directions; people need to understand where they are going and 
why", one staff member stated. The demotivation of staff members in the firm 
could be a result of a lack of vision. Even though they did not understand the 
purpose of a vision they clearly expressed that they were just expected to 
implement Hugo's plans without understanding them, or having an input in their 
formulation, and without Hugo's participation in the implementation phase of his 
plans. 
Puth (2002) explains that it is integral for a leader to lead the change in implementing 
plans that work towards the organisation's vision and goals, as it is the most effective 
way to inspire staff members commitment to the vision and getting the message across of 
what is expected from them. 
Another participant felt that staff members' thinking was different to Hugo's, that 
he thinks on a professional level with a legal background and therefore 
understands his vision and reasoning but then "forgets" that his staff doesn't share 
his legal background. It was therefore even more important for his vision to be 
clearly communicated. A colleague responded to this by saying, "sometimes I feel 
like I am in the army, we are all fighting for something but nobody knows exactly 
what it is". 
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When this staff member said that she knew she was fighting for something but just 
wasn't sure what for, a head of department said she was sure Hugo had a vision, but that 
she just wasn't sure what it was. Staff members in the firm had begun to be comfortable 
with mediocrity because they didn't have a clear understanding of what they were 
working towards or what the goals of the firm were. They couldn't align their personal 
goals with those of the organisation and they were therefore not striving for excellence. 
Daft (2005) states that a vision is a challenge that drives the entire organisation towards 
ambitious and attainable goals in the future . He explains that an aspiring vision that has 
been clearly communicated to staff member is directly linked to an organisation's 
performance. This vision encourages staff members to work towards achieving the goals 
ofthe organisation because they are compelling and inspirational. 
Kotter (\ 999) notes that it becomes easier for staff members to be committed to an 
organisation and its leader, when there is a clear direction for the organisation that is 
understood by them. It helps to make staff members feel less vulnerable when they 
understand the vision of the leader. They are able to perform their tasks in a way that they 
are sure is in alignment with the vi sion, and there is therefore less chances of being 
reprimanded for trying new things if they know how to successfully align their 
innovations with the leader's vision. Staff members mentioned that they had suggestions 
on how to perform their tasks better, and once Hugo put up a vision statement for the 
firm, created with staff participation, it gave staff the confidence to let him know about 
their suggestions. As a result many workable ideas were put forward. 
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Chapter 5 
Intervention and change 
"Possibility and change become growth within the shape of time that we call a day" (0 ' 
Donohue 1997: 165) 
5.1 Introduction 
Hugo and the two heads of departments that kept personal journals during the 
intervention process describe their experience, perceptions and feelings during the 
process, as well as their observations of the change that took place after the intervention. 
Their own words and entries relevant to the research goals are used in the presentation of 
this data in order to understand the process from their perspective, and to describe 
experiences in their own words. 
5.2 Feedback and change 
Hugo made this journal entry to explain how the changes that were implemented were 
arrived at. 
On my return from the course [ first started to make changes to my leadership 
style based on the needs of staff that came out of the questionnaires that they 
answered and the feedback session they had with Tania thereafter. 
During an interview with Hugo [ asked him to elaborate on what he thought of the 
changes that staff had suggested. 
[ wasn't expecting positive feedback from staff members, because [ knew that 
they weren't "exactly thrilled" with my leadership. It was easy to see from the 
problems we had been experiencing within the firm. Unhappy staff members 
resulted in a backlog in work, which resulted in unsatisfied customers, so it did 
not come as a surprise to me that the feedback from staff members "did not sing 
my praises". During the attendance of the leadership module in Grahamstown I 
realised as the topic on how to mobilise people in the workplace was being 
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discussed, that I had not been doing any of the things that Trevor Amos presented 
as positive actions for mobilising my staff members. 
Because of this realisation in the classroom, it was easier for me to acknowledge 
my mistakes when hearing the feedback from my staff. At the time of listening to 
the feedback I had already come to terms with my shortcomings as a leader during 
the leadership training module. I appreciated their honesty; it was needed so that I 
could understand their feelings and change my leadership style to fulfill in their 
needs. I was pleasantly surprised at how much effort they were willing to put in 
from their side to make the changes work. 
London (2002) states that receiving feedback from staff and using the feedback in a 
positive way can assist a leader in changing practices and behaviour and to respond in 
ways that are beneficial to enhancing effectiveness. Although a lot of criticism of Hugo 
came from the initial questionnaires and feedback session, as well as the first individual 
meetings with staff members, it assisted in the development process of Hugo and the 
organisation. According to Phillips and Schmidt (2004) it is important to receive this kind 
of feedback for a leader to truly know himself. In this way Hugo could build on his 
strengths and acknowledge and work on his weaknesses. It also gave staff members the 
opportunity to get rid of negative bottled-up feelings to enable them to start afresh. Daft 
(2005) states that follower commitment does not mean that people have to constantly 
accept actions and decisions made by the leader that aren't in the organisation's or their 
own best interest. According Daft, effective followers take a stand when they do not 
agree and, ifnot given the opportunity to do so, they will take their support elsewhere. 
The first realisation that Hugo had was that he had not allowed for open and honest 
communication between himself and staff members and that staff needed it. It was 
therefore the first change he implemented, along with becoming open to discussions, 
even if they were not work related, but affected a staff members' work from a personal 
point of view. 
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5.3 Becoming approachable for open communication 
Hugo described his mistakes in handling communication prior to the intervention and the 
changes he made in this journal entry. 
Previously staff had to make an appointment with my personal assistant to see me 
and I had allocated only one hour a day for these appointments. I changed this 
arrangement so that staff could see me without appointment, by merely coming to 
my office. This was a huge adjustment for me as I thought that the staff members 
were going to interrupt me constantly and my own work was going to suffer. 
Kotter (1999) reminds us that a member of the staff at the bottom of the chain, who 
seems to be rather unimportant in his position, can make it either easy or very difficult for 
a leader to achieve any kind of change within an organisation. It was therefore important 
for Hugo to acknowledge the need that employees had to be able to enter his office at any 
time without making for an appointment, even though he was at this point afraid of how 
it would influence his own work. 
From the survey feedback Hugo came to realize how important it was for staff that he be 
available for any discussions they might wish to have. Levy (2002) emphasizes the 
importance of being a "hands-on" leader that regularly interacts with staff members in 
order to identify problems early and help staff feel that they are listened to and matter. 
Mrs. Nesbit also made an entry in her journal on the staff members' surprise at seeing a 
more approachable Hugo at a staff meeting that he called to tell the staff that he 
acknowledges their need to talk to him. 
Today Hugo called an office meeting as the start to the process. He advised staff 
that he would be more involved in the departments and asked for staff's 
suggestions. He explained that he had heard the suggestions they had made at the 
feedback session, but that he wanted to give them a platform from his side to 
make suggestions directly to him. I was surprised at this effort but not as surprised 
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as the other staff members who were sure that the meeting had been called 
because they were in "trouble" for some reason. 
Thisjoumal entry of Mrs. Nesbit showed that staff members were still not use to the 
sudden changes that were taking place and had been expecting a reprimand. It was 
necessary for Hugo to let staff know that he was personally interested in listening to their 
suggestions for the way forward. According to Madi (2000) it is important that staff 
participate in deciding the way forward for an organisation. He suggests that staff 
members should be asked during meetings; what they think the firm stands for, where it 
is heading in the future, and how they as staff members feel the organisation's goals can 
be achieved. DePREE (1998) builds on this by stating that an organisation needs a 
covenant that binds its people together and enables them to meet the needs of the leader 
and the organisation, together with the leader's effort to meet their needs. 
Towards the end of her journal Mrs. Nesbit also described how open communication 
channels had changed the running of the firm. 
Hugo has had a session with most of the departments now and has received 
feedback from the general staff session with Tania, and he should now have a 
better idea of the issues in the office. The most important thing in my mind at the 
moment is to try to ensure that he keeps being involved in the office as it is 
definitely having a positive affect. 
Miss Malan's journal entry on communication also contains one off her staff member' s 
feelings towards Hugo ' s change in this regard. 
Hugo's door has been "really" open since he has been back. Staff members do 
still come and ask me if I think their question or suggestion is important enough 
to take to Hugo, but I think it is just a matter of time before they start becoming 
comfortable with the idea that they can go to him directly. Hugo has also 
suggested an office party to interact with the staff on a social level and said that 
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we could have it somewhere away from the office, which would be a really nice 
gesture to staff. Hugo is not usually very sociable so I hope that he plans on 
attending the party. A Staff member told me today that she " loves" the fact that 
Hugo's door is open to them as general staff because she always felt that Hugo 
was not a part of the company, since they always had to go via a head of 
department when they wanted to get a message across. I think statements like 
these are good because it shows that the staff is noticing the changes, the 
communication is becoming better and the fact that they are making use of his 
open door shows that they are beginning to trust him. 
Hugo saw the meetings that staff members suggested as a good idea, not only to further 
facilitate open communication but also to address their need for greater participation. 
5.4 Joint decision-making and the meetings where it all happened 
Hugo made the following entry in his personal journal, describing the various meetings 
that he set up as part of his efforts to allow for participation in decision-making. 
I decided to introduce more meetings and discussion groups in the office, 
foll owed by one-on-one sessions with all staff to allow them to participate in the 
decisions I make. I introduced a weekly staff meeting where we discussed general 
issues in the office and where staff could voice their opinions on these issues. 
This led to quite heated discussions and I was unaware before these meetings that 
staff had strong feelings regarding certain issues in the firm; this just reinforced 
my feelings that as a lawyer with a law degree that has no formal leadership 
training in the coursework, I had no idea how to effectively lead staff before this 
process began. I also introduced a suggestion box in which staff could drop their 
suggestions anonymously. These suggestions were then read and discussed at 
general office meetings. 
I also introduced departmental meetings with departments as a whole and not just 
with Heads of Departments. I was surprised about the ideas and suggestions that 
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came from these meetings, where staff had better ways of doing their work than 
the way they were trained. A lot of new ideas and better operational procedures 
were introduced and implemented as a result of these meetings. 
Vroom and Yetton, cited in Hickman (1998), suggest that a leader that allows 
participation from staff considers their suggestions and recommendations concerning 
work problems and new initiatives during their decision making processes. During the 
process of intervention Hugo found that valuable suggestions and "better ways of doing 
things" came from allowing staff members to participate during the meetings that were 
implemented as part of the change process. 
Staff members that were usually quiet and reserved seemed to come alive during 
these smaller meetings with strong and workable ideas. I was surprised that these 
meetings actually became team building opportunities and staff enjoyed the 
relaxed atmosphere and openness during these meetings. I initially thought that 
staff was going to use the meetings and suggestion box just to complain, the 
contrary actually happened. Staff members had a lot of fun with the suggestion 
box, and reading the suggestions during meetings became something to look 
forward to and received a lot oflaughs (Appendix F). 
Participation also provides intrinsic rewards for staff members because they are part of 
the decision making process, which makes their jobs more meaningful and interesting 
(Robbins 2005). Staff members at the law firm were able to articulate the ways in which 
they felt their tasks could be performed more effectively, because they had given their 
work a lot of thought. Daft (2005) stresses the importance of realising that most of the 
thinking around leadership today has shifted from using leadership as a control 
mechanism over subordinates, to developing staff members into future leaders by means 
of participation. 
Discussion groups were introduced where departments had meetings with each 
other that resulted in resolving similar issues in different departments and 
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workflow issues between departments. Through this office morale was lifted as 
staff realised they work as a team and not as departments against each other. 
Puth (2002) states that when a group is involved in a decision-making process, it brings a 
diversity of knowledge and skills to the process that is not available in individual 
decision-making. Kotter (1999) has it that involving followers in decision-making, 
especially those decisions that will have an influence on them, is a motivation technique, 
as it gives staff members a sense of control. 
Mrs. Nesbit also commented in her journal that the participation generated by the 
different meetings and the changes that these made to staff morale. 
Hugo has started having weekly general meetings, and has also set aside a half-
an-hour each week for departmental meetings. So far it seems that staff are 
appreciating his efforts. I hope that he sticks to it as it does seem to have an affect 
on staff; they feel that he is more involved and they are not just a number. For me 
it is difficult as I have to sacrifice more time, to be available for three half-hour 
sessions a week as the office manager, but I hope it proves to be fruitful. 
Another entry commented on the individual meetings that Hugo held with every staff 
member: 
Hugo has started with the one-on-one sessions with the staff. This will give them 
a chance to voice issues that they feel that they would rather not raise in a general 
staff meeting. So far I have chatted to one or two of the staff about their feelings 
about the sessions. They have indicated that they feel it went well and they did get 
a chance to say what wanted to, and felt better for it. They felt encouraged by the 
session and hopefully it will go towards ending the "negativity". Since the 
changes have been implemented people have been having fun with the suggestion 
box, pretending to be in gangs that has certain demands, and when Hugo reads 
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them during the once-a-week general meeting the staff has a lot of fun laughing 
and joking with him, and we still get time to discuss serious issues. 
The initial participation by staff and changes in Hugo 's leadership style implemented was 
small to begin with-such as these meetings- so as to ensure that the changes made 
were sustainable and had the desired results. Kotter (1999) notes that people need to 
develop new skills and behaviour patterns during a change process, because all human 
beings are only capable of changing the process within in the organisation to certain 
extend, and should not expect too many changes too quickly. Puth (2002) states that a 
lack of empowerment and communication are both barriers to change. He also expresses 
the importance of short term wins in order to gain momentum. The author explains that 
true transformation can only take place if all members in the organisation are involved 
and empowered to drive the change. This was facilitated by allowing staff to make 
suggestions and express their feelings openly during the general and individual meetings 
that Hugo implemented. 
Miss Malan described her feelings about the changes she observed in the atmosphere and 
working environment as a result of these meetings: 
The last few weeks at the office have been wonderful and it feels as if I am 
working at a new place. Hugo has been having general meetings, department 
meetings and one-on-one meeting with each and every staff member, something 
that staff suggested in their feedback session. He has been so committed to this 
process and I am so proud of him and my staff because they have really been 
giving thi s a chance and have opened up. It looks to me like staff are "warming" 
to the new environment and there is definitely less moaning and negative 
behaviour. I just hope that poor Hugo can keep it up because he is making so 
much time for staff at their request that I don 't know how he gets to his work, but 
somehow he is getting this done and I take my hat off to him. 
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Miss Malan mentions the fact that she is proud of Hugo and the members of staff because 
everyone has become equally open and passionate about the process of changing Hugo ' s 
leadership style, which is in turn changing the firm. Passion is one of the biggest 
prerequisites for change, as every decision made or action taken in the change process 
must be towards achieving the desired result, and this cannot be achieved without 
consolidated passion (Bernick 2002). 
5.5 Deserved recognition and earned rewards 
Leadership requires motivating staff members by any method of per suasion to give their 
commitment and teamwork to the organisation (Dubrin 2001). In this case Hugo received 
feedback from the feedback session that staff wished to be recognized individually and 
was motivated by targets and rewards. He wrote in his journal about the changes he made 
to address this need expressed by staff members. 
During the one-on-one meetings with every staff member, I gave them the 
opportunity to discuss not just work-related issues but also any personal issues 
that might affect them or their work. These meetings resulted in me getting to 
understand my staff a lot better, what they needed from me as a leader and from 
the company as a whole, and that my appreciation for them should be shown on a 
regular basis. 
Awotwi (2003), addressing delegates in Sandton at an African Leader Business Forum, 
said that building a successful organisation requires mobilising resources to achieve 
goals. In mobilising the human resource element leaders' commitment was needed and 
factors that motivate people had to be employed. Hugo wrote: 
As a result of this realisation I introduced small incentives and voiced my 
appreciation of staff members before each session, as suggested by them. 
In describing the case of the remaking of Komatsu, Bartlett and Ghoshal (2000) stressed 
the importance of capturing staff members' interest and commitment, by providing them 
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with clear and attainable goals that are partnered with rewards. The targets that Hugo set 
for departments were attainable and the rewards staff requested during the feedback 
session on the surveys were linked to the achievement of these targets. Hickman (1998) 
states that people often repeat behaviour that is recognised and rewarded, and in the same 
way do not repeat behaviour that is punished or ignored. According to the author the most 
important way to motivate staff is to link job performance to outcomes such as 
recognition and reward. Hugo again: 
Many ofthe issues that came out of these meetings were minor and easy to 
resolve, but had a huge impact on my staff before they were resolved. It was 
becoming one of my priorities to assist them in discussing these issues, finding 
solutions for them and providing feedback on the progress. I also made a point of 
walking through the office on a regular basis greeting staff and having short 
interactions with them at their desks on progress and targets. 
Mrs. Nesbit described in her journal one of the rewards that her department received as a 
result of target achievement, and made note of the change in behaviour of staff members 
that previously avoided Hugo, and now asked him to participate in their reward. 
Incentives had been given to departments that reached their individual targets, and 
my department got to eat pizza on Friday that Hugo bought. They went and called 
him when the pizza arrived and asked him to join us. I was amazed. If I was 
asked two months ago in those interviews if! believed that there could be positive 
changes and if they would last I would have said "no"; I stand corrected. 
This journal entry wonderfully illustrated the change in the relationship between Hugo 
and staff members. A social gathering held on the request of staff members seemed to be 
one of the major events in building these relationships. 
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5.6 Building relationships and mutual trust 
Hugo explains in hisjoumal how the breaking down of the walls that he had built 
between himself and staff members was the most difficult change for him to make, and 
describes the way in which it was done, and the positive experience he had as a result. 
[ really struggled with the concept of opening myself on a personal level to staff 
for them to get the opportunity to get to know me. When this need came out of the 
questionnaires and feedback sess ion with Tania it felt like [couldn't breathe. [ 
was always happy in my perception that there is a distinct line between the "boss" 
and the staff and that these two shouldn't interact or intermingle on any other 
level than how and when work should be done. 
London (2002) addresses the process of changing ones practices as a leader or the style 
of leadership under the heading "acquiring a leadership identity", stating that through 
identifying the needs of different situations, a leader builds his identity as a leader, and 
this process of creating a new identity could of course requite continual change. It was a 
challenging experience for Hugo to change his beliefs ofleader-follower relationships, 
because the boundaries he had in his relationships with staff members had been 
embedded in the organisation's culture for a long time. 
[ therefore decided that it would be important for me to take thi s first step towards 
social relationships and interpersonal trust away from the office, to break free 
from the ideas that [ had embedded in the office environment. 
Daft (2005) emphasizes the importance of realizing that leaders can no longer base their 
relationships on formal authority but need to change this to relationships based on 
personal influence. He states that there is a positive correlation between relationship 
management and emotional intelligence, as an emotionally intelligent leader is able to 
manage his own emotions and those of others that drive our interpersonal relationships. 
According to Kotter (1999) the leadership role is characterized by a web of complex 
relationships. Establishing good working relationships entails understanding your own 
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needs and those of others and building relationships that fit these needs. Although the 
need to know a leader on a personal level cannot be generalised, the staff in the law firm 
had a clear need to get to know Hugo and establish personal relationships with him. 
With the help of my heads of departments we organized a social for staff 
members at a venue in town and no expenses were spared for my first real social 
interaction with the members of my staff. It was a huge success in my opinion. 
Instead of the forced conversations that I had thought we would have, I had 
meaningful conversations with members of staff and made a point of having a 
short interaction with each and everyone. 
Hudson (2002), in describing the changes made in the Brady Corporation, explains that 
having fun is an important part of creating an open, collaborative and trusting 
environment that promotes the belief in an organisation that anything is possible. She 
states that motivating people to have a positive attitude towards work would need an 
atmosphere that promotes a spirit of fun. She also maintains that promoting this fun 
culture within an organisation does not necessarily mean that the leader of the 
organisation needs to undergo a personality change, only move from a more conservative 
nature to a more liberal one that would certainly provide pay-offs from a productivity 
perspective. The social gathering organised by Hugo and the heads of departments as 
requested by staff members, certainly promoted a more fun environment, identified by 
staff as something they needed. 
My perception of many of them immediately changed to something positive, 
realising that there were so many diverse people working together, and the 
potential that our firm had in that. It made me smile when I thought how 
conservative and reluctant I had been to form healthy working relationships with 
the members of my staff. During the period of implementing the changes in the 
office, it was obvious how the staff morale and productivity changed, and how the 
firm as a whole moved forward because of only a few changes I had made to the 
way in which [ led my staff. 
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Mrs. Nesbit wrote about the planning, her experience and what she observed in staff 
members at this social gathering, in herjournal. 
With the help of Hugo we have planned a general staff party for this afternoon at 
a venue away from the office. All the staff members are very excited and some 
approached me and said we don't know how much they need it and how much it 
means to them. Hugo says that he is going to be there, and I am holding my 
breath. The mood in the office is good and all are looking forward to the "social" 
At last! It has been a while. 
In her second journal entry on the social gathering she also described what she observed 
of Hugo's behaviour. 
The staff party was a great success and everybody seemed to enjoy themselves. 
Hugo actually arrived on time, chatted to everybody, not only the heads of 
department like he usually does at work functions, and he was one of the last 
people to leave the party. Generally the office seems more relaxed, more 
motivated and less negative. Hope this lasts. Hugo has had a session with most of 
the departments now and has received the feedback from the general staff session 
with Tania, and he should now have a better idea of the issues in the office. The 
most important thing in my mind at the moment is to try to ensure that he keeps 
being involved in the office, as it is definitely having a positive affect. 
At this point in the intervention staff members were experiencing a change in their 
feelings towards Hugo and the firm. Robbins (2005) states that positive emotions, unlike 
negative ones, are connected to an evaluation of feelings that leads to positive outcomes. 
Generally an organisation would seek to establish a positive set of emotions, opposed to 
intense negative emotions, such as those that the staff members in the law firm displayed 
before intervention. 
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Miss Malan first expressed in her journal her hope that Hugo, who did not usually 
interact with staff members, would attend the social gathering that he helped plan. 
Hugo has suggested an office party to interact with the staff on a social level and 
said that we could have it somewhere away from the office, which would be a 
really nice gesture to staff. Hugo is not usually very sociable so I hope that he 
plans on attending the party. 
Her second journal entry gives an account of the positive outcome in staff members' 
feelings and attitudes, and describes the conversations she had with them after the social. 
The office party was the best gesture in my opinion that Hugo had made so far. I 
would have never thought that a social gathering would bring so much positive 
energy into the office. The suggestion box, meetings, greetings and incentives that 
have been introduced have all contributed to better working relationships and 
motivation of staff, but this was the "chocolate with the best filling in the box" . 
One staff member said that she found Hugo such an interesting person 
when she spoke to him that she felt like making a marriage proposal. 
A second staff member said that when she got to see the casual side of his 
personality she understood why she always thought him to be sneaky; he 
was a fun and intelligent person. 
A third said that it felt that she suddenly trusted Hugo more because she 
attempted a conversation about her personal life and he didn't run away 
like she expected, but gave her valuable advice. 
A fourth said that she also got to know other members off staff that she 
usually only greeted on her way to the fax machine and when she spoke to 
Hugo-who she was previously deathly afraid of-his grumpy nasty 
attitude that use to be her perception of him, melted away to make space 
for someone she felt that she could work with very well. 
Another one said that she personally thinks that she realised at the party 
that she would always want to work for and with Hugo. 
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According to Kelly (1998) most followers are talented but these talents cannot come 
together in creating organisational effectiveness because the talented people are separated 
by the hierarchical structures within an organisation. Kelly notes that the leader has the 
power to create effective teams in the organisation by simply putting talented people in 
the same room together. Puth (2002) is of the opinion that building trust is an important 
ability that inspirational leaders should have, and in order to foster this ability they should 
understand what staff members deem as fair process, otherwise a lack of commitment can 
be the result in an organisation, and last for years. Puth also emphasizes that there is a 
definite link between relationships, trust and commitment, and it is the inspirational 
leader that is able to create awareness of the relationships and the link between staff 
members' and the leader's expectations. 
5.7 Effective change and the road ahead 
Although time constraints affected the intervention process to certain extend, as there was 
only time for one feedback session, the firm with Hugo as the director and leader had 
come a long way. This was made possible by Hugo and his staffs efforts and 
commitment to the Action Research process. Burns (1998) explains this as an attribute of 
a transformational leader. The leader and followers are all committed to transforming 
themselves as the relationship between them becomes fused by the leader's genuine 
concern for the staff members' needs, and all work together towards a common goal. 
The changes to Hugo's leadership style played a big role in the change of emotion and 
atmosphere within the firm. Daft (2005) explains that people would much rather work 
hard to meet the standards and expectations of a leader that they liked, than one they did 
not care for. The author states that building dependant reciprocal relationships with staff 
members by offering emotional support and time would give staff members the feeling 
that they are paid back for their hard work. He also emphasises the importance of 
developing a network of allies to assist the leader in achieving his goals, by having 
informal conversations outside the formal office environment to get a better 
understanding of their needs and to learn to have a genuine concern for them. 
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Miss Malan described her feelings and hopes for the future of the firm, after the 
implementation of the changes to Hugo's leadership style, in this way: 
The past three months has been a "rollercoaster" that was scary and made you feel 
unsure at the beginning of the ride, but turned out to be so much fun that it was 
one of those key rides of your life. Staff wanted Hugo to be more involved and 
show appreciation for their efforts and he has gone above and beyond, and there 
has been a "dramatic" change. Opinions, relationships and even productivity have 
changed and I think it is because the teams are now working together for a 
purpose and for Hugo, and he is doing the same. When I asked a staff member 
who previously had been very negative and said that she didn't care for the 
changes because she never spoke to him anyway, what her opinion of him was 
now, she said that she thought Hugo was a very good leader, who shared his 
knowledge and helped her better understand anything she goes to him for. I am 
holding thumbs that we can keep this up because things have really never been 
better in the office. 
Mrs. Nesbit described the day that Hugo, with the participation of staff members, created 
a vision that was displayed in the office as a show of commitment towards continual 
change and direction for the future-to "keep it up", as Miss Malan hoped. 
Today Hugo put a vision up in the office where everybody can see it as part of 
showing his commitment to create a shared vision. 
Puth (2002) states that creating a clear vision that aligns people is a crucial part of 
effective motivation. Alignment of people is achieved when the feel part of a community 
in an organisation, when they work at their full capacity, and when the entire organisation 
comes together with collective, committed to achieving the future as articulated by the 
vision. Creating a vision for the future was necessary to motivate the firm to become a 
learning organisation, open for continual change. The firm and Hugo as the leader were 
now better equipped to continue the change process, because of the new relationships that 
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had been built. They were working together for the future, opposed to working against 
each other. 
Kotter (1999) explains that having the power to influence others in a dependant 
relationship does not have to be done by fear, but can be more effective when built on 
friendships . He says that friendships carry certain obligations with it and creating close 
friendships with the staff members you are dependant on as a leader will provide more 
power to influence than fear would. Robbins (2005) emphasises the importance of 
effective communication in relationship and trust building. He notes that effective 
communication can motivate employees as they will know what is expected and know 
when they are doing well. It will also allow staff members to express emotions and 
feelings that would assist in fulfilling social needs. 
According to Bruce and Wyman (1998) changes in an organisation are synonymous with 
the unearthing the problems in it. They states that no organisation has the resources to 
solve each and every problem that surfaces during organisational change, but through an 
action training research intervention such as the one that I undertook at the law firm , the 
most important problems that effect organisational commitment and staff motivation can 
be identified and dealt with. In any organisation one might get the perception that merely 
conducting meetings that allows for staff participation, and devoting time to meet with 
staff members individually are minimum expectations, but as none of these were present 
at the firm before the intervention, they were the first and foremost on staff members 
minds when asked what suggestions they had for changes to Hugo's leadership style. 
These minor changes facilitated open communication, participation, trust, a vision and 
common goal and mended tense relationships between Hugo and his staff. 
The open door policy that Hugo had before the start of the intervention and that most 
staff members ' believed only to be a myth, changed to one that was implemented 
effectively. The communication that resulted also assisted in creating an open 
environment with healthy working relationships and increased motivation. According to 
Cooper (2003), in order to achieve follower commitment to a leader, the leader will have 
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to recognise hi s followers and their needs and act in correspondence with these in his 
policies. The author also states that with recognition comes follower participation as it 
would involve asking staff members for their suggestions and about their needs. A leader 
can be the one that prevents follower commitment as a result of previous behaviour that 
led to the perception that the leader could not be seen or trusted as a leader. As behaviour 
and perceptions change through changes in leadership, the behaviour of staff and their 
commitment will follow. 
Staff members became committed followers the moment that they realised that Hugo was 
truly committed to them and was changing the way in which he led them, based on their 
suggestions for improvements. Kelly (1998) states that followers are willing to put 
themselves on the line only once they believe that their leader will do the same. 
Followers that become exemplary are those working for a leader that shares the rewards 
when things are going well, and helps carry the blame and burden ofproblem-solving 
when things aren't going as desired. Staff members in the firm asked for Hugo's 
participation in the office, their request for participation in problem solving and craving 
for recognition and rewards, was an example of what Kelly said. As the needs of the staff 
were addressed, they became motivated and committed, opposed to the negative 
behaviour and attitudes that they displayed before. 
By acknowledging his weaknesses and changing the way in which l1e had led the 
organisation to listening to the needs and desires that hi s staff members, it took only a 
relatively brief intervention and Hugo's effort to get the ball rolling to create a more 
effective future for the firm. Howard (1998) describes it in this way: the leadership 
challenge lies in changing the leader to become a visionary to see a brighter future, a 
change agent to encourage ideas and challenge the status quo, an inspirer that inspires 
followers to commitment and a common goal, a model of trust by being trustworthy and 
in tum also trusting, a supporter that constantly shows support for his staff members' 
abilities, a champion that celebrates achievements openly, a coach that makes staff 
development and their personal fulfillment his priority, a team builder that establishes 
effective teams that work well together and a partner that establishes bridges for open 
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communication and participation. Although Hugo is still a long way from the leader that 
Howard describes, and the change process for him as a leader would be continues as 
needs change, the intervention process provided the ladder to get there. 
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Chapter 6 
"Transformational, adaptive and enabling leadership are emphasized as keys to effective 
leadership in the changing business environment" (London 2002: I). 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I summarize my research findings and give a brief outline of what the 
participants in this intervention have to continue with, so as to fulfill its potential. After 
that I discuss the significance of the research and comment on research directions that 
could be valuable for the future. I then reflect on the method of research I chose, the 
limitations that I experienced and lastly give an account of my personal experiences of 
the research and intervention. 
6.2 Summary 
Very few people have the ability to become the type of leaders who can influence or 
inspire people to change the whole course of their lives and society in an overwhelming 
way (Puth 2002). But he emphasizes that today's leadership research is not based so 
much on the leaders from history that were able (0 do that, but rather on the leaders that 
are trying to lead their people towards individual and organisational goals. Goleman, et 
al. (200 I) explain the process of becoming an effective leader as changing behaviour 
through the process of self-discovery, an ability that is strongly linked to emotional 
intelligence, and therefore emotional intelligence should be developed in such a leader. 
Howard (1998) emphasises the importance of empowerment as part of becoming an 
effective leader. He states that leaders often resists empowerment of employees through 
participation as they fear they will be left with time on their hands and have a lack of 
control, it however remains imperative that a leader provide support and guidance to staff 
members that have been empowered to make on the spot decisions. That true 
evolutionary change means that the leaders ' responsibilities will increase with 
participation. 
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Kotter (1998) is of the opinion that in changing and managing relationships during the 
change process a leader would need to have an understanding of hi s own and staff 
members' strengths and weaknesses, the style in which tasks are completed and the needs 
his staff members have. The author explains that mutually dependant relationships are 
built on the expectations that your most critical needs will be met. Robbins (2005) states 
that it is difficult to fulfill in all staff members' needs, as the motivating factor for one 
might not be the same for another. The motivator for any individual will change 
according to the situation and it is therefore important that a leader understands his staff 
members' individual goals, what provides them with the motivation to increase their 
effort to perform and how their performance should be linked to rewards. 
Kotter (1999) notes that any change that is decided on in an organisation will take a 
considerable length of time to be implemented successfully and that during the steps of 
change errors will be made. Phillips and Schmidt (2004) confirm that one of the most 
important aspects in leadership development is staff involvement. It is more difficult for 
staff members to be critical of something they helped to develop and it is therefore 
important to involve them in the learning process. According to Daft (2005), learning 
implies a change in behaviour or performances as a direct result of a certain experience. 
Many leaders today are looking for ways in which to enhance their own and their 
organisation's abilities to change. It takes courage to be this type of leader; building 
courage entails connecting with others and drawing strength from others through truly 
caring for them (Daft 2005). Daft emphasizes that a leader should welcome failure 
because the strength of learning for the entire organisation is stronger under these 
circumstances. 
The leader in this single case study knew how to be a lawyer, he was a professional at 
winning court cases, he was proficient in the language of the law, a well educated person 
in his field of study and a compassionate person in his personal and social environment, 
but somehow found himself and his law firm in turmoil. The firm was treading water 
with staff that was not productive, with a high staff turnover. It became a daily struggle to 
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resolve conflicts between him, the department heads and general staff members. At this 
point it became apparent during an informal conversation between Hugo and me that he 
had received all the necessary tools to become an excellent lawyer during his higher 
education studies, but no tools whatsoever to effectively lead and empathetically 
understand the people he was dependant on to make his firm effective, his staff members. 
It seemed like an impossible intervention to undertake when I first gained more insight 
into the feelings and perceptions of staff members at the law firm through the Productive 
Practice Survey (1987). Staff members were critical of Hugo's leadership style to the 
point where it seemed that they where skeptical that the suggested intervention process 
would bring about any change. They had become accustomed to the lack of recognition 
and rewards, lack of communication and participation, and distance between Hugo as the 
leader and themselves as the general staff members. Much time and effort had to be 
invested in getting the participants in this project excited about the process by explaining 
the potential benefits that certain changes in Hugo 's leadership style could have for them. 
Excitement and commitment to the intervention process came a lot faster for Hugo. 
While attending the leadership module at the Rhodes Investec Business Schools' MBA 
programme, he understood for the first time the frustrations of his staff members under 
the authoritative leadership style he had been practicing. He also became aware of the 
opportunities for his firm, should he change to practice effective leadership. It would 
entail drawing from different styles as situations within the firm warranted. It was 
however critical to make the change process a participatory effort, involving all members 
of staff, as without staff members to lead, Hugo would just be a lawyer that attended a 
leadership module. The three department heads were the first to show their commitment 
to the process and made every effort to get their staff members involved and excited. 
Even these efforts however seemed to fail as staff members' only positive comment after 
the Productive Practice Survey (I987) was that they had gotten an opportunity to express 
their feelings and felt better for it. 
III 
It was during the questionnaire feedback session where I introduced the general themes 
that I had identified from the survey that the staff realized that they had all experienced 
similar dissatisfactions with Hugo's leadership style. At this point they started to open up 
and elaborate on the themes, discussed problems and possible solution as well as made 
suggestions on how to achieve the leadership style that they would like to see. The staff 
craved a working relationship with their leader, which could become a mutually 
dependant/independent relationship in fulfilling each others needs. They had a desire to 
be recognised and rewarded for their efforts in the firm. They were desperate for open 
communication channels between themselves and Hugo and for an opportunity to 
become more involved in decision-making. The general feeling was that Hugo could not 
be trusted because he was not known to them and therefore everything Hugo said was 
doubted by staff. They longed to be trusted to participate in matters that affected them, 
and they longed to be able to trust that their leader would not act in any way 
opportunistically but rather open and honestly. The staff were thirsty for change but had 
become despondent as a result of a lack of a clear vision and the leadership style that was 
practiced by Hugo 
The change process was challenging and demanded a lot of commitment from Hugo and 
staff, and although a long road still lies ahead for Hugo in learning to further adapt his 
behaviour to those identified in an effective leader, and staff members learning to adapt 
to new responsibilities as partners through participation in decision making, the 
intervention showed that the firm could, with its diversity of skills, knowledge and 
continuous development of both the leader and other organisation members, achieve the 
vision that they all developed during the intervention process. 
The value of the research became more apparent during the process than I originally 
anticipated, as it showed a little knowledge could go a long way in changing the way in 
which Hugo led his staff. The importance of participation by and feedback from 
colleagues during the process of getting to know oneself as a leader was also a valuable 
discovery of the research, because without the staff members' voices expressing their 
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views and opinions honestly during the questionnaire and feedback session as well as 
committing to continual improvement and participation, my research would have only 
been a formal training exercise and would have not elicited the rich data and gains that 
came from the intervention process. 
The participants to the research expressed their excitement about the future of the 
organisation with the new found direction provided by a vision and their strong 
commitment to continually participate in achieving their personal and organisational 
goals. The staff and Hugo have decided that, in order to ensure that it was not only 
temporary change, they would have to continue learning and growing and that they will 
need more help and advice as it is still new territory for all of them. They have acquired 
the help of an Internal Marketing Consultant that will assist them in deciding on action 
plans for the future, and they plan to continue going from strength to strength as a team. 
6.3 Significance of the research for the future 
I found it very interesting when the topic for my research came up namely that lawyers 
do not receive any fonmal training in management during their higher education studies, 
and yet they often end up as leaders of a finm, managing an organisation and its important 
human capital. It is my understanding that there are other professions in which this same 
phenomenon occurs, but the scope of my research was not able to cover this. If research 
is to be done on the extent of professional organisational management training that is 
given to students in professional services and the need for such training and development, 
it could certainly be valuable. 
6.4 Reflections 
From my experiences during this Participatory Action Research Case Study I can offer 
the following suggestions to future researches and facilitators. I offer these 
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recommendations only for discussion and not as steps that have to be followed when 
embarking on Participatory Action Research. 
6.4.1 Reflection on the research method 
1. The process of choosing a case for Action Research should be undertaken with 
extreme care and ample knowledge of your topic. Choosing a topic and a case that 
you are passionate about, the way I was passionate about the study of leadership, 
will inspire you and the participants and make the research challenging. 
2. Intensive work on how to conduct Action Research, the different techniques for 
conducting the research, different methods of gathering and analyzing data as well 
as the different paradigms within which the research will fall, has to be done in 
order to completely understand what you are doing, before trying to explain to 
participants what you are doing. 
3. It is also very important to understand your role as the researcher, as you can 
easily become carried away in trying to achieve an outcome you desired, rather 
than one the organisation desired. According to Cousins and Earl (1995) the role 
of the researcher is to act as consultant to the organisation and coordinator of the 
research project. Translating needs into actions and implementing them is the 
responsibility of both the researcher and participants. 
4. Once the topic and organisation has been chosen, it is important to first gain trust 
in order to gain knowledge from participants regarding the real problems in the 
organisation, their own hopes, dreams and goals, as well as the organisation's 
future, and what input from them they think should be accepted and acted upon to 
achieve this. You can't change what you don't acknowledge and it happens often 
that critical information for intervention only presents itself later in the process, 
when something can no longer be addressed or changed. After the intervention, 
when participants became truly comfortable they became even more creative than 
during the intervention process, and although the organisation can implement and 
build on these long after my research was done, it would have been valuable to 
the research had this information and creativity presented itself sooner. 
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5. The purpose, techniques, approaches and steps of the research should be 
explained to participants in detail. I realised well into the intervention process that 
staff members in the organisation were not sure about the definition of a vision. 
One should never assume anything to be common knowledge and always leave 
the floor open for questions and discussions on the research itself, because clarity 
amongst participants helps the process move ahead smoothly. 
6. Giving feedback to participants on how the research is going and how they as 
participants are contributing and growing during the process is important for 
creating a partnership and trust during the process. 
7. A lot of time and effort needs to be devoted to the Action Research study, as 
change is not brought about in a day. Time and effort are needed from both the 
researcher and the participants, and it is therefore important to make sure that all 
participants that have stated their willingness to be a part of the programme 
should also understand that a lot of their normal working hours will be consumed 
by the intervention process. 
8. It is important to ask probing questions during interviews when using open-ended 
question to gather data. By the time you are analysing the data it is too late to ask 
a participant to elaborate on something. 
9. It is critical to know every detail of the referencing method that is expected from 
your department, and keeping the reference list up to date, because reworking 
referencing and the reference list becomes almost impossible by the time you 
have used eighty sources and no longer have an idea where you found them when 
you originally used them. 
10. Make use of other researchers ' theses as points of reference when first embarking 
on the research, as they provide a clear idea of what lies ahead as well a the 
mistakes to avoid. It also definitely assists in focusing your work when at any 
point you feel los!. 
11. The most important thought that I would like to leave to future researchers is to 
remember that without participation Action Research it not possible, and it is 
therefore important to truly value the people you are working with, to be patient at 
all times when the desired outcome is not immediately achieved, and to 
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continuously support participants in their efforts to change behavior as part of 
what will essentially be your research. 
6.4.2 Limitations 
It is never easy to critique your own work, especially during research, as any result is 
worth while to the researcher after the hours and time spent on it. I however believe that 
there were certain shortcomings to my research. 
Although I initially believed that it would be easier conducting research in which my 
husband was involved, regardless of the extra effort needed to address ethical 
considerations, this did not prove to be the case. I trust that my research was valuable and 
that my findings were more than adequate and better than expected, but I believe that the 
data and my findings would have been even richer if staff members did not have to 
participate with the thought in the back of their heads of whether I could be trusted 
completely not to compromise their privacy, as promised. 
Building trust relationships is a necessary part of any interpretive research and not an 
overnight process. The research findings could have shown even better results if the time 
for conducting the research was not influenced by the building of these relationships first. 
It was, however, still worthwhile, as it ensured the quality of the research. 
A leader/follower relationship in the firm was non-existent, and the problems identified 
in Chapter 4 so extensive that I realised that it was basic leadership principles that were 
lacking, and it was necessary to start at the very beginning. I feel that ifthere wasn ' t such 
a big time constraint in conducting the research, and I could have moved beyond the 
basics during the intervention, I would have been able to report on more gains and 
growth. Any organisational culture change process is however a long term endeavor and I 
am satisfied with the outcome achieved in the time available. 
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6.4.3 Personal Reflection 
My husband and I enjoy discussing interesting phenomena that we come across in every 
day life, especially those that affect us. When he first asked my advice on how to solve 
the problems he was experiencing with inspiring and leading his staff members, thinking 
that I would be able to offer advice because of my field of study, it never occurred to me 
that he would not have had classroom-based training on the subject. It was then that a 
lengthy discussion followed on the importance of receiving training and continuously 
developing leaders if they are to successfully lead people. I would have never thought 
that my half thesis would be born from such a discussion, but am thankful that it was. 
The second realisation that kicked in when I started analysing the mountain of data I had 
gathered, was that it was a learning experience for me too. The data did not always reveal 
what I thought would be important to staff members. I expected large demands and 
passionate desires from them, and was afraid that my research would not be able to 
provide them with these, as it would have meant major changes in Hugo that I was not 
sure he would be able to pull off in the time available for the intervention. To my surprise 
they only expected a few small steps-and gave giant leaps in return. 
I was dumfounded at what a few small changes in the style a leader practices can make 
to an organisation. It was almost as if the willingness to become a better leader had been 
enough. This inspired me to be committed to the staff members of the law firm and 
Hugo's development during every step of the research, and it was a blessing when I 
realised that my research would not only change my perceptions and beliefs, but that of 
an entire organisation. 
"In order to feel real we need to bring the inner invisible world to expression. Every life 
needs the possibility of expression. When we perform an action. the invisible within us 
finds aform. and comes to expression. Therefore. our work should be the place where the 
soul can enjoy becoming visible and present. Our nature longs deeply for the possibility 
of expression which we call work . .. (0' Donohue 1997: 162) 
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-~- , _ - ... 0, 
Instructions 
Thi~ is 3 Iw"vey of your m8..l1S)[crill! prlltlic~s - and whether 1.1(' not they are produ~~i\'e . 1'1'1", j~!J of 
the man8~er IS, ohviollllly." (,(lmrIex lind somrtil1l(:8 diffil'Ult one. Vel we hehftYio)" of t.he Inttnugtr 
_ ~alli;:lj of it5 efj"l'Ctll M vthe( pt!Opie - of'termine;; to " lari:le extent the 611Cf:es.'1 and prllducU"ity of 
thCOrj;RIl~llt ioa. Whil~\h..,re mOl)' be fnett'lr" witnilllhC' organi:t.atlVll il....c!lf(c.g., orglll\i7.iltinnalnonQsl 
which innuenw the Ilchavior o{uolh th r. mllnf(grr and lhot;(> ,dlO are nlClPaged, the rllct·t'emains thJlt 
cao:.h mal1al,'l:t doe! have considerable (ontrol over land rc!ponsibilii), for) tl'halil; adual!y dOlle. Prb· 
dl.lctive nl(l r.agers I.'llf::'age in beha}'iors that enabh.> lind encourage others to do their best work and 
ullim"td)' de\.Crmina huw well peoplE'. can 8.Wlnlplicih Ofl:8l1iU\tionHI puq.JOfi:f'. 
nit.! pre~nt survey t-q d£!5ign\!Q I/..l tap inw some of lh.ose factors which. mu.,y arrec' the prooucliv.(y 
(If t.hof.;e ooinR manl\f:et!, 011 t.he rollvwing pllgciI nrc'! l;t. ntlmb~r of i~ms which I\odres..<; IiOl'nO oftile 6p<.>ciflc 
behavior:; that a rnana~('I· may or may no! engage in. Some mlly ap~ar deaitubl~ tc }'OU - AS if they 
pt1)mo~ pt"Oductivit.y - and oi.her3 may seenl undesirr.blc and counttr·prDduc1.h'e, ln -ither event, your 
LU! K is tc resVlJnd to each ic.cm in terms of how r:haractl'ristil.: thaf bchador is ofyuu hy indicating how 
frequently you engage in tliBt pa!'i.kular bel13vior. 
In t.h~ hooklet you will find a cotumnaiong lh.c left ntargin wh(!I~ you Qre to re<::r:--dyoar a;"e$1;ment 
ofyoyrc:urn'nt practicc~ - i,e" hQw~(!JlYo", en~ll~e in a particular bt:havjUt'. PIt'.1b(' u!t! th.e fCllluwlog 
Ileal ... in making you,' ratings: 
My 
Actual l'radiccJ; 
A 5 I rnan:al:tr, I do this: 
9 A!waYli 
~ NtJlrly lihl\'lI)'~ 
7 Y~u~ntl)' 
6Quj~o{kn 
5 HlIlI tbe time 
-I Somctimc," 
3 Uardh' t'vcr 
2. R:ar{!ly 
I Nt'vrr 
In order to give the mtt .. t repr~~ntati'Yc profile of yourself, pleak. rCi\J I!tlcn item l".arefully und n:. 
lipond in Lerlllli olthe cxientto whic11 i11('~e bt!hnvivrslICcnctually practiced by you as n m8n~r. HC:ll:e. 
for a st.a.t.emMt liko, ·· I1..eU peopie, jl.$t whnt.11hink o{'thmll," you \iccd to c\l tlilidCr not whether il is 
a "produt'tiv(!" prllclice but, mhor, haw chnr~ti.l;He lhil' st81~mcnt r<!<lll." ir, of your \lvMvior. Again. 
it iii DOt what you would lilt do do hut who.t you Qctllcll.rdo. '[hUll . it 'may be 'Jf ,'alue: to c(lR!lidtlr yom' 
bchn\Oior over the PfU'tt 6-12 roont.h:s 0' you ~ry 1.0 dct<:rminc tn<: d(!grc~ of r,hamcwristiLncs, fIf (-,'Ien item. 
THIS IS INFORM.AT]ON FOR YOU 
Tty to be. as honest n.nd obj(!di\'1! as yuu 1:&1'1 in 3pprai.!Ung your pr.actitell. There are no "ri~ht" or 
;. "wrong" answont. An accurau rruillg of whot l(1U da i,~ the o.'1/y nllsu..'t'r thnt wilL pnmidC! yOu' Will, (olid 
'>!- ;Ii ~ and "'M.bl" in(nrmaJwlI <lh<luf ~/Ur"rl(. 
Yeu mny hf,\'e An opportunity !.n cOOlptll'e )'our :.clr·ralings \\lith olher ndlng!> of your p.act.i~ pro-
SODIC. of the people you mlloage. '111;:'> r.lllke~ the accuracy of; <,Iur asse!SlI1('nt .. II Lht more ~)):'~~~":,,,.nt. 
• 
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Productive Practices Survey 
My Pructicefl 
[1 
o 
r-' LJ 
r-- '1 
~J 
r J 
~J 
[] 
L 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
I trent all the people 1 work wit.h - subordinates, wi · 
lea~ues, and bosses - ..... ith respecL 
1 di!>couragll pre-judging anyone lJr looking upon pt'<1 ' 
pie more or less f9\"orably becQu>;€ arthe_ parllcular 
work they do. 
I I:I\-'oid playing fa\'orilcs; I treal everyone according 
to the !lame rules of fair!ll::s~. 
Through both my words and practkr.!! I dCD\onstraLt! 
that anyone who dQCS n job this organiration needs 
accomplished is C1lnsidt'Icd importfint.and worthy in 
his or her flwn right. 
I ¢Pf,(h~faC10rs like tillea, educll.tion, (IT job complex. 
ity being &DY basis for spt.'Ciai privncgM or €l(traor' 
dinar)' t~.lltmeut. 
1 acti\'i!!Y work to ('ItlS¢ any "han/ Hne" uf separA-
t.ion between no.sseA lind t.\,ei1' subordinates and to 
bridge the gap betwe.en !.hose with farm:;l authority 
and t.n06t: without. 
I openly work for polidl.'ii lind procedures that display 
my C()n£idence that alllhl!. Pf!Ople in this nrgllDiWlil'ln 
Al'C boUt able lind want to do what nocds to bo done. 
I try personally - and encourage othcn; - to operate 
{)D the principle that each of us ha.,> SOIDl!thing' special 
w offer. 
D Component 1 
SubordJnaie Ratings 
ABC n 
r -~ T-T3 
L--~ ____ -, 1-; ~ . [ I t_~ 1 __ 1 __ I
,
_ . . r- l-· l 
-1·_·1--
_' .Llj 
I I I I I 
Adual 
llesJred 
Actual 
Vel:lired 
Actual 
Desired 
Actual 
Desired 
Actual 
Dcsirt!d 
AclutLl 
Del'iircd 
A<..iuBI 
Desired 
Actual 
Desired 
Actual 
Desi1'ed 
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My Pril.ctiCt~ '; 
r fl. l_ i 
iJ 10. 
-'::-1 II. 
[_00 j 1"-
°l 13. J. 
L _ ...; 
r-- 14. 
._, 
n 15. 
LJ 16. 
I mak£> !ioun-' that pi!ople hll,,-e alllhl' i:lformalion UUl)' 
fccl thp.y need lo do their jub!i tbe be-i t w"y po:;siblc. 
I make sure ,.h,lt pefiple hllV ll ,,"("cess to and cOntacl 
wilh thl.'t!(' indivich1f'.l~ with whom the .... HIllS\. coor· 
dinal~' their dlort..~ 
I enCQUtag<! vrople tu exprt:l)S fri..-ely their opinions find 
mako !uG"sc!;tioru; about their ..... ork und liOw iL mlJ!hl 
be bf.'ltcl· IIccDmpli!>hed. 
1 get }>Copil.! together to t.TitiquCtlpcratiolls and t'o]Vf.: 
c;nnlmDn prohls1l1!;. 
I r('(ommclld ways to insure that· peopll' wl:~, dt pend 
on one another for 8upp01."l or wbu::.e job::! arc inter· 
rphit{!o Af(' in l"t<ati(}nahlc pJ"oxi mil,.f to one another. 
I give vi"ibl~~ support to pr.ople who Ill·t) 1.ry; ng tu ·:x· 
press ;.h(,\r opinions. moko :;l!Gi:~ljon~ , C~ cr it ique t.he 
wny we do iJlings. 
t specir...:ally ask ror peoples' id~ali rt!b'Urdinc ciJanr,e!'I 
in procedlll"\."S. Iltalling. sl1ppli~ elt'~ ...... hich .... IOllir\ 
m:\kc for more. cffici('n: nno produeth'o performance 
in theil' j<lbs. 
1 provide a r,!')"chot/)gkj~l dimnir thol eneOl1rng~ pt'(>-
pic to soy , ':hatev(!1" i;o on thc.i r minns. 
D Compon~nt 2 
2 
Subordiollte Ratings 
A H C D 
'-:-· ·j-T~ 
t .... LI.~ 
~=·i-~=:+=-l ~- _I_~~ 
i;=Fr I I----'- •. __ . ~ 
~_ .. _.l_~ __ i _ _ ; 
g O_I___ l 
r-- -·- - -
! I ...J 
I --!_-;_._I-
----' 
1--~-lji 
1 .. + -- -' ~ 
----L _ J 
LFF-~ i- -- .- ·1 
, .. _ -.1 
i---CI I-j 
I I I I 1 
Actual 
Oeslrcd 
:\ctuul 
Desired 
Aclu81 
\Jesired 
Actual 
U(!sin~ 
l\dual 
n(lsin~d 
Ac.tut-lt 
Ucsit"t'd 
A('.tus\ 
Dcsin~d 
Aetunl 
nC'iirecl 
Actu..IIt 
n"slrf'd 
• 
~ 
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- - - ; 
L J 
[J 
[ i 
I 
'-
L_ J 
o 
I ] 
17. [CallUC cuIJnt.('(!. on til jolinw lip on u/,'Yeed upon pJarul 
nnd uc~ion lilCjlS tmrJ kf!~p people informed 011 the 
l'l llltus (If ~heir proJAAoa[l; . 
18. I mAke:m hrmeo't eO"t,rt. to do whall have told ~plt' 
I will nu. 
19. I !!hont !!trnighl with pco)llc - on OOth pte8}"llll~. and 
not so plt-asan! i,sur.~ .- so th.at UIl~Y know whIm! ( 
sta1}d. 
20. J IJUppurt pcl'ioWC YC\1('W ofthr. polic.k-s nnd operating 
PI'OC(.'tiUIt't> 1,"\1\'N'nmr. peoplc!!' work liO that. Wl' CUll 
l:ptialc our Pnlct.i~ and r,E't rid of ('.our.H·r .productive 
ruins Hlld NJll'Ct~lioIl5. 
21. J encom'sge a ll(!~rdl for tho. nl():-.t s!.I'"iJ!"l:tf!"lrw:lrd 
means jIOSSible tll good pCn;(Innl l1f'rfnl"manc(' by 
wccdhtg out rel t.rictive or F.~ lf·dE"fe8ting joh 
~·r.quirC!ment .. 
22, 1 hones tly aStiun' people thut. the i(lr.nf; :md sugr,cs 
tinnl> they give me arc nul. only WeICOlnc.rl, hut will 
rcccj\'l' my scriOU:i consideration. 
23. [h<~havr. in way!' _ . in Wflrtis and deed thut .... 0 · 
collragt' lind jUlit.if, people Lt'lisLinr, m(l . 
24, 11ry to be tluthenlic And spontnm .. 'Oul; in <I \I my rela· 
tiunships and avoid phoney or C(lolri .... ed beha .... ior;;. 
o Component S 
o Di.m<-.nt;ion I 
3 
Subordinate Hatingto 
, ---r \ 
- =r-' - - , - -I , 
, -~ ~
1-' 
1 - : 
I , 
I. --.J 
[ --I-=::rT: ····- rr-l 
- - --_ .• - . 
t±--=r j~n _LJ __ ,
Et I I I 
Actual 
DClOircd 
ActUAl 
n(:~jred 
Actual 
DesIred 
ActuRI 
Dc!o;il'cri 
Aduill 
I)ec;ired 
Actual 
nf'Sir~d 
Actual 
Ue!':ir"ed 
Actunl 
Defiir('d 
Actual 
Desired 
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25. 
! 26. 
' •.. _ -' 
i-j 27. 
J McoW'"fig"e peoplclo rna ke their OWII on.the·job dl!d· 
!'iof1~ and to do what they t.hink !Jest in getting th<'\l" 
wurk out. 
I quef;uon peopie ahoul the administrative ~uppm1.g 
- I"tl: (.~, policies, wntrvh;, cl(". - lhl~ Il~e li to do their 
hem wurk. 
J discollro.ge blind ohcdict\Ct' to rules and JloJj(:ie~ thM 
get ir. the wily of pcoples' Ix:sl eff(lrlf;. 
ZR. J lry to giV(l pcoplf' powmo and opporhmitit'_" j,. in · 
fl uence d"ccisionr; JJff<.'d jng thcir w(.Irk . 
'-1 29. 
I 
[ J 30. 
[J 
r-: 
I I 
1. -- , 
31. 
32. 
1 encourage JXlOplc 10 ljueslion traditionnl wtly" Dfclo· 
ing [llir.gs And, wh(ll'. it seems IItlCP.S!'Mj', 'I("t\\(\ll!-' t o 
tl..-t t.ho systeOl for mo)'l: productive proc()riur(>~". 
I encourage tlClf·oontml ljlld ~;if-dirl"Ction ralhl'r thnn 
direetiv~ and prohibitioll!! imposed by SOlUl!(lnl: else. 
I war.l IlCQpl... 10 fCE'1 that tht" iI' opir. i.-mq and jab 
knowledge Clre: in;portanll'll.ld that r:ach ol"thr.m can 
actllaily malic !I di:.'Ten' nre in hilW worl; is 8C("OlJl-
fl ii"hN1 
I try to put d~isi()n ·m3king power at the lowesllcvd 
1I1:cded to gel thcjob done ~9 quickly and as wellils 
postsibl~. 
D Component" 
4 
Subordinlit.c RatingI'; 
A n c }} 
!~. +-T-[=1 Adun] ! . .. . 
__ L ....... L Desired 
I·T-=T . 
L ... _.'._ ~ . _ 
'-', 
-.~ 
1· 
.j' .J~C: 
I . . 
-- -~~ 
J ... _., ... . i- . l-··-j' -_·j L .. __ __J _ . 
I I I I I 
Aetual 
Desired 
Actual 
Desired 
Adual 
UCliired 
Actual 
Desired 
Aclual 
De'lired 
Aetunl 
Desired 
Actual 
Ik~il'cd 
Actual 
Dl.'Sircd 
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~ . ,<"" . , -~, - ...... 
My Practices 
1---: 33, 1 dist:numge "nusy work" ()r peopln tt)'lne to flll their !_J time with meaningll::!is activities, 
LJ 94. 
35. 
36. 
[J a7. 
r . 3S. I._J 
[J 39. 
1 try 1.0 inStue that people spend their time on work 
in which they are most interested and to which they 
can contribute mo~L 
1 mllke snre people are not asked to work Oil projects 
ur take on rcsponeibiliti(l$ that Me not. l;tmtrully 
rellltt.-d to t.he work they nrc 9UPPO~ to 00. 
r eoc'{}uragc people to trt.'at their work m: fm oPlx)r, 
lunity for ~elr·C};IJr(,l*'ion. 
J (,llcuuJ'lIge pl'Op\C to fed good a\xlut thcms .. ~lvf'': 
when they d() n gCY.ld job. 
1 encourage [If'ople W tak," plea.<;um from doill~ t.II.sks 
that really need lo be done. 
I puhlicly em'pnasize the import., nC(! of el\ch person's 
"'ark <lnd how it cunlrihutl'.~ to ovcrall orI:Allj::w.t.ionaJ 
(Ibjed:ivcs. 
I try lo bdp people ~ee the n!lc"am:c - personalund 
organizaLional . of the wurk they do. 
o Component 5 
5 
Subordinate Ratings 
A H C D 
R=:1IJ 
[··· n·1 _ .-.. - . . -
. __ .- .-.".-_. -
'
-·-rE···········l· ] - 1 . - • _ .• , ., -, -_ ...• 
, 
_ . . ' .. . 
'-1-1·····I--J 
,-_1., .... ,: . .1. __ _ 
I , , , I 
Actual 
Desired 
Actual 
OC!Jired 
Actual 
Dt'lSired 
Actual 
Oesired 
Adusl 
Det;ircd 
A(!tURl 
Desired 
Actua.l 
nelllircd 
Actual 
DC!I'ircd 
Actual 
Oesir~d 
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My Practiccs 
[ J 41. I t1nCourflge poople: to Itla.m nne another's jobs flO that t hey can hC'Jp ~nch uUu:r wh~n the m~('d urisc!> 
'~-·I 
L j 
42. I promote l'OlIubo)'otion Inward (ommon goals and 
di"r.ouraJ;t' compdilinn IJl't.ween ind.ivii.lu:!l!> 01' 
groups. 
44. 
45, 
I try tUJ)ro!TInt~ n feeling that. \\'(1 arc all in th i" - i.e., 
mllkinJ; tilt" orge.nb:aLion wOI'k well - IOgl'll!,t'f and 
Vlha\ is gcod for !)IIC is good ror UI' :l11 . 
I disco\lrilge "rugged individunli l;Tl\" or p(.{)ple 
i!lowting the!nsch'c! from their oo.work~r.'l. 
1 try to get JlOO})lc to rdy on onf': another for hdp and 
cll("oul'ugrment ill doing tnc!lT work. 
1 work toward pt~lIpl(\ feeUng a ... hared commitmcnt 
to ('0 1." another and Lo Iht> l10ahl orlhe!!' work b'T'OUP. 
[ i .7. J slre!Ul the idr a tho t. we arc m\ltually rcspon6ihl~ 10 
one Imother nnd P<lTSOrm1Ilrncti c(!Ei: .lJlIould bP. r,t"!'.red 
w th" com:n(ln good as much 1'1 .. possible. 
r I$trivn for a sense of colllnnlnity - - of molud.ll'cliance 
and hclnngillg - in the wurkplace. 
o f..o mponent 6 
o Diment,ljon II 
6 
ABC D 
i- I i i 1 l-tr: . .:-
l--,-· -, .._, ---, -;- ~-l­_ L ..:.....J. . ...1 
I I I I I 
Actual 
llefliroo 
Actual 
Ot>.slred 
ActuAl 
D~,lred 
Actual 
DCliired 
Actual 
Desired 
Actual 
Def;ircd 
A~tual 
Desked 
Actual 
Ue!lirl'_d 
Actual 
nl'~ir"d 
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My Practi('e!; Subordj,udtl Re.tingll 
0.9. 
r- J 50. 
51. 
[1 52. 
,- - ; 63, 
• __ ..-..1 
0 54. 
r- 55. 
L J 
0 66. 
I Sl'\" to it U tilI the workpl.:u.:1! is orgnniz(llI und laid 
out ill it Wfl}'1.hUl fat!lillltcsrnthl'-th<1n hind(>rs ~I 
pIc, nCCOmplll!hilll; th+:ir WUTR objedivcf._ 
T lr)-to diHL'OUrllgc fhl! notion ~hal work is an oneT{'lllS 
or boring chore, simply to b~ cndurco rather than 
cl'\ioyed. 
1 oncourage pooplc t.u orb'ImiT.c their own wark uc, 
Lj"iLie."I - flow, ~UCllce . schedlll(>S.,. aud job cnm· 
pon~nts - in ways tbat. not oilly h<:lp ~hem do Lheir 
hc...t but. gel the m(,st pcrs.nnally out of working Wh('TC 
they do. 
1 ruut.illt".1y H!;k p12-oplf' what t{)u J:s or e'i,uipmCnl tl lf:'Y 
nced to do the.i r ne'l1 work , j~J1r.Cti\' .. of whal th<" 
"liIanu.ll'" or "j<)L ut't'j~n vlan" nught "tty. 
I tn('.llufRgl.'. »I!oplc to f! xpcriOlf' nt with dilfenml wnyu 
of doing theil' work which might h 'ad w hetter 
performance. 
I clIIvhatliw the fnct that working well is Oll() oftiw 
helllthiC'..st thing ... a persun can do in life. 
1 place milch more(,mpL~'!ison t.h (' qunli~' of the end 
produd thnn 1 do m.eeUn[: production ~heJuler: or be· 
ing coot cifecti\'p.. 
[ tty to create n free-flow wurk cn·.-iromncmllhat is 
challenging. supportive of pe<ltJll!s' cR'm'lS, und en-
('ourag~ their hf sf. wo!'k, 
o Component 7 
7 
A Den 
iJ±j-J 
--j--'-r -
1
_- - -i _ .j 
- - - -- -_. 
BJ--·r -; , --t--- --_ ... _ .. ___ j _ . __ 1 _ _ 
i" ·1~.-r±J , 
L .1_ - 1-
[~IE 
I I I I I 
ActUAl 
Dc,drcd 
Aciuld 
Detllrcd 
Actual 
Desired 
Actual 
Dc~ired 
Act.ual 
lksircd 
Actual 
Desired 
Adult! 
Desired 
Actual 
OC6ired 
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My Prarti('('e 
57, 
- - ' 
[ ] 5& 
lJ 62, 
l J 64. 
I ro.ILincly mingln w.lh l>i:opk·.QIl lht-y"lo.jllkin& w.th 
I h~/Il a nd ~.C!('inA" how lhey're dOHig in th(!ir work. 
I tm(""(luragc peapl!' 10 talk \\ .In Olle IJnnthf:1" - hut h 
nbQut thc·ir work lind lIlt rc lK'r.:on cl iMU'''' -
Wh(lU~\'l'r tl".c~· likt. 
I pMmo~ th t idl'3 lhal .... ork C.tIl 1)(' fun and try to 
t";t. t LII) example! f'Jr ntakill~ the workplill't.' 1i!;h~ and 
productivfl At tIl" F.1IfHl' IUn!'. 
I t ry to champion (l Dorm l":' ("3nO(ol' oud t' PC'lIIl('!';'<; 
flmoll t: PCl)p!c at work. 
I help iJeOpk to be rclaxeJ and t;poF1tan('(lus - to kno ..... 
thaI,. they arc fr .... r. to fail- bulh in dealin,~ , ... ith une 
:moth<"r .l~d in imih'idual perfOr1l1flllCl' 
I pronwtl! Ii ground n lll! (If e mpathy nrJ"l mul.lll{\ 
uml(' I'l-wnding ilnlOIl" pl!ople who work t.olt',tluu. 
I 00 what I can 10 make the workpla cl! s~dlllly 
stimulating. intr'lllerl;t)llully rewtl\'ding, ZIllO a pbct: 
whcre p4tcp'~ Iik(' to spE'nll Lh -, ir t ime and \i:ncl"-gi~:;. 
. 0 Compollt:llt 8 
8 
BuutJl"(linuW Ratings 
A H C D 
I -F=-~L l 
'_ . . J. __ _ 
, I - ,' J ; .. - ---- -i- . 
i l ! 1 _ _ . __ .~..J 
- -~--=-~ j± 
fl--"-l i '- I-"'T~ i_L _'_ ... .J 
I I I I I 
Actual 
Ot'.:;irt:d 
At'~uul 
Ue!lircci 
Adual 
O('sirctl 
Ac:luul 
Actual 
Actunl 
Dc.~il·cd 
Adu:"I1 
I)csir('d 
Ac-tual 
Oc-sired 
Actual 
DC8ir('d 
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a 
.~ ' I 
I 
0 
- - , 
L-l 
r -' 
~ ___ .. •. J 
1' -
. __ J 
65. I anCf}ur,ll~C peUpl(l to lonk j"r n')v..:\ ~olulinllS whcn 
fse('o with problems in thf':r \'Jerk. r:'IIhf'r than 
flllt.lJluulically rCfipondin.': liLy the hook ." 
66. T Wl' lcolllc nud r('~':llrrl inllovatiH.' im;ighh or (,l'ellti\'c 
iJt'iiS peupl(! h:w<: gflin~ from lhvir WIlI'k., no Illalt~r 
h ow fur-out they ma.,)lII~m ill first, 
67. I try to r,flt the pt'upll' who shorp. a Jlf'Oblcm to fliso 
sharf': the decision making thot will solve it 
6S. I CllCOlU'8~{, J1t~Jple to gat the most. I~li;i.blc jnfnn~·?, 
lion they ['.an and w drnw hIlly Oil OJII) annl ll(~r'F- cx-
pcrti~ (' in salvin!: work-rl'lhlt!!d problcm~. 
60. I "m - Rudencourngeolher'.> to l)c - or.1) 10 ide<l~ and 
SUr.i1I!'J;ljou~ from the m ().CJ 1. uillikdy SOUftt'j: whcn WP. 
nr~ looking fol' thf! h. .... lI.'ay to ac-t(lmrli.~h a task. 
'0. 1 djfleO;,lr al{~ the. idcf\ thll.t mil' polidt!l or pwcedurl:!s 
nrc "e~t in ('.(~mcnC sno flo(.W be mmpcroo wiih whf:!n 
the. ... , ~cl in the WAS of J1roperly doing our job!t. 
[ -I 71 . 1 \·ie ...... difflHlIl.(':C.'(I( opi-!ion as hClllthy "lItt do what 
I cao to pro\'cnt, prc1na~ul"c smoothing 01' (-1', ulwrclis, 
inl:, 01' going 1l1'Ol.lud conflicts hmwcIc'n people, 
72. 1 do nut reward poor de..."isionOl 01' ltluk,c-O.o solutions 
HI ptoble l n~ simpl,v because they confl'J!'nll(l policy or 
prCCCdtlllL 
o Component 9 
o Olmcnsion JlI 
SuhurdinHt(' RRtings 
~l3 , __ , _-'- I 
r l I , 
--- --;-'-----r-' I 
___ L _'-_.L~ 
i -rr' r~J 
I£tl i- -, +- ~. j 
_ J 
I I ~ .'.- .. -
1 i 
E1 I I I 
Adull! 
Dcsir/:d 
Actunl 
Desit-cd 
AClual 
Desired 
Al'tual 
Desil"Cd 
At'tu~1 
Desired 
Act·ual 
Jlesirt'.d 
Actual 
Ifflsir('d 
Actual 
I)e~irr.rt 
Actual 
lJcliireo 
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Instructions for Scoring Your 
Productive Practiees Survey 
The PH,.juni" e I'radices SUTL't!ytlr !;I' .. ..-:s your pradicrs r~fnrdinr. niut- t.'OnlIJOol!nl. an·.ls{Jfm:mllr.f.~ 
menLo A £.c):orllte :;con' for (,.1(1, Qf lhe niru:: cumponent.s mll,l' he t..'t)IllPltkrJ. Each (omponrm I!' tl.'l'C ~<;l.'d 
bX eight il cn1 5 nnd 1l!'f'I'; OIl(' pagli! of thp. filln cy . Thcr('fort', when u.ikl~d UJ do so: 
Th~ n int> com!)OIl{,lIl~ uimflnagellIent pract lc(! (emlline-. three: fl.~ I) C1ID'" . tQY I€ld thr('f' dimell!'io:l fir'{W/'''' 
Tla·refore. p!ea~~ pl'ocel d UI: 
J. Add cnmprmrntt; 1-3 (:lId cflter till [ofa f ill die DWlt:lll' i, )// 1 (:Ird.' plYlt'i d.:. !. 
,1 .1dd cf}fnponr-nll. 7·9 and (In:er 'he totur ;/1 (h e lJimol$toll 111 eiFel.' prtWlckd. 
10 
.l. . • 
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Appendix B: Productive Practice Survey Results 
Components 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Number of 
Participants 
1 15 19 17 17 14 16 8 8 14 
2 56 53 57 58 54 54 54 39 34 
3 42 67 60 69 66 39 49 15 53 
4 40 8 8 14 14 19 16 8 49 
5 20 21 II 27 27 14 13 10 16 
6 17 20 16 25 23 17 17 9 34 
7 52 33 48 45 49 53 53 47 52 
8 56 50 54 59 61 63 59 61 58 
9 58 55 57 57 56 56 48 38 46 
10 57 33 56 40 49 19 29 29 25 
11 70 61 72 58 62 70 81 43 51 
12 54 44 44 52 53 50 44 28 38 
13 38 43 31 43 24 34 43 14 31 
14 44 66 57 54 69 51 58 39 47 
15 8 14 22 39 17 19 18 8 17 
16 57 42 45 56 64 43 28 23 44 
17 69 52 48 47 55 41 42 40 42 
18 43 51 58 49 69 61 53 41 46 
19 70 72 62 64 72 66 66 58 63 
20 43 44 40 46 55 31 46 23 57 
21 51 50 41 33 34 57 46 51 41 
22 60 63 47 44 57 41 44 30 42 
23 54 18 33 38 38 31 32 20 30 
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a. Management Values: 
Number of Participants Hugo's score on Management 
Values: 
10 Low 
6 Below Average 
4 Average 
3 Above Average 
0 High 
b. Support Structures: 
Number of Participants Hugo's score on Support 
structures: 
8 Low 
9 Below Average 
1 Average 
2 Above Average 
4 High 
c. Managerial Credibility: 
Number of Participants Hugo's score on Managerial 
Credibility: 
11 Low 
4 Below Average 
1 Average 
6 Above Average 
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I High 
d. Impact: 
Number of Participants Hugo's score on Impact: 
9 Low 
6 Below Average 
0 Average 
6 Above Average 
2 High 
e. Relevance: 
Number of Participants Hugo's score on Relevance: 
8 Low 
2 Below Average 
0 Average 
6 Above Average 
7 High 
f. Community: 
Number of Participants Hugo's score on Community: 
12 Low 
3 Below Average 
1 Average 
5 Above Average 
2 High 
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g. Task Environment: 
Number of Participants Hugo's score on Task 
Environment: 
9 Low 
4 Below Average 
0 Average 
6 Above Average 
4 High 
h. Social Context: 
Number of Participants Hugo's score on Social Context: 
14 Low 
6 Below Average 
0 Average 
2 Above Average 
1 High 
i. Problem Solving: 
Number of Participants Hugo's score on Problem Solving: 
9 Low 
8 Below Average 
1 Average 
4 Above Average 
1 High 
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Appendix C 
Interview Questions: 
1. What are your thoughts on Hugo's leadership style and how does 
affects the staff members including yourself? 
2. What type of traits, characteristics and behaviours do you like to see 
in Hugo as a leader? 
3. What are your thoughts on the current situation regarding the human 
element under Hugo's leadership style within the firm? 
4. What changes would you like to see take place in Hugo as a leader 
and the firm as a whole? 
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Appendix D: Feedback forms for feedback discussion session 
Feedback on Productive Practice Survey 
Problems Identified from Questionnaires 
A Management Values 
Staff does not feellhat Hugo respects them, is fair 
or a reciates their efforts 
B Support Structure 
Hugo's door is not open to staff to discuss work related problems 
or make suggestions, he does not participate or allow staff to 
participate to find solutions, staff isn't supported by Hugo. 
C Managerial Credibility 
Staff do not trust or have confidence in Hugo as a leader. 
They do not receive feedback from him or feel that they can 
depend on promises he makes. 
D Impact 
Members of staff don't feel empowered to take control of their work 
or that they have any influence in decision making, Hugo does 
not give them a feeling of ownership of their tasks. 
E Relevance: 
Staff doesn't feel that their work is relevant to the organisations 
objectives. Staff feels that their tasks are mindless or meaningless 
and not consistent with job expectations or 
personally meaningful. 
F Community 
There is no sense of teamwork, mutual reliance or independence 
among staff, Hugo does not encourage an environment for this 
to take place. Because of this there is no commitment 
to the organisation. 
Staff suggested solutions to Identified 
problems: Were these questions discussi 
starters in the feedback? 
What can Hugo do to change this? 
What can Hugo do to show support and how can 
he involve you more and be more involved with yc 
What can Hugo do to change this? 
What should change for you to take control and 
ownership of the work you do? 
What about your job feels meaningless 
and what would change that? 
How can Hugo help people in the office to feel 
more like a team that is working together for a 
common goal? 
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G Task Environment 
Hugo does not allow staff to be innovative when it comes 
to their work. Their job desig n is strict and there is no freedom 
to redesign one's work to make it easier or faster, no room 
for failure, necessary for creative problem solving is allowed. 
H Social Context 
There is no social climate that inspires fun, openness or 
interpersonal trust between Hugo and staff; therefore they 
aren't willing to invest energy for creative insight 
I Problem Solving 
Hugo does not allow staff participation in making decisions 
that will effect them, he makes no conscious effort to ask their 
input on problem solving and looking for better alternatives 
for the way things are done. 
What are your suggestions to change this? 
How can Hugo change this? 
How can Hugo change this? 
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Appendix E: Samples of staff members suggested solutions to achieve 
the desired outcome 
Page 1 of 10 
Lindy Johnson 
From: ..,J.!!i' i!!!i!!II.9iI!i!!!!ilil;i!!J,lt2!!!!!!IJ! If'\;!!!!!ll! 
Sent: 21 Augv:;;1 2007 11-37 AM 
To: 'Lindy Johnson' 
Subje<:t: rcedbaci< on P:OOur1.ve Praclice Survey 3 
Feedback on Productivr Practice Survey: 
QucstioDnaircs: identified pl'oblems: I PI'oblems'Idcnlificd (1'0111 --1 Starr suggested solutions tu I A. ,\lanagemcnt V~lt\le. s:- --- - ·1 \VII~l can GC;'hnl:d do (hat wj-II--
__ -+1 ~c~hu-:..g~ this'! ___ ._ __ -,-_,,-
StaiT dncs not feci 'that (jcrh~-llI- I \Vell he can greet more and smile 
respects thelll , is fair or appreciates and mabe if efforts hus been made 
tht:ir cffol1S. thnt we can at least ~(;'t a thani, you 
via cm"liI ofp~rsollal just sOIl1C'thing 
that we can feel mor-e positive 
towards our work that we tun strive 
to do better 
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F-:edhnl:k Ill) J 'r()~lu ,u\'c Practice Survey: 
B. Support Structm·c: 
P::;gc 2 (I f 10 
i \Vh"t rnn Gerhard do (0 show 
support Hud how can he iuyolve you 
more and be more invuhcd with 
.~~~ ________ ~~ __ '~"~"O~U~? ___ ~~~ ____ ~~_~~ 
( jerhard's door is not opeillo slaffto Allow us to be ahlc to go to him " 'ith 
discuss work rcl:iled problems or Ill(lkc! a problem or suggestions that we 
~uggeslioll s, and he doesn:t parlicipatc mite h:lVC to improve the C'ompnny it 
or allow staff to participate in finding would abo be nicc to s~e him mun.' 
solutions. stafl lsn't supported hy ill the office and to giv<' compiNllcnts I 
Gerhard. as needed 1tS 1I complimcnl from 
your boss means morc to us then a I 
compliment 1'1'0111 your JIOD ! 
2 1,'Au/:,i07 
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Fce..·lhack OIl Prouuoi ve PI .K licc Survey: 1\'lge3oI"IO 
------- ------ -~___:::_c:;_:_:_--_+:cc:___:___=__:___:_;_____:____;__-___1 
C. l\'lanagcrial Credihility: \Vhat can Gerhard do to change 
f---c----",,---- --- ___ --:-__ -l--"th=is? ____ _ _ __ _ ----,-c----:-----i 
Staff members do not trust or lHl.v~ \Vell we CBut trust him or huve 
confidence in Gerhard a.-: a leader. confidence iu him as 'l"C never sec us 
They do not recei\'c rc(~dback from and the only time that we see him in 
him {II" Jed that lhey can depend on his office if it is fOI" training or being 
promi~es he makes. in trouhle personally I am still 
waiting for training that was 
prnmised that never came as I think 
Itt' tcaches good and w(' understand 
the way he teaches us 
21 fAug '07 
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Fct'dh.1Ck on Produc:iv.: Prac:icc Survl.'Y : Page 4 of 10 
In. T'-n-,-p-,-C-(:--- --·----"--------···---f-:\":"V"h-.-t-s7,,-o-,,71t7j-c7h-a-n-g-e--;~:-o-r-}-·o-u-t:-o-t:-a-:k-·c--l 
control and ownership of the ,,"ol'k I 
'ou do'! 
Members of staff don' t rec! 
empowered to take control of their 
work or that they have any influence in 
decision making, Gerhard dot:s nol 
give them a feeling of ownership of 
their tasks. 
11/;\ug.'07 
To be liable for 1'0"1' own worktOdo l 
ynur work you .. ;('lf and to know that ~ 
you must decide what should he ! 
i done in situations and only have him 
to approye or decline it I 
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F'cdhack on Produetivc !'fJt,:{ico:: Snrvcy: Page 5 ()f lO 
- ----- --------.------j-;;;:-,--;-~---:--;-;--;----
, E. Relevance: \Vhat ubout your job feels 
meaningless and what would change 
I that? ---~----j~~---~~~---~ 
, Staff doesn't feel that tbeir work is 1m happy ,,,jth all I do 
I 
rcl(..··v;mt to the organizations. 
ohjectives. Stafff"eis lhal their tasks 
arc mindless or meaningless and not 
con~i~tent with job expectations or 
pt::n.onally mc.aningful. 
-.--------~;:-- ---
F. Communit)': 
2 If Aug 07 
i-=------;O;--;--;-,--c----;-:---;-;----1 
How can Gel-hard help people in the 
office to fccl more like a team that is 
workjng together for ~ common 
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11 here is 110 sense oftcamwnrk. lIlU!lHl.l 
I rchrtncC' or !lI!enlepcnd<:" l1cc amongst 
staff, Gerhard <im .. o.s not encourage an 
envi ronment for this to take plact:. 
Decau~c oflilis there is 110 
. cummitment to the organization. 
G. Task Environment: 
Gerhard docs not allow sta ff to lx~ 
innovative when it comes to their 
work. Thei r job design is strict and 
there is no fr.;:cdolll to redesign olles 
! Jl(l. ~lI"?~_~ ____ ~~ 
! \Vdl first or all ('.reate :1 lo\'inp. and 
supportive euvironmeut that I 
cveryonc can be peaceful at make up . 
, teams tllat Itas to work wgcthcr and 
that ca Tl work tugether HS a tcam 
"Vhat arc yOUi' suggestions (0 chllngc 
this'! 
No comment 
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F xdbad,. Oil Pwd ucljvc Pr9.c{i.;c Sllr\'~y : 
I work to make it c,tsier or fa~ll~r. no room for fail ure, necessary for creative 
problelll solving is allowcd. 
f-=-~-.- .. ... ----
II. Social Context: 
There is no social climate that inspires 
fun, openness or interpersonal trusl 
bctween Gerhard Jild s(aff; therefore 
they aren't willing to iuvest energy for 
creative i n~ igh t . 
2i!Aug.'07 
Pag" 7 ofl0 
lIow can Gerhard clumgc this? 
\Vc be more tnyo)vcci'with us OlS staff 
I only found out that Gerhard likes 
art 1 would have ncyer known jf J 
didn't hear it we know nothing 
about him he can never stop and ask 
you how al'e you COl he is the 'hoss' 
he doesn't have the time let hint he 
more friendly with us 
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I'age x uf 10 
1. Problem Solvin How call Gerhard chanae this'! 
Gerhard docs:el1!.o'-'t"a~lJ;-o-\\-' .,-stC"a'ff;:-----+-;G'", e"-t".--'l"t"h'-c"", l"')coplc involved an d hrai n 
participation in milking del:is irms that storm ideas its 3mullng what ideas 
will afTcct them, he makes no people come up with Jhings yon will 
conscious eff0l1 to ask thei r input on never have thou ght of it works 
problem solv ing and looking for better 
alttTTliI livcs to the way th ings arc done. 
:! l fAu!!!Q7 
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Fl:t:dh:H:k OIl I'rod\It:U\'l' Pr::cticc Sur",cy: 
'Illis llle!ts.JgC I' ll )' eOn!aln in f(111l1:.l liOll, which i!> c(lllfi d\~nl iitl , pli\~.l le or privileged in narurc and 
subject 10 legal pri",ill:ge, It is intended solely for tile addr~l-'C. If you ure not tile il!tendul rtcipient. 
y()U may not peruse. use, dissemino.li:. distritlllle, store or copy this 11l~53J!C or tile (Of way part 
thereof), which i:J uHached to Ihis mes.."'ilg~. Any Hction taken or omillcd in re\ian{;e Oll it. is 
pr~lhibilCd and may he unlawful ;md a(;cess to this e-Illsil hy ,tnYOIlC else is unau:holi!>cd. tfyou have 
t'Ccch'cd thi!> IlIc":>!.nge ill l.'lTor, plensc notify thc sender 1[J l1lH!<i intciy by ('-mail , facsimile or 
tclcphn'1e :inti thc:renficrrctum and/or (k:slroy Ihc original messn.ge. \\illilslllll r\~::lsomlbJe stt~pS are 
la ~elllo ensure thc accuracy and inter,ri ty of infonnatioll and data transmittl-"'C1 electronically and to 
prCSl-'Tvc the confidentiality thereof, \10 liability or responsibility whatsoever is accepted if 
inform2.liou or dala it'i, [or whatever reason, corrupted (Ir does not reach its intended de~tinati()n. If 
any vicw or ()pinion i:; exprcssed in this e-llla il , fiil1 ; h '~(..'ws or opinions an: 111l1!if! of the 5~llder unless 
it is clearly staled th:Jt it is thai ufCW Van Huysstecn 1ne. 
\Vc h,we taken ~ Ieps to enSllfe thul this m .. "''VIge, :Iud any at!IlChmcnt5 ~r hypcrlinh c(ll11.!im ... tl 
therein. Me ficc lrom computer \'iruse.~ <l lltl tilt: li ke. However. in aCC(lfl]"ncc with good computing 
prat:tkc the rccipknl is J~.sp()nsib l t: fur en<;U!in,g that it is (l'~ll1any virus free boforc opcn ing it. CW 
van Huysstccn Tile il..;\'cpts no liability of whatever nature for any lo~ <:, damage or eXpC\l..'i C of 
21 ! Aug/o7 
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F~~db3Ck on Pr~1dl!cti\"c r'Ii1~lic C' Survey: P'l£C 10 (If 10 
, ... 11ai~uevcr nature ItIld arising from whnlSot'ver cause and whatever such loss, damage, h"hili ly tIT 
CXpCI~ .... t ' " 'fclll.ll , t' (llllil1gt"lll. consequential. direct or iluJjred . Opening. of the Inc"S::.:ag(' i rsdf or ~n)' 
i;16 :1 t1ach~·d \0 this mcs!'llgc i ~ therefore at Ille :i>ok r i:)k of Ih~ r~l.·ipicnt . ~Ol!C of our employees i.~ 
pt'JllIittcd 10 SCIIC:llUlS(,licitcd Ille:-.. .. ,1gc .. unci our compclllY cannot be held IfaMe tlu::rc(orc. Sllouid ,lli:-
mcs~agc cOlllaill:ln unacceptable communication. SpOOl. dcrogutOlY SrlUelUetll~. def:ll ll:l lory 
sI4,tc!I1enlS. chuin Il:1lcrs Of oll<;''Osivc material of any nature. it meiltlS Ihat the IIlL'SStlgCS bt.·cn SL'ut 
outside the sender's scope uf cmploym:"''Y11 with ('\\I van Huys<;tf'tn Inc and mily the senner ~n he 
held liable ill hi s·1lcr Ih.'fson31 c,lpiu:ity. 
21 !:\ ugi07 
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liccdback on Productive PI~acticc Survey; 
!-.-~-- -.---.- ........ .................................. .. . 
! Problems Identified from I Questionnaires: 
I 
I ·~\.~i~;~~g~~~~~nt Values: 
! 
r St~ffdocs · [~(}i'f~·el that Gerhard 
; respects theIn, is i~lir or appreciates 
i their etTorts. 
! Staff sugge~ted solutions to i 
I identified pmblems: I 
.. r \Vl;;t~;; Geri~'~-;d' d~-il~~,t wilJ-i 
1~ ~:~'i~,.N ~ ,;:;_ ..),.,. -1 
I '\ \.. '~:;t ' .. >l .. ,~ ~. - • . ' (' ;., J,. "1".' " I 
11"" <..~~.,:. ' ! i ... s \~ .. " . .. I 
i '.:,' .; .. ' t, ~ ' ''.i';''''(~; (:. ; '<' , ',' r , J .. :,,' I 
y . ':"_:' ' . ,. :: ,~:~;~ •. . " :,f;'" I:, 
(.l" ; ., ti. ~A~'" t} '(-:; " ,,- . 
·~. ,'t t~~"l~ 
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rs.Sl~pp~rt St~u~turc: ..... - --. ---" Vi;~t-~aD Gerhard i~-~. si~~ 
I ; supporf and how can be involve ! 
I GerharJ; s door is not ope;;;" StiiT!()~;~Il'E~~'Jld b~ll:~Cj;;OI'.:~ 
: discuss work related problems or I '::;'1 V""""'] tv \o(-t. ' ~"'\F'>'1' y",,<j~J,.."''''j :; 1 
; make suggestions, and he doesn ' t ! {'1tJ)N . ~v.., ; :1 (> f,< ... , .... f. .., l .:;...\,J i 
! participate or allow stalTto I t I "'--k. ':; • f \ \ ~r.) ~ ; • ••• : .-.. " •• ",!.4 ! I participate in finding solutions, staff "'.):-:. I 
" . d b G" 1 d 1--X:~\I!i. , ( , '" l l ! l$nt supporte y cnar. ', .... .J ~·>"' .. - · ~I ,; .. ". ...:, :: .<:< ! 
. ()\",, ' v .lOf( \~, ~'" <";.;> '-<-- \:... j;" l:~ k...'1 
. .J 
I 
! 
I 
__ , __ . ___ ._ ... ___  ... _ ... ~_ J,_ 
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! C. l\lanagcrial C."edibility: 
lo.o.._ •• __ .~ .•.••• •• _ ••• • •• _ ••• • ..--.-. ~"A ............. . _____ ..... __ .....•.. _ _ _ .~ ...... . 
! Staff members do not trust or have 
: confidence in Gerhard as a leader. 
i They do not receive feedback from 
i him or feel that they e,m depend on I promises he makes. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
· 1 
I 
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I. D. impact: I '\Vbat should change fot" you to 
. : take contt"of and ownership of the 
:r; ....................... _ ....... ....... : ................. -;: .. -.. _-. _..... i/ lvork ... ).' .. o U do? 
I tvtcll1b(..fS {)f staffdon"tfeeI ~ . I ~~ """v-'> I '~('_.f . ·· lt~ ~~ ·:;~,-." .... -:-·~:.~;1 
I empowered to take control of thelr I ~ . J i k th t II I . t] I \ . v ' .. ·. '-" '~·k .. <. · H,,~ !-, ...... ,~t co:: ...... ·~u:J 'I I war or a ley lave any 111 UCIlCC I' " l I in decision making, Gerhard does not ! a.':hf · t t < :';.;,.-. \.f" I I give them a feeling of ownership of i 
j their tasks. 
' __ "'_ ... ........... m ... ,. __ ... ...... . .. .............. _. ___ •• __ . __ _
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! \Vhat about your ,job feels 
: meaningless and what would 
....... ,.,." ... ""'.#_ .... __ ... , .......... . . ... -................................. -.--~. - - -I Staff doesn't fccJ that their work is 
! re)t:v,unt to the organizations 
I ()l~iectives. Staff feels that their tasks 
I 
are .minclless or meal.1ingless and not 
consistent \-vith job expectation:;; or I persona 11 y meani 11 gti.ll. 
:5..~~~!£~ fila f! __ ............. . 
! 
I 
I I !_ ......................................... ........ .... , .. ,"""." __ .'' ................ '' .............. ..1. .... ,." .......... , .•. ". _______ _ ............ _ .J 
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IF. Community: ! ,. · .. ······~ '- · .. · .. ·-.. ·Tiio;;; -c~\ll(;erbat'd heip "p~~~p)e i~ ' I the office to fecllllOl'C Uke a team 
J tbai is working together fOl' a 
' ...... _ ._ ___ _______ h.. h._. _ _ h _ ••• _ __ , _ I COlllDl_~~lJ~~~:tJJ. __ '''''_'_' __ ' ' '''h'' _____ --' 
, There is no sense of teamwork. 
I mutua1 reliance or interdependence 
I amongst staff, Gerhard does not I encourage an environment f(x this to 
i take place. Because of this there is 
no commitment to the organization. 
1 __ _ -
f €. ,.\.I\ (,~V·· ·~'<lI~'t ~!l.~~t~ :., :':'I f.4~(;f~·~·~ '''' ~ i 
! .1 \ i 
! I 
I 
i 
h.hh h •• h •• h hhh.h . ____ __ _ J 
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r :~ ~ . ,. . .. 
I G. lask hnVU'OllUlcut: 
i L_ .... __ ... ____ ._____ . ___ _ 
i Gerhard does not allow staff to be 
! inllovative when it comes to their 
work. Their job design is strict and 
there is no freedom to redesign ones 
\vork to make it easier or faster, no 
1'00.1)) for failure, necessary tor 
(''feative problem solving is aiJo\ved. 
._- ---_ .. _., 
i \Vhat arc your suggestions to 
: change this? 
; 
; 
i 
I 
t. ...................................................... ___ .. __ ............... _ .................. _._ ..................................... _ .. A • • ___ ...... . ...... ... ..... ........ . .. . ... .. .......................................... _____ ........ ..1 
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! H. Social Contcxt:··· ·····r Ho\\~~n G·~rb~~~d ·c1umgethi.s·! 
L . ..... __ .  . .. _  ................... _-
! There is no social cljmate that 
I inspires fun, openness or I interpersonal trust between Gerhard 
; and staff~ therefore they arcn't 
l wtiling to invest energy for creative 
! insight 
.... ..~ . . -~.--........... -- - ----.. . 
i '~·\i\ S~\G'~~ ; .. ,.' .. 1 v~>~!) ;'"'. \l4"~·t..~Y".~.l, \ .--., 
' J . .' 
t ~ ~ J~\~) "i "\.-t: :;~k-.. ~··· f ,, ~\_ ;,.") (~:.!,,~ t, !· 
1 r:".~\ ~~ vf~ . 
i 
i 
I 
i 
I 
...... _ ... _ .... ... J ....  ___ . __ ......  ______ . ____ ... .... _ .... ..... ! 
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fiP~~blcm S()lvi~~~-~ "'"'-''''''''''' ····· · -· --.-Ho~v can <. ;erha;:~f~h·;\l.!~~>< th.~j;?-·· .. ___ .. ~ 
l(jerhardd(~cs 'n()i:'aiJo'~~;" sl~'ff --~ --_.. . .....  I participation in making decisions : C'.~.A: \tv'()N. p: .... ;d·.~ t~h\ .. \-\-( 
I that \vill ailect them, he makes no S ~! I'''''(U .. t. ;.-.1,,- ;",:::; ",,~, 
I
I conscious effort to ask their input OIl i L>tJ .. l.;i:.¥ ... ~ '''':.yy·~·': I;; '5 . 
problem solving and looking i~)r 
better alternatives to the \\'ay things 
I are done. 
! 
........... --- -___ _ .. ___ ........ -.-_ _ ~~ ..... _ __ .... .1 
........... . __ ...... __ ._------
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Appendix F: Samples from suggestion box 
~W~~~ 
~~ c;o ofroJ. 
~ ~w:Yt. 
~Me. weC01 
K~ Ccff-ee pic: 
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SUGGESTION I llEMAlSD: ;\1ell ' s ll:Jrhroom 
Good day Sir 
A~ :I. mall! membt:1' of staff J fl!l:1 discriminated ar:1im,[ brcnus.;:: , have u pl.!n i s~!! 
As tn:: mal.;' members of staff-'WE D[~ANl) !! !" lhal we reeciv!! the following 
acw!I1mod.lting factors ill ollr lxuhroom: 
I . I bnd soup 
2. I land t(lwel (th31 i~ to be replnC'.c om:c'l day with a fn:sh lowel) 
3. Air freshener 
4. Smelly urinlll hlock to Od(l:-iJ:e! NO MOTH RAJJ .S OK!! ! 
S. '1113{ tllc plumbing in the urinals is udcq uutdy seen too lInJ repaired! 
I!'~ nniy til ir that the male species share, in thl' Silme accommodat ing toiletry factors thut 
the t~m ale member.'; of stnfr do in this company! 
F"pccially considering we seem 10 he Ihc cleaner gcnr1cr when it comes to tnt! cnmpanies 
lb.cHi ti e..;. 
Too 10ill!, have our ablution accessories demands been ignored! As the men in the firm we 
demand Ihut our rights be heard and accommod<ltcd or strike fiction will tallow!!! 
You have until Monday to respond or furthcractioll will be luken! 
IVI'. DEMAND EQ1JI\L RIGHTS!! ! ROCK ON'! I 
Ptt~(l5e sec the undersigned penaincci petitiun signed hy the (lgrccitlS male panics in the 
firon. 
Rt'g;,rds 
Tlsr Male l.Inion 
SceU Cockcroft {. . 
- , 
Jon2than Smidl C fit 
\V.ync Ph;land~t-/1./--------­
DC!l!ly Eberhnrdt ~~. 
DUlliclAli llandulc ~~ 
ll.rou'u not wilh us! YOII're tlg(Jilrs/lIs! - J\'1ale union mottO 
R(lry Hnltmao f/t':J.A ," V' 
Godfrey Eddie ~:'--l 7fi~ i <, 
Danil! Hrtdenhorst t]fiJY~'-" 
.toshua RiCh" \ . 
Denver Urigh '\ ..... \--
. -'...-'\ 
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\s \';"YXe;. 
,~h.5-~..e,.,., 
-0.:::. \..£:o~e, 
l..:K-::<:x;. t....C-1; !....-
C) 
'i'?, ' 
- L 
173 
174 
rthiN~ N€ 
~\drn~ 
SotioJs r:::MJy 
5 (1'lCnths c:y 
50 ??(0 
• 
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To ~ It 
~ I--,~ ""'" ::s:.~ =12 Th)O +h~ +-
C<=----.\cl C~· =~.c'{O~. 1.--... +~ ~1-\'. = 
hc~. 
:r ''\''-~\- -\-\0r---ic_ -H'O-... + \\- +\,,~ j'i':> <::> 1E>~<yo4 
'C\'V2lr-. -\.<::.e. ~=,d wo f-CQ/<; ~~C)"'- \ ~ ~=" '~-.J 
. -\' ''''' ' r->L...J .\ ~>...:, t:> ', .s\' Ir '~' 
Frr---pl=-je.e ee. v -- o<::::~:::;Cy, t , t--r~~--,d- """C' :t-\.-.o_ ''''''~tk 
~ EO: ~",---u..... \-"-<e_ I (C;()'~ d ec:.iC::i{> 0,."01 -r\ ..... j "jtl-
o~ dc.....\ C:(, ',0 1"\-u... .--..--.c-_______ -\·h ,--,h ;c.:..J---. i:::, (::"'Ji~ 
\&.:\;\e..e I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
5"'<.,~ ---oc '=-,~ ~s. 
d~) c,.,-.d... \J......e ........ 
c: ... \\ 
\ 
=.--e. 
15 , 
\:P Ct:.I..I!..Ic. o; ,'tt.. £\'::'~~~ 
c::::> y ~\s:5 (' ~, ...... ~ ~D-\;;:s ~ So~. 
, 
~. r~ _'- ~d..... \or .... ,.. r-ela..(e.d 
.\\.....~ ..... .:::-c-~ :"'" e ..• -.-e'=:"5 \ .\...;.!,. e-....... ..... '~,... ~ f'l<..' -h· ""J b.At 
f-'~t;:> ..,.~'t;=-..--.. ~ 
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\ \--""'-''-j'' II-v" nl ~~ 1\ /~jl! .' I l  / ' - .- .... I I , . , J { , ', ' : ... _" ' ~ 
,:>' I t :''S lrl 
.. . - .-~ 
C+\~t clL{£t. i'nJ:J 'iS ~, \"v , . l,~! 
\ ~A'-'. CJ\\c)LL. -\ C; 
\(GdV 
Q)\.A::> V\ 
\/ ' l',J c.J,:'o " 
one) 
(V, I C;\C1\c.W (\ '\ LA (" LJ V ) 
O---k_F_Lj' ! I ''-;'CV·--;- '. 
-!c. 1 <. CUif7! 2: ( el j ! 
I P > o'Y..., Iv rt i\/\ { -' { , '--
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Appendix G: Communication from Mrs. Nesbit regarding the social 
Wayne Philander 
From: W.,ync PhU .. r.dcr !wphi ! Clrn1~@r.wvh .co 7,.<,1 
Sent: 29 AU!jus12007 10:12AM 
To: 'Lind, Johnson' 
Cc: 'marloi"!O king' 
Subject: scclal 
Hi Lindy 
\"YO beer; In contact with the people ~I bl.'ccaneers pJ!) and restaumol ar.{I spok.e to ttle 11 .mager and after 
our cooversattO:'l he sold th;:lt ~ve c.an u!;c thr·f vr.nuc f:u our SOCI3! r,.athering And <Inked him rfwe can 
hm''li,he said that they will give us the wooden ceck area facing 1M boac., front \vhere we can braal and do 
our thing. but wc hove to buy our dr inks from thetl1. 
",!philander @~vlVh.~c • .l~ 
LEGAL OEPARTMt:NT 
CW VAN HUYSSTEEN IN.C 
Tel: (043) 7421454/ 5/3 
Fa ::: (OO6) 6:.00109 
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Appendix H: Sample of personal journal 
E:E:n''(1, d l"Cf", So ' lc'(l v(: &, 1iJe. 
Cll::: . 0'> ' Cr"YC' s..--S~\ ens l..J n l, h" 
"'~\ oFF - ' -lhl'S v..:,\\ E:Y\J0 ihe.fY\ q 
C I'10ncC ie 1,(0 ICC 1 :;Sl-I r(, n "Cll 'JI--v:::'j 
Fed \Yy,'C, \(o~~ u,X"-L.1(j rCljl,"",("f 
y-cl- vc , ~-? 'I ~' \ l--e· ( j-:'r>CYO i 61ofr: 
vY'eehr~ys . 
"O:c. 1CI( ' \ I "C\\; c= U"CI.ttE'.d 10 
0"'" Co 1V\.O C {- ~\,e '3C\ [-( Ci 1=.l.t 
, 
~. \ ( r-e~ 1 '0:y tf .Wx~ .' ~S~~~ .. 
\\'lC~\.-j V--(\\ \? nC\I C G~Cl ITlt Jh'''.lj 
ieee 'c. V'(",cr>t \,vq::\\ C1r{:1 \\'e.,-,\ c!:d 
.cy-~ . C\ o--crce ~ (. 'O;<:IY '-".X'D\' . h':Lj 
0-:ln'of-C\ Ie Cl '\d lell:. ·+ .x'tlf'J (c< r t: 
Ine.'j c:e \'1: ",n:.c..\' C'-(f-o l~,\ '1tC'· 
:::,e.:5 ' ·:'C,....., c:w-cl ~0'h·'lkl I\:: l ,, ',I\ .00 J If . .J , h 
1 c ":,:S::-;\I~\ ':; .t;;1, cr'C''''-'Cj H',e l'1('j""" IIt,LI 
.. -- , 
f 
i 
1 
! , , 
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Appendix I: Micro Design for the Workshop- Feedback session 
Venue: Law firm board room 
Time: 10:00 am 
Pre-Arrangements: 
1. Give Denver the result slides in advance to have the overhead 
projector with slides ready. 
2. Meet Veronica at the boardroom at 8:30am to delegating the placing 
of tea, coffee and water in the board room. 
3. Arrange with Mrs. Nesbit that staff members be notified in advance to 
bring a pen or pencil to the Feedback Session. 
4 . Feedback session Feedback forms, for anonymous suggestions should 
some staff members wish to not participate verbally in discussion of 
topics presented. 
Agenda: 
1. Opening and welcome. 
2. Questionnaire results. 
3. Results discussion. 
4. Suggestions. 
5. Evaluation. 
6. Closure. 
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